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On the Latest Shuttle Failure:
Blame the Bookkeeper Mentality
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

Feb. 2, 2003 We can not undo now what happened on Saturday, but
we must be rid of ill-conceived economy measures which

No one should draw a premature conclusion respecting the doom essential programs, with what proven advice and expe-
rience have shown us to be a headlong rush into unneces-immediate causes for Saturday’s awful news of the breakup

of theColumbia. Nevertheless, we can be, and must be aware sary risk.
of a certain degree of preventable risk under which the NASA
program has been compelled to operate, since radical changesScience and Safety

In the modern age of a slide, since the mid-1960s “sexin accountants-dictated policy which have continued to pre-
vail, since the reckless arrangements installed during the pe- change” from an earlier “producer society,” into the decadent

depths of a bankrupted “consumer society” culture, fascina-riod preceding the fatal, Jan. 28, 1986 launch of theChal-
lenger. tion with computer-generated numbers has become patholog-

ical in its growing disregard for experimental physical sci-Back in 1986, I was engaged in cooperation with a leading
specialist in design of ballistic missile systems and counter- ence. In earlier times, the scientist, engineer, and production

manager waged a rear-guard defense of economic compe-measures against ballistic missile attacks. During this period,
he reported his anger at foolish changes in NASA policy, tence, against the “Gestapo gang” of Wall Street financial

accountants, squatting like an occupying alien power in theincluding the reckless way in which the environmentalist-
lobby-demanded O-ring replacement was being rushed corporate Treasuryand Accounting departments.The cultural

and economic down-shift of U.S. education, agriculture, andthrough, for the anticipatedChallenger launch. The fatal
blunder in that specific “budgetary” change imposed upon industry, took control of the U.S. economy during the ruinous

cultural-paradigm shifts in economic policy of the 1971-1981NASA policy, was of the same nature as the foolish change
later adopted by Daimler-Benz in the original launching of interval, during which the Federal government was under the

dictatorship of the Nashville Agrarian clones Henry A. Kiss-the A-Klasse. The crime of negligence in those and kindred
cases, is the increasing substitution of the mathematical meth- inger and that loony “war-hawk” Zbigniew Brzezinski. Under

the occupying powers represented by the Federal Reserveods of “ivory tower” systems analysis, and kindred reckless-
ness, in letting today’s “austerity-minded” financial accoun- Chairmen Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan, science and

sanity have been driven from policy and from the minds oftants run firms, as a substitute for competent, traditional forms
of actual science and engineering practice. more and more of our university-educated professionals. The

loan-sharks and their predator bookkeepers have takenHad advice such as his been heeded, the horror of the
Challenger case would have been avoided. A kindred situa- charge. These days, one rarely finds competence comparable

to that formerly standard in the top ranks of corporate man-tion surrounds the policy-making blunders during the period
preceding Saturday’s developments. Experts who warned agement.

These escalating changes in cultural paradigms, launchedagainst risky “economy measures,” were overruled, and dis-
missed, repeatedly, over the period preceding theColumbia on a mass scale during the 1964-1981 interval, are the crucial

changes to consider in the frequent recklessness of our gov-disaster, in response to their policy reviews made during
most recent years. ernment’s direction of our space policy.
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as that faced by Columbia. In general, always
anticipate possible catastrophes, even of unex-
pected types, and build appropriate responses
into the system.

4. Why Take the Risk at All?
There are three general reasons for taking

the risk: a.) Scientific progress needed by man-
kind requires this; b.) Such science-driver pro-
grams are essential drivers for technological
progress on Earth itself, as the results of the
Kennedy Moon-Landing mission demon-
strated such astonishing benefits to the econ-
omy on Earth; c.) Because such activity is re-
quired by those qualities of human nature
which set the human personality absolutely
apart from, and above the apes.

The scene at the Feb. 4 memorial, led by President George Bush, for the seven
5. Were the Risks Properly Understood?Columbia astronauts, at Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. Of the loss of

the vessel and crew, LaRouche says, “We can not undo now what happened on Some of the risks were anticipated by
Saturday, but we must be rid of ill-conceived economy measures which doom some scientists. It was the accounting depart-
essential programs.” ments and politicians of similar zeal for cut-

ting expenses, who preferred to see the scien-
tists’ protests as politically unrealistic.

Carl Gauss’s revolutionary 1799 report on the sub-Once that relevant, 1964-2003 background to Saturday’s
calamity is taken into account, our republic’s policy-shapers ject of the fundamental theorem of algebra, points to

the importance of the fact that discoveries of universalare confronted with a series of questions and answers, of
which the following are typical. physical principle can not be found by mathematical

formulas; they must be discovered experimentally, by
attention to stubborn, seemingly tiny margins of error1. Is This Risk Necessary?

The future of man’s ability to improve conditions in the formulas, as Kepler details the original discovery
of gravitation in his 1609 The New Astronomy. Someon Earth, depends upon results which could not be

obtained without the inclusion of manned space-explo- of the most important sources of risk, as in the case
of the O-ring substitution on the Challenger, requireration. Also, the protection of life on Earth from dan-

gers, such as small asteroids, demands exploration of intense experimental attention to seemingly small
changes in the combinations of technology or materialsnearby space to such included purposes.
included in a new design.

Since the essential nature of space exploration is2. Would More Spent Help To Reduce the Risk of
Such and Related Disasters as Those Which Oc- exploring the unknown, relying on simplistic faith in

arguably proven design-formulas is intrinsically in-curred to Challenger and Columbia?
If the funds were competently spent for the right competence. It is what we do not know, which we must

always address, otherwise there would be no competentpurposes, as the case of Challenger shows, and as the
study of Columbia’s disaster might also illustrate, more purpose for space-exploration except joy-riding. The

accounting department, and certain opportunistic poli-spent for dealing with discovery of known risks, would
reduce those risks, and be well worth it. ticians, do not wish to hear of such things; their conceits

beg new catastrophes.
3. What Kind of Measures Would Be Helpful?

For example. Back during the 1950s, Wernher von 6. How Should Space Policy Impact National Eco-
nomic Policy?Braun warned that travel to other planets, such as Mars,

should learn a lesson from Columbus—by sending flo- As the great biogeochemist Vladimir I. Vernadsky
has demonstrated, the known universe is composed oftillas of three or so vessels, capable of supporting one

or more of the members of the flotilla in case of deadly three distinct, but multiply-connected phase-spaces:
the abiotic; life; and the special mental powers of theproblems to any one. The same ought to become policy

for manned flights to the Moon, and for situations such human individual, which are the source of original dis-
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coveries of universal principles of physical science and been the axiomatic factor which misled the world at
large into the present global economic and monetary-great Classical artistic compositions such as John

Keats’ Ode on a Grecian Urn. To understand that uni- financial catastrophe. It is time to return to attitudes on
which our earlier achievements, such as the Mannedverse, and its impact on the condition of life of man on

Earth, we must proceed relentlessly to explore to the Moon Landing, were premised.
most distant events and conditions on the largest scale,
and also the very, very tiniest. We must explore how 7. The Common Aims of Mankind?

Back during the Fall of 1982, Dr. Edward Tellerthe universality of a principle of life operates in even
remote and strange conditions of the universe, and ad- uttered the most fortunate phrase: “The common aims

of mankind.” The greater mastery of the conditionsdress the creative powers of the individual human be-
ing similarly. among the inner orbits of the Solar System, is the imme-

diate imperative for all mankind during the remainderMan in space presents us directly with all of these
phases and their interactions in a concentrated and im- of this present new century. Later, we shall extend our

reach to greater things.mediate way. We must overcome a childish fear of the
imagined “bogeyman,” and go out into the night to dis- As I emphasized in public addresses I delivered

during that same past period, “ If we can establish acover what is actually there. If we did not do that, we
would be less than human. scientific sub-surface colony on Mars, we can readily

transform the Sahara Desert into a habitable region ofThe growth of brutishly anti-scientific “consumer
cultures,” and suppression of pro-scientific “producer Earth; and, generally, transform the Earth into the gar-

den it was intended to become under our husbandry.”cultures,” during the 1964-2003 interval to date, has

Shuttle ‘Fix’ Means a Change
In Economic Policy Axioms
by Marsha Freeman

It will take some time for the National Aeronautics and Space state of the vehicle and other assets involved—especially as
they age and wear—but also the assumptions made aboutAdministration (NASA), and the independent investigating

board appointed on Feb. 2, to determine what happened in the every aspect of operation of their systems. Relying on mathe-
matical models or data that do not take into account changesfinal moments of the flight of the Space Shuttle Columbia,

and what led up to its catastrophic accident. In the immediate over time, will not improve safety.
A second way to minimize risk is to incorporate leading-hours following the tragedy, however, the media have had no

lack of targets of blame. Charges have been levelled at a edge technologies into space flight systems, with the goal of
a high rate of technical attrition in existing assets, as they arebroad sweep of suspects, from the engineers who designed

the Shuttle transportation system 30 years ago, to the last replaced, retired, or shifted into less critical functions. The
Shuttle system’s problem is not its age as such, but that itsman to look at the video film footage of its Jan. 16 launch.

Rounding up the “usual suspects,” however, will provide little 1970s technologies have been surpassed by innovations that
could improve its performance, and make the Shuttles safer.insight into what happened; nor will it fix the problem.

The risk of accidents is inherent in the extreme environ- For nearly 40 years, the wrong criteria have been used
to make decisions about space policy. While Presidents andment of space travel, as it is in any other experimental or

exploratory venture. Nothing can be made perfectly safe. But Congressmen make self-righteous statements about their
commitment to space exploration, especially at times like thisas is readily acknowledged by the astronauts who take the

risk, there is no other way to further the human knowledge when the public expects it, they are married to ideologies
that preclude their fighting for the space program the nationgained through space exploration, than to do it. While the risk

cannot be eliminated, it should be minimized. One way is requires. It is the cultural paradigm shift this country has
suffered since the Kennedy years that has to be “fi xed.”constantly to be examining and re-examining the physical
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Space Exploration as ‘Science Driver’
President Kennedy set the space agency on a clear and

visionary mission—to land a man on the Moon. He told the
Congress that it would be expensive, and warned them that if
the Members were not willing to fund it, it should not even
be attempted. He formulated an investment tax credit, and
other fiscal measures, to vector private sector resources to-
ward leading-edge high-technology R&D and manufacturing
investments, that would support the exploration of space.
Kennedy’s space program contributed substantially to more
than a decade of technological innovation, leading to dramatic
growth in the economy of the United States.

The idea that the Space Shuttle program must be more
“cost effective” ; that accountants in the budget office should
decide what the nation can afford to spend on space explora-

The Jan. 16 launch of the orbiter Columbia on the 107th flight of ation; that these expenditures “ take money from” other proj-
Space Shuttle. There were many conscious decisions to cut NASAects, imposing limits on NASA funding; that bringing in the
and Shuttle budgets, and to move toward privatization, whichprivate sector and the profit motive to this research and devel-
formed a pattern one expert called “a failure waiting to be

opment endeavor will make things cheaper—all these are discovered.”
false and dangerous assumptions that have brought us to
where we are today.

NASA should be a “brain trust” for the nation. Its labora-
tories, in collaboration with universities and other research we must develop for manned missions to Mars will bring an

era of unlimited energy to this planet. The technologies toinstitutions, should lead inquiries into the most vital issues of
science—in astronomy and macrophysics, the life sciences, create artificial biospheres in space and terraform Mars will

bring forth ways to make Earth’s deserts bloom. The lifeand microphysics. NASA has made steps in this direction,
through the establishment of an Astrobiology Institute, and support techniques to care for crews off planet will revolution-

ize the way we nourish human health at home.Space Biomedical Institute, to bring the best minds in acade-
mia to tackle some of the most critical scientific questions. We would not have record-breaking unemployment, rot-

ted out and abandoned industries, a transportation system thatBut each NASA Center should be the nucleus of a “science
city,” where the frontiers of research are the focus. is disintegrating, a population that is addicted to drugs, televi-

sion, and video games, or a systemic financial crisis, wereSpace exploration has already posed some fundamental
questions. Astronomers have found evidence of solar systems economic policy organized to invest our resources in science,

technology, and infrastructure—most profitably representedaround other stars, which are very different from our own.
Where are today’s Keplers, who will discover the universal by our space program. We will “fi x” the space program when

we have an economic policy that discards “shareholder value”principles that can explain these fascinating new worlds? The
proposition that there was once life on Mars has led to the and the “bottom line,” and returns to national investment in

great projects that uplift the population morally, physically,discovery that life can exist in the most extreme Earth envi-
ronments, overturning long-held concepts of the “envelope” and intellectually.
of requirements for life. How does the development of life on
Mars challenge our fundamental hypotheses of life on our Sabotaging Shuttle Safety

For years, NASA engineers have been well aware of theown planet? How can the exposure of life to the micro-gravity
environment of space, or the partial gravity of other planetary need to update the 1970s technologies of Space Shuttle sys-

tems, and to carry out upgrades to improve safety and perfor-bodies, open up new means of discovery?
In order to be able to answer such questions, the space mance. And in case they were to miss any areas of importance,

the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel, established after theagency is tasked with creating the transportation and other
infrastructure needed to carry out missions to expand human 1965 Apollo fire, prepares an independent report for NASA

on flight systems’ safety every year.knowledge. As the science and exploration objectives drive
the development of revolutionary new technologies, NASA In 1992, a decade after it started flying, NASA undertook

a new initiative to assess and improve the safety and reliabilityshould be creating and spinning out into the economy new
energy and propulsion techniques, new materials, medical of the Shuttle, compiling a list of proposed upgrades. But

one year later, the Clinton Administration’s agreement withbreakthroughs, and industrial processes, at a rate at least com-
parable to that of the Apollo program. Russia for the Shuttle to visit the Mir space station, required

that money for the Shuttle be spent on modifications to theThe advanced fission and nuclear fusion technologies that
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orbiters to carry out that program. While NASA was lobbying hydrazine-powered Auxiliary Power Units that are vulnerable
to leaks, fires, and even explosions, with electric units usedfor safety upgrades, its budget for the Space Shuttle program

was declining. Between 1993 and 1999, the Shuttle budget in military jet fighters, costing a total of $224 million. An
advanced health-monitoring system for the Shuttle’s threewas cut from $3.5 billion per year to $2.9 billion, in real-year

dollars. In constant dollars, the cuts over that time were 40%. main engines was included, for $108 million, to prevent an
inadvertent engine shutdown in flight that could trigger a cata-This led to the deferral of upgrades, and substantial cuts in

both NASA and contractor personnel. strophic explosion. NASA proposed redesigning combustion
chambers and nozzles, at a cost of $400 million, using moreIn 1996, all proposed modifications to the Shuttle fleet

were put on hold due to the budget squeeze. Under the advanced designs and manufacturing processes pioneered by
Russian aerospace companies to reduce the number of welds,“ leadership” of Vice President Al Gore—and with the enthu-

siastic support of NASA Administrator Dan Goldin, a former and potential failure points, in the Shuttle engines. The total
request by NASA for Shuttle upgrades in the Fiscal Year 2002TRW Corporation executive—the space agency became the

White House’s poster boy for the policy of “ reinventing budget came to $488.8 million.
But the safety panel NASA had convened in Septembergovernment.” In The White House’s attempt to “balance the

budget,” and out-do the lunatics leading the Republican 1999, warned in its report in March 2000, that efforts to reduce
the cost of Shuttle operations, primarily by reducing staff, had“Conservative Revolution,” the nation’s future in space was

being sacrificed. led to an erosion of risk management. Shuttle employees were
under “ increasing levels of stress.” The panel recommendedNASA managers, under heavy pressure from the Con-

gress, discussed designing a future replacement for the Shut- that the size of the Shuttle workforce be increased, with addi-
tional NASA employees, rather than contractors, echoing atle, which would be designed, and eventually run, by the pri-

vate sector. Even though everyone was aware that designing, similar recommendation of the Aerospace Safety Advisory
Panel, which cited “consistent and repeated reports . . . ofbuilding, and testing a new manned space-launch system

would take years, the accountant’s mentality dictated that critical skills shortages” in the space agency.
Between 1996 and 1999, NASA’s Space Shuttle work-money would not be spent on the Shuttle system if it had only

a limited lifetime. force shrank from about 3,000 to about 1,800 employees.
The total NASA and contractor workforce perform about 1.2But in 1999, NASA made clear the Shuttle would, and

should, be flying until at least 2012. “We will not come close million separate procedures to prepare a Space Shuttle for
flight, and the NASA cuts had eroded the agency’s ability toto the life span of the Shuttle in the next 10 years,” stated

former astronaut Andrew Allen, director of Space Shuttle perform adequate oversight to ensure the safety of the Shuttle.
Throughout NASA’s Office of Space Flight, thanks to yearsdevelopment for industry contractor United Space Alliance.

Astronaut Bill Readdy, NASA Deputy Administrator for of a hiring freeze, there were twice as many people over the
age of 60, as under the age of 30.Space Flight, stressed that the Shuttle should evolve to assure

greater safety margins for astronauts and ground personnel. By 1999, both the stress on the workforce and threat to
Shuttle safety had already been noted, even by “market ori-The consequences of lack of investment in the Shuttle

fleet were then becoming obvious. At a Congressional hearing ented” NASA Administrator Goldin, who admitted that cuts
to the program had gone too far. In its FY 2001 budget re-on Sept. 24, 1999, called to discuss the cause of frayed wires

and a hydrogen fuel leak in Columbia, Allen stated that “ the quest, NASA allocated money to hire an additional 2,000
workers over two years, a net gain of 550 after attrition. ButSpace Shuttle upgrade program has been delayed and under-

funded for years” and that this was contributing to the prob- this was inadequate compared to the decade of damage that
had been done.lems. The discovery in August of the frayed wires had

grounded the entire orbiter fleet.
Characteristically, members of the House Science Com- The Situation Is Deteriorating

Despite the demand by NASA to turn around the yearsmittee responded that there were not enough funds for all
the upgrades that NASA wanted, and Space Subcommittee of neglect by increasing investments in Shuttle upgrades, a

Senate hearing in September 2001 revealed the continuingchairman Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.) said NASA
should speed up the process of “privatizing” the Shuttle, and deep concern for Shuttle safety. Funding pressure from in-

creased space station costs, within a flat total budget, were“ incentivize” the industry contractors to make the upgrades!
In a second hearing a month later, Allen recommended accel- putting safety upgrades in jeopardy. In testimony before the

Senate Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space onerating the pace of the upgrades, with 60% of the needed
funds to be spent by 2003. Sept. 6, 2001, Richard Blomberg, Chair of the Aerospace

Safety Advisory Panel, stated that “ little effort was beingNASA began an internal review of needed Shuttle up-
grades in the Fall of 1999, and in February 2000, in the expended on the long-term safe use of the [Shuttle] system.”

The “ long-term situation has deteriorated,” he said, as “bud-agency’s Fiscal Year 2001 budget request, identified nine
critical safety upgrades to be implemented across the four- get constraints imposed on NASA’s human spaceflight pro-

grams have forced the Space Shuttle program to adopt an evenorbiter fleet. The list included the replacement of the Shuttle’s
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which it may be impossible to catch up. Safety is an intangi-
ble whose true value is only appreciated in its absence,”
Blomberg counseled. “The boundary between safe and un-
safe operations can never be well defined. As a result, even
the most well-meaning managers may not know when they
cross it. . . . As equipment and facilities age and workforce
experience is lost, the likelihood that the line will be inadver-
tently breached increases.”

At the same hearing, the Chief Operating Officer of
United Space Alliance—the industry consortium responsible
for flight planning, astronaut training, and preparation of
hardware and software for launch, employing 10,000 people
in Texas and Florida—also testified. Mike McCulley, a for-
mer astronaut with 17 years of experience in the Space Shuttle
program, told the Senators that in his opinion, the “drive to-
ward efficiency has moved us below sufficient funding for
the many years of Shuttle operation ahead of us. . . . One half
of annual maintenance budgets are spent band-aiding systems
that are failing and then maintaining the band-aids.”

The unfunded critical infrastructure projects, McCulley
reported, had led to a situation where Launch Control Center
operators had to change firing rooms for each of the previous
two launches because of computer interface failures. The
Vehicle Assembly Building had to be shut down while a Shut-
tle was being assembled, due to antiquated assembly equip-
ment failures. Some ground infrastructure, he said, is literally
falling apart.

Sen. Bill Nelson (D-Fla.), who flew on the Shuttle Colum-
bia in the flight just before the Challenger accident, had re-
quested the hearing, to evaluate the impact of the $500 million
shortfall in Shuttle funding. The budget, Nelson said, “ fails

The STS 107 crew on their way to lift-off. NASA Administrator to adequately protect these astronauts.” Safety upgrades that
Sean O’Keefe has made a point of appointing veteran former

NASA considers critical “are now discretionary projects sub-astronauts to key management positions; but at the same time, the
ject to available funding. All but one of the Shuttle’s pendingcontinuing pattern of underfunding and moves toward

privatization, has led some, like Robert Crippen, to resign. safety upgrades have been targetted for cancellation or defer-
ral,” Nelson reported.

“Decisions about NASA priorities are coming not from
NASA, but from bean counters at the President’s budget of-shorter planning horizon in order to continue flying safely.”

As a result, Blomberg continued, “more items that should be fice,” Nelson said. “We’ve got accountants making life and
death decisions for our astronauts. . . . We’ re starvingaddressed now are being deferred,” adding to the backlog of

restorations and upgrades, and “postponing many risk reduc- NASA’s Shuttle budget, and thus greatly increasing the
chance of a catastrophic loss.”tion benefits.”

“The Panel does not believe that safety has been compro- Just nine months ago, after the Aerospace Safety Advi-
sory Panel’s 2002 annual report was released, Blombergmised at present,” Blomberg said, as “ the defined require-

ments for flying at an acceptable level of risk are always stated before Congress, again, that “ the Panel believes that
safety has not yet been compromised,” but that the reportmet. Increasingly, though, these requirements can only be

achieved through the innovative and tireless efforts of an ex- contains “ the strongest safety concern the Panel has voiced in
the 15 years I was involved with it.” As the Shuttle ages, heperienced workforce.” But “as hardware wears out and veter-

ans retire, the program will inevitably lose some of this com- warned, “ the well-established characterization of the system
is no longer fully valid.” Blomberg also warned that “anypensatory ability.”

Blomberg warned that “ improvements to the orbiter and plan to transition from the current operational posture to one
involving significant privatization would inherently involvethe other Space Shuttle elements are being delayed in order to

accommodate current budget needs.” The situation becomes an upheaval, with increased risk in its wake.”
Longer term, more expensive fundamental changes to theworse each year, he said, and if restoration of basic infra-

structure continues to be delayed, “ it will reach a point at Space Shuttle design—such as liquid fly-back boosters, to
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eliminate the more dangerous solid-fueled boosters, or in- over the coming five years, NASA said in 1995 that no further
upgrades would be initiated. Over five years, the workforcecreased on-orbit crew rescue capabilities—were never seri-

ously even begun. at the Marshall Space Flight Center, which clears the Shuttle’s
main engines for flight, would be reduced from 220 to 50.
Those involved in clearing the External Tank for launchThe Invasion of ‘Shareholder Value’

The Shuttle had barely finished its initial test flights in the would go from 134 to 23, while those working on certifying
the solid rocket boosters would drop from 126 to 26.early 1980s, before President Ronald Reagan and his budget

balancers ordered NASA to try to find a buyer for the orbiter
fleet. The idea was that privatizing the Shuttle would decrease ‘A Failure Waiting To Be Discovered’

At the Kennedy Space Center, civil service workers whothe amount of Federal funds for the program, cut costs, and
enable it to run “ like a railroad.” No company was foolish do engineering and development of the orbiter would decline

from 395 to 184 by 1999. Those in launch processing andenough to take the bait, however, despite the rhetoric.
But as Space Shuttle budgets were declining in the early safety would be cut from 880 to 450 by the turn of the century.

NASA oversight of contractor work would be cut signifi-1990s, NASA managers worried about flying the Shuttle
safely with less money. NASA Administrator Goldin dis- cantly. The NASA director of Space Shuttle operations, astro-

naut Brewster Shaw, said this would mean abandoningmissed their concerns. “When I ask for the budget to be cut,”
he told a meeting of NASA employees in September 1994, NASA’s guiding assumption about Shuttle safety: that

“you’ve got a generic failure waiting to be discovered.”“ I’m told it’s going to impact safety on the Space Shuttle and
it’ ll destroy reliability on these other [unmanned] flights. I Administrator Goldin vowed to reduce the manpower de-

ployed in Shuttle safety operations, in line with the Kraftthink that’s a bunch of crap.” Three months later, astronaut
Robert Crippen—the pilot of the first Shuttle flight in 1981— panel’s privatization recommendations. “We had 183 people

signing off on flight readiness for the Shuttle,” Goldin said inabruptly announced his decision to resign as director of the
Kennedy Space Center, saying it was prompted in part by June 1995. “To me, that represents a threat” to safety, rather

than a guarantee of it. In contrast, NASA’s most experiencedconcern about continuing budget cuts.
In November 1994, NASA announced that an indepen- astronaut, John Young, told Associated Press, “you can’ t re-

duce people without introducing a lot of risk, because youdent team, led by former Johnson Space Center Director Chris
Kraft, would review “ innovative concepts,” and new “man- just work people too hard.”

Much of the work that had been done by civil serviceagement options” for dealing with the continuing budget cuts
in the Shuttle program. The report, released in March the employees was to be contracted out to the industry manage-

ment entity, United Space Alliance, a joint venture of Lock-following year, included the recommendation that NASA
consolidate its 20 Shuttle prime subcontractors and 59 major heed Martin and Rockwell International (which built the

orbiters, and was later taken over by Boeing). This shift ofsubcontractors, as a “stepping stone” to the full privatization
of the Shuttle. The report contended that the program, to Shuttle operations to management by the private sector was

sold to nonbelievers as the only way to cut costs and still fly.“meet the challenge of reducing costs,” should do away with
“expensive habits.” “ Safety is one of those terms that can United Space Alliance (USA) signed a $7 billion contract

with NASA at the end of September 1996. One month earlier,be used to hide behind and prevent necessary change and
innovation,” the report claimed. It complained that “ground Kennedy Center director Jay Honeycutt, who had taken over

when Bob Crippen resigned, warned that the hundreds oftesting is routinely performed on much of the hardware, even
if it performed flawlessly on its previous mission.” layoffs planned for the launch center would leave many jobs

undone, including safety inspections. In October, Honeycutt,Although the report’s call for commercializing the fleet
was immediately embraced by the Administration, in the per- who had worked for NASA since 1960, announced that he

was retiring.son of Dan Goldin; and the Congress, led by House Science
Committee Chairman Robert Walker (R-Pa.), many were The level of Shuttle funding continues to be determined

by the White House and Congress, and with NASA approval,alarmed. John Pike, then of the Federation of American Scien-
tists, called the Kraft report “close to hallucinatory,” and de- USA makes the decisions as to where and which of its contract

employees will be eliminated when budgets are cut. And al-scribed changes in the philosophy on safety procedures as
foolhardy and dangerous. He predicted that the recommenda- though United Space Alliance brought in astronauts to man-

age its operations at both the Kennedy and Johnson Spacetions would one day be considered “ the turning point that led
to the next Shuttle accident.” The Aerospace Safety Advisory Centers, they are in business to make money. USA insists

that safety, which is the criterion used to determine incentivePanel warned that such a radical restructuring of the program
was having a serious impact on safety. payments in its NASA contract, will always come first, but

there is little doubt that downgraded NASA oversight has hadThe impact of the growing budget cuts was already lead-
ing NASA managers to propose drastic manpower cuts. In an impact on safety.

By 1997, United Space Alliance was pushing for in-order to meet the projected $5 billion cut in Shuttle funding
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creased commercialization, as a way for it to make more Administration. While still at OMB, O’Keefe told Congress
that he would not support an increase in NASA funding, be-money from its Shuttle operations. It lobbied for dropping

the 11-year-old ban on flying commercial (non-government) cause “ technical excellence at any cost is not an acceptable
approach.” But at least, O’Keefe admitted he knew nothingpayloads on the Shuttle, which had been implemented by the

Reagan Administration after the Challenger accident. This about NASA, or the space program. To his credit, the new
Administrator has brought some of the agency’s most experi-would have required adding more flights to the orbiter sched-

ule. Johnson Space Center Shuttle manager Tommy Hol- enced astronauts into NASA management positions.
At his confirmation hearing in the Senate, O’Keefe admit-loway summed up NASA’s negotiations with USA on the

proposed changes, stating, “We have different objectives.” ted that he had no vision for NASA, and said that his plan for
the space agency was to “get back to basics, reinvigorate theUSA’s objective “ is to fly the program and make money. Our

objective is to reduce costs, but we don’ t worry so much about entrepreneurial” spirit there, and “ infuse prudent manage-
ment.” He sounded more like the bankruptcy judge in thethem making money.”

At the same time, the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel, Enron case than the leader of NASA. This did not sit well
with many of the senators.testifying before Congress on March 13, 1997, warned that

even though it could find no additional safety risk arising from “The leader of NASA cannot just be a budget cutter,” Sen.
Kay Bailey Hutchinson (R-Texas) stated at the hearing onthe contract with USA, it noted “ that the rewards and penalties

of the incentive [contact] may motivate the contractor to ac- Dec. 7, 2001. “ I don’ t think you can precisely budget a war,
and I don’ t think you can precisely budget innovative re-tions which are unanticipated by either party today, and which

may pose additional risks to safe operations in the future.” search.” In this kind of work, she said, “you are going to have
mistakes, and miscalculations. You’ re going to learn fromThis increased potential risk was introduced for no other rea-

son than to cut costs. those. . . . NASA is one of the economic engines of America,”
she stated.Four years after USA began managing much of the Shuttle

program, a March 2000 report by an independent safety analy- Disregarding Senator Hutchinson’s advice, the first pol-
icy decision made by the new administration, in July 2001,sis team stated that there was too little government oversight

of contractors working on the Shuttle. The team said it was was to propose a reduction in the Space Shuttle program’s
funding by about $1 billion from 2003-07. This was designedtroubled by increased risk due to a desire by the contractors

to cut corners and costs to meet the schedule, which provides to make up for the cost overruns in the space station program.
A second decision was to emasculate the International Spacebonuses for the company. All new hires at the Kennedy Space

Center, it advised, should be NASA employees, because Station, by refusing to increase NASA’s budget to provide
the funds needed to complete the space laboratory.NASA needs more hands-on involvement in maintenance

and safety. Last year, under White House orders, O’Keefe commis-
sioned the systems-analysis RAND Corporation to look intoThere is no place in manned space programs for the “profit

motive,” to begin with. The very nature of the effort means options for introducing more “competitiveness” into the Shut-
tle program. This was guided by the Bush principle that “gov-that it is impossible to know far in advance how much any-

thing will cost. The level of funding support for the program ernment should be market-based”— the current version of Al
Gore’s “ reinventing government.” The September 2002 re-must be determined by the mission to be accomplished, not

the other way around. The space program has always de- port called for more competition among suppliers, and for
eventually selling the fleet of orbiters to the highest bidder.pended upon private industry for the development of new

technologies, manufacturing, and development of the pay- Money for things like safety upgrades would be raised from
private capital. The RAND report pointed out that about 92%loads that use the space transportation system. But the infra-

structure must be provided by the nation as a whole, for the of NASA’s $3.2 billion per year Shuttle funding already goes
to private contractors, but wanted more. The reaction to thebenefit of all.

Previously technology-proud corporations have long ago report by Kennedy Space Center Director Roy Bridges, a
former astronaut and retired Major General, was that somebecome more wedded to their “bottom line” and dividends to

stockholders, and controlled by Wall Street financiers rather commercial concepts could end up “with a Shuttle being
flown into the water.” Sen. Bill Nelson compared the proposalthan engineers. They should not be entrusted with manage-

ment of the nation’s space program. to the Pentagon handing over its forces to a private company
to fight a war.

But with the Feb. 1 loss of Columbia, all of the cards haveWhere Do We Go From Here?
When the Bush Administration came into office, Dan been thrown up into the air.

Immediately after the accident, the Administrator andGoldin finally left. But in came Sean O’Keefe, fresh from the
Office of Management and Budget. A political protégé of President Bush pledged that NASA will find the problem, fix

it, and return to flight. But going back to the way things were,Vice President Dick Cheney, O’Keefe was Comptroller of
the Department of Defense under Cheney in the first Bush will not fix the problem.
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inflation that took place!
However, lying about inflation is only one part of the

skullduggery that the QAM is used for. The BLS devises
Quality Adjustment Factors (QAFs) for hundreds of items,How Inflation in the U.S.
which it uses to reduce the reported “official” rate of inflation.
It turns over the QAFs to the U.S. Department of CommerceEconomy Is Hidden
and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors. These two agen-
cies publish two of the most widely watched measures ofby Richard Freeman
economic activity: The former agency publishes the Gross
Domestic Product; the latter publishes the Industrial Produc-

The Monday night news announcer with the blow-dried tion Index. EIR has shown that both GDP and the Industrial
Production Index, as constructed, have deep methodologicalhairdo, adjusts his fixed smile, and leans into Camera 1, say-

ing, “We have good economic news, tonight. The national flaws. Putting those aside for the moment, let’s see how the
QAM distorts the reported performance of those measures.inflation rate, the government’s Consumer Price Index, rose

only one-tenth of a percent last month; for the past 12 months, The Gross Domestic Product is supposed to measure the
economy’s output of goods and services. If the BLS deter-it has averaged just 2.1%. The government says that the days

of high inflation are over.” Across Washington, there are of- mines that the quality of one of the goods that makes up GDP
has improved by 4%—whether it has or not—the economistsficial sighs of relief; that for one more month, they have pulled

the wool over citizens’ eyes. Around the United States and at the Commerce Department will work from the following
assumption: A 4% increase in quality is equivalent to a 4%the world, it is trumpeted that the U.S. economy is sound.

It is time to put an end to this confidence game that has increase in the value of the good, which is equivalent to a 4%
increase in the economy’s production of the good. They willgone on for more than a quarter of a century. The U.S. inflation

rate, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) published by the Bureau apply the same formula to hundreds of goods and services.
Even though the performance of the economy may haveof Labor Statistics (BLS) of the Department of Labor, is a

fraud. The real inflation rate is a multiple of the reported 2.1%. fallen, when stated in GDP, nonetheless through the fraudu-
lent QAM, the Commerce Department is able to show anThe BLS does not seek to measure and then report inflation;

it seeks to deny that it exists, and make it disappear under a increase in GDP on paper.
Employing the same procedure, the Fed economists getblizzard of counterfeit data.

To accomplish that end, the BLS uses a falsifying proce- an increase in industrial production. The data released on
inflation, GDP, and industrial production, are preposterous,dure called the Quality Adjustment Method (sometimes also

labeled the Quality Adjustment Index, or Quality Adjustment and hardly credible.
Factor). Not one in a million Americans or citizens in the
world, knows what the QAM is. But it enables government A Weapon of Control

Consider that for the British-American financier oligar-statisticians willfully to lie about most of the important eco-
nomic indicators which are on the tips of their tongues. The chy, the Quality Adjustment Method is more than a method

of falsification; it is a means to keep economic and socialQAM needs to be exposed and discarded, for the health of the
nation and its citizens. control, a strategic asset as important as a military armamen-

tarium. Let us look at three of the major purposes to which it
is put:Making Price Rises Disappear

Suppose the price of a product, such as a car, has risen by 1. In the case of inflation reporting, the QAM is used to
cover up the consequences of the destructive policies of the$500 from one year to the next. Using the QAM, a BLS team

can ascribe anywhere from 20% to 70% of this actual increase Federal Reserve Board. Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan, act-
ing on behalf of the financier oligarchy, has printed walls ofin price to a supposed “improvement in quality” of the vehicle.

Often, there is no improvement, or even a retrogression, in money to hold up the utterly bankrupt post-Bretton Woods
floating-exchange-rate financial system. This policy is lock-the quality of the good (the veracity of the claim of improve-

ment will be explored below). But the BLS takes the license ing the United States, and the world, onto a hyperinflationary
spiral which follows the trajectory of the hyperinflation whichto refuse to count that portion of the car’s increase in price

which they have disguised as being due to “improved qual- ravaged Weimar Germany from March through November
1923. But Greenspan supporters will say, “But where is theity.” They only report that portion of the price increase which

the BLS has not so disguised. In this example, suppose the inflation? The CPI rate is only 2.1%.” Most has been hidden
by the QAM.BLS team ascribes $300 of the $500 price increase to im-

proved quality; it then only counts $200 as the car’s price 2. The QAM-adulteration of the CPI defrauds tens of mil-
lions of American workers, elderly, et al., of their rightfulincrease for the year. Expertly manipulating this craft, the

BLS eliminates as much as one-half to two-thirds of the actual wages and/or benefits, whose level of disbursal is tied to a
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cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) escalator clause, which is
based on the performance of the CPI. If inflation rises by x,
but the QAM-altered CPI says it only rose by 1⁄3 of x, then
workers and elderly get only 1⁄3 of what they are supposed to
in inflation-adjustments. The BLS document, “Understand-
ing the Consumer Price Index: Answers to Some Questions,”
explains that “The CPI affects the income of almost 80 million
persons, as a result of statutory action: 48.4 million Social
Security beneficiaries, about 19.8 million food stamp recipi-
ents, and about 4.2 million military and Federal Civil Service
retirees and survivors. Changes in the CPI also affect the costs
of lunch at school, while collective bargaining agreements
that tie wages to the CPI, cover over 2 million workers.” EIR
has calculated that the BLS’s use of the QAM to lower the The “donut” spare tire, at left, which has replaced the regular-
CPI inflation rate cheats American out of more than $150 sized spare on most new automobiles, is designated a “quality
billion in wages and benefits annually. improvement” and subtracted from the car’s price increase, in

Bureau of Labor Statistics records—an absurd epitome of the3. The United States is able to draw in dollar investment
widespread falsification of inflation by the so-called Qualityfrom around the world, and to some extent, solicit support for
Adjustment Method.military adventures, based on claims of America’s “economic

soundness,” resting upon QAM-despoiled CPI, GDP, and In-
dustrial Production Index data. To foreign investors, Ameri-
ca’s “economic soundness” is presented as a reason that their The BLS has gone to almost any length to suppress an

accurate reporting of the real rate of inflation of new automo-dollar-denominated investments are safe in the United States.
This financed America’s $470 billion physical goods trade biles. Since 1967, the real increase in the average price of

new cars—actually paid by purchasers—has been 2.5 timesdeficit in 2002; without that foreign inflow, the dollar would
have collapsed by 40-50%, bringing down with it the bankrupt greater than the Consumer Price Index’s subindex for new

cars reports. That there is such a large discrepancy betweendollar-based world financial system. The Anglo-American
imperium could not survive such an explosion. reality and fantasy can only be explained by the fact that

there was a three-decade deliberate attempt by the BLS to
distort inflation.Unmasking the QAM

For two decades, economist and 2004 Presidential candi- The CPI tracks thousands of commodities, whose prices
it combines on a weighted basis, to determine the overall CPIdate Lyndon LaRouche has continuously unmasked the dan-

gerous sham of the QAM. In 1983, LaRouche commissioned rate. A new car constitutes, on a weighted basis, 4.604% of
the entire composition of the Consumer Price Index; $1 outan exposé (see EIR, Oct. 4, 1983, “ ‘Quality Adjustment

Factor’: How the Fed Hides Inflation”). On Feb. 4, 1984, of every $20 that consumers spend, is for a new car. So sup-
pressing the inflation rate for new cars would have great im-then-Democratic Party Presidential pre-candidate

LaRouche, in a half-hour national broadcast on ABC televi- portance in holding down the combined inflation rate for all
commodities. Here, the Quality Adjustment Method was thesion, exposed this fraud to the nation. “At the end of the

first quarter of 1983,” LaRouche told the television audience, BLS’s ace in the hole.
According to one BLS analyst, the BLS talks to individu-“we were shocked to notice that both the Federal Reserve

and Bureau of Labor Statistics were faking the figures for als from several of the auto manufacturers, both foreign and
domestic, which manufacture cars in American plants. Theseboth industrial output and for unemployment by very wide

margins. Later we discovered also that the reported rate of manufacturers’ representatives report the price increases in
the new model cars, and also what physical changes haveinflation was being faked as well. It was being faked by as

much as three times, that is, the rate of inflation during been made in the models, and what each change costs. The
BLS analysts then look at the new physical changes and assess1983 was about three times as much as the government has

reported to you.” whether they constitute quality improvements. In almost ev-
ery case—with a few notable exceptions—they count theAnd as recently as an address to a seminar in Berlin, Ger-

many on Dec. 18, 2002, LaRouche stated, “Someone will tell physical changes as representing quality improvement. They
add up all the costs of the physical changes, and call the sum,you, the United States has . . . no inflation. . . . We lie! . . .

We’re suffering up to 10-20% inflation.” the cost of the quality improvement.
Take, for example, the 1994 model year car; it had a priceOver the next few weeks, EIR will present a series of

articles exposing, once again, the QAM. We present here an increase of $612.74, on average, over the same model 1993
car. The BLS claimed that $363.93 of this was the cost ofoverview, and the case of the QAM’s lies about auto inflation.
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physical changes for “quality improvement.” The BLS re- Who Donut?
Perhaps nothing better likens the insanity of quality ad-ported as the price increase of the 1994 model year car, not

$612.74, but only $249.11, the balance after the alleged “qual- justment to the pages of “Ripley’s Believe It or Not,” than the
BLS assertion that the “donut” spare tire constitutes a qualityity improvement” had been deducted.

Thus, in the 1994 model year car, 59.3% of the actual improvement. Up until the 1980s, every car came equipped
with a real spare tire, equal in size, tire pressure, and strengthprice increase was deducted and excluded.
to the four tires already installed on the automobile. If one
had a flat tire, and changed it, one could then drive severalWhat Is the Standard of

Quality Improvement? thousand more miles.
Then, some cost-cutting accountant dreamed up the “do-One can only discuss the issue of quality improvement

within the environment that has governed the United States nut” substitute for the regular spare tire. It is a scourge of the
American driver. The donut is a small kiddy-car-like tire.since the mid-1960s, when America’s financial powers-that-

be began to force the shift from a producer to a consumer After putting it on, one’s car has three real tires and a kiddy
tire, causing it to wobble and making the maximum safe speedsociety. This has seen practices such as accountants’ cost-

cutting, and computer benchmarking become dominant. The 45 mph. Unfortunately, if one gets a flat tire on a Sunday, or
after 10 p.m. on a week-night, or in the backwoods, one maylatter involves designing products predominantly with com-

puter simulations; the process of engineering and machine- not be able to find an establishment to sell or fix a real tire, so
one is stuck.tool design, where the validity of the designs is tested in the

real world of physical models, and real testing is minimized The BLS considers the donut a “quality improvement,”
because the automaker had to redesign the tire well of theor skipped over. This process produced the Mercedes Klasse

A and the Ford Explorer SUV. Each was generated by bench- trunk to accommodate the little tire instead of a regular one.
This cost is deducted by the BLS from the cost of the newmarking, but when put onto the road, each flipped over under

certain configurations of weight and speed. The Ford Explorer model car. Suppose the cost of redesigning the tire well was
$150. The carmaker knew that he would sell new cars withSUV had never been tested; according to reports, Ford tested

instead the Ford Ranger 150 pick-up truck (which has the donut tires, which are cheaper than real spare tires, and that
over 20 years, he would make many times more in profit thansame chassis as the Explorer); and the road tests were usually

conducted at top speeds of 45-55 miles (72-89 kilometers) what it cost to redesign the tire well of the trunk.
On Feb. 3, this reporter talked to a BLS specialist, describ-per hour. Yet the instabilities in the Ford Explorer manifested

themselves at speeds over 60 mph (96 kph); but the engineers, ing a car wobbling along on three real tires and a donut: “This
restricts the car’s movement, is less safe, and is a degradationinsanely, had taken the road test results from the lower speeds,

and used them merely for computer simulations of what of the quality of the car. Yet, the BLS calls it a quality im-
provement.” The BLS analyst, after consulting a supervisor,would happen at higher speeds, never subjecting the vehicle

to higher speeds in the real world. replied, “I understand what you’re saying. But we have to go
by our method.”This process does not represent “improvement in qual-

ity”—though the BLS would think it did—but quality degra-
dation. The Real Price

We can show how BLS statisticians and economists haveOr, take the automakers’ campaign to build lighter passen-
ger cars, in part to meet fuel-economy standards, and in part mowed down inflation with the QAM. Figure 1 establishes a

basis of reality. It shows the actual average retail price chargedto chisel down costs of materials. A car that weighs less than
2,500 pounds (1,133 kilograms), even with certain structural for a new car in America, as compiled by an accurate survey

by the U.S. Commerce Department. In 1967, the average retailimprovements, will have a higher chance to cause serious
injury to its driver and passengers, when it collides with a price was $3,199; in 2002, it had climbed up to $23,005.

During this period, the BLS’s Consumer Price Index sub-truck, or an immovable object, such as a cement wall. This
process does not represent “improvement in quality,” but index for new cars, rose from 49.3 in 1967, to 137.3 in 2002.

EIR converted the actual price of a car from dollars into anquality degradation.
But the BLS has opened the floodgates by identifying index, with 1967=1.00; at the same time, it re-indexed the

CPI sub-index for cars, also setting the value of 1967=1.00.things as “quality improvements,” which are merely nice ac-
cessories, such as “CD players and leather seats.” The BLS Figure 2 shows the comparison.

The upper curve, which represents the real retail price oftried to appear to draw a line, by saying that “styling changes”
would not be quality improvements. But then in its “Hand- a car, and the lower curve—the CPI sub-index for the same

car—start to diverge significantly in the period 1979-82. Thisbook of Methods,” the BLS abandons even this appearance
of rectitude by saying that chrome trim could be considered is the time interval that Fed Chairman Paul Volcker sent inter-

est rates into the stratosphere as part of his implementationto be a quality improvement, if “offered as options and pur-
chased by customers.” of the policy of “controlled disintegration of the economy.”
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FIGURE 1

Actual U.S. Average Retail Price of New Car, 
1967-2002
(Dollars) 

Source:  U.S. Department of Commerce.
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FIGURE 2

Index of Actual New Car Retail Price vs. 
Official CPI Index of New Car Retail Price
(1967=1.00) 

Sources:  U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau 
of Labor Statistics; EIR.
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Following that period, the two curves diverged even more
considerably.

Secondly, from 1996, the curve representing the CPI sub-
index starts to show a price decline, even while the curve
representing the actual price of a new car continues rising.
That is, during the mid-1990s, there was a particular attempt
by the Fed and BLS, artificially to suppress the statistical
reporting of inflation.

Overall, the actual price of a new car had risen more than
seven-fold, from 1.00 in 1967 to 7.19 in 2002; but the CPI
sub-index only rose less than three-fold in the same time. The
CPI sub-index only acknowledged about one-third of the real
inflation in a new car’s price, and suppressed two-thirds. By
such fakery, the U.S. government reports that inflation is un-
der control.

Figure 3 highlights how absurd the application of the
QAM is. It shows that the real average retail price of a car is
$23,005. It then takes an average 1967 car and multiplies its
cost, $3,199, by the amount the CPI claims car prices have
increased by since 1967, which is 2.78 times. Were the QAM
a true determination of price, the average new 2002 car would
have cost a mere $8,895. Try to find such a price; perhaps you
could get half a car.

The Quality Adjustment Method is a colossal lie, which
is disarming the nation. It is time to report the actual surge in
inflation, which will wake up the country, so that it can solve

FIGURE 3

BLS Fakery in Price of New Car

Sources:  U.S. Department of Commerce; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau 
of Labor Statistics; EIR.
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the economic breakdown crisis that is producing it.
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nues of $1.92 trillion, producing a projected budget deficit of
$307 billion. That deficit figure includes a $175 billion surplus
in the Social Security, Medicare, and other trust funds, so the
actual proposed deficit is $482 billion. That revenue projec-Bush Sends Irrelevant
tion comes despite the fact that Federal revenues have fallen
for two years in a row, the first time that has happened, theBudget to Capitol Hill
budget document states, in more than 40 years. The document
admits that the 1990s rise in revenues was due, in large part,by Carl Osgood
to the rise in the stock market over those years, and all of
the features of the stock market bubble, such as employee

President George Bush’s fiscal year 2004 budget plan arrived compensation in the form of stock options, and so forth. “One
unprecedented feature of the last two years,” the documenton Capitol Hill on Feb. 3 without anybody having a clue as

to whether it means anything. For the first time in living notes, “was how rapidly this highly taxed income disap-
peared, taking with it tens of billions of dollars in Federalmemory, a President’s budget plan for the next fiscal year

was submitted to Congress before the Congress had finished revenue.”
Taking note of this feature of the collapse, Senate Budgetwork on the current fiscal year’s spending bills. Because of

the collapse of the budget process in the 107th Congress, Committee Chairman Nickles told reporters on Feb. 3, “The
reason why we have such enormous deficits . . . is becauseneither of the budget committee chairmen of the 108th Con-

gress, Rep. Jim Nussle (R-Iowa) and Sen. Don Nickles (R- revenues have fallen.” He blamed this on the recession that
began with the fall of the Nasdaq in March 2000. “With thatOkla.), can say whether they will be able to make the process

work this year. Adding to the picture are declining tax reve- market decline,” he said, “it’s kind of dominoed through the
revenue cycle,” with a total decline over 2000 to 2002 of somenues and the uncertainty of an Iraq war. The declining tax

revenues have already made the projections coming out of 9%. “That’s the reason why the CBO and OMB have missed
their target so dramatically. That’s the reason why . . . whenthe Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the Office of

Management and Budget (OMB) worthless. An Iraq war CBO said, ‘Oh, we project these enormous surpluses for the
year [2001],’ they missed it big time.” The CBO and OMBcoming on top of that would likely knock over whatever is

left of the process. estimates missed by such huge margins because “they didn’t
project or forecast such a significant reduction in revenues.”The futility of the situation already became evident as

the Senate completed its initial work on the fiscal year 2003 Over 2000-02, the projections swung from a $5.6 trillion sur-
plus over ten years to a $2.2 trillion deficit over the same timeomnibus appropriations bill, on Jan. 24. The Senate made so

many changes to the bill that the House demanded a confer- period, a difference of $7.8 trillion.
ence, ensuring that it could not be finished before President
Bush’s Jan. 28 State of the Union, as the plan had called LaRouche Was Right

Whether he realized it or not, two implications emergefor. Then, on Jan. 29, David Obey (D-Wisc.), the ranking
Democrat on the House Appropriations Committee, moved from Nickles’ remarks. First, is that this is the story of the

2000 Presidential campaign, and Nickles might as well havethat the House conferees be instructed to agree to the higher
funding levels for a number of programs that were in the been saying, “Lyndon LaRouche, and only he, was absolutely

right about the condition of the budget and the economy inSenate-passed bill. He noted that the across-the-board cuts
contained in the Senate bill, which were put in to keep the 2000; but since he cannot be mentioned, I say ‘no one forecast

. . .’ etc.” Second, this “swing” under way is so drastic thatbill’s total amount under the White House limit, took away
billions from homeland security, veterans’ health care, and all projections of revenue and spending in the President’s

five-year budget should be thrown out as worthless; the bud-other programs. Obey’s motion was defeated on a mostly
party-line vote of 209 to 200, but difficulties in the conference get should be assumed to be completely blown out, and the

dollar as good as collapsed as a result, until the Congress anditself appeared to be developing. This was indicated by Nus-
sle, who told reporters on Jan. 30 that it would be “unconscio- the Bush Administration are willing to go with LaRouche’s

“Super-TVA” credit-creation route.nable” if work on the conference report were to continue
through the Presidents’ Day recess. “I’ll introduce a continu- Incredibly, despite the collapse that Nickles referenced,

the budget forecasts an increase in tax revenues over theing resolution through to the end of the year, if that happens,”
he said, “just to bring it to an end.” coming five years. It projects a decrease in revenues in 2003

to $1.836 trillion from the $1.853 trillion in 2002, then a
substantial increase for 2004 to $1.922 trillion, $2.135 tril-Tax Revenues Are Collapsing

The budget document that arrived on the Hill proposes lion in 2005, and $2.264 trillion in 2006. By 2007 the deficit
is supposed to be down to $178 billion. The explanation forthat the government spend $2.23 trillion, with expected reve-
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these projections is not only the relatively rosy economic that the deficit for 2003 will be much larger than is currently
forecast. In any case, Bush’s tax proposals are facing a toughpicture that they are based on, but also the claims made for

the tax proposals included in the budget plan. These include time on Capitol Hill. Even some Republicans, such as Senate
Finance Committee Chairman Charles Grassley (Iowa), arethe proposal to eliminate the tax on stock dividend income

and the acceleration of the tax cuts passed in 2001. These questioning whether they can be passed in their proposed
form. House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Billtax policy changes are supposed to create the economic

growth that will produce the tax revenue growth that is Thomas (R-Calif.) reportedly told Treasury Secretary John
Snow that even he does not know how the tax cut plan isprojected in the budget.

However, these projections completely ignore the ongo- supposed to work. Republicans are reportedly concerned that,
with the dubious revenue projections and soaring deficits,ing collapse of the U.S. economy, as indicated by the bank-

ruptcy of almost all of the 50 states, the collapse of the airline President Bush is overreaching by pushing for even larger tax
cuts than he originally said.and railroad industries, the collapse of health care, and the

skyrocketing trade deficit, among other things. It is likely, Rather than proposing a true alternative policy, the Demo-
crats have preferred to blast the Republicans for the balloon-therefore, that the Federal tax revenues, in a mirror image of

what is happening to the states, will continue to decline, and ing deficits. Kent Conrad (D-N.D.), the ranking member on

force privatization sell-off of all but the profitable North-
east Corridor and a few other routes. The Fiscal 2004 bud-A Cut To Dismantle Amtrak
get copies, verbatim, the major demands of the Amtrak
Reform Council:

The Fiscal Year 2004 budget presented by President Bush • “Create a system driven by sound economics.”
on Feb. 3 proposes to give the nation’s only national rail- • “Require that Amtrak transition to a pure operating
road, Amtrak, another push toward its dismantlement. company”—that is, sell its capital equipment.
Amtrak, which handles 90% of the country’s remaining • “Introduce competition to provide higher quality rail
intercity rail service, could lose as many as 18 more of its service at reasonsable prices”; that is, privatize the long-
existing long-distance routes. It has already shrunk dra- distance routes and shut down the majority that would be
matically since 1980. The $710 million proposed Amtrak considered to be “unprofitable.”
assistance is, again, some $500 million short of what the The President’s budget submission alleges that “one
carrier needs to remain whole, at a time when airline ser- of the reasons behind Amtrak’s fiscal difficulties is its con-
vice is contracting rapidly due to bankruptcies, and the tinued operation of several routes that regularly lose hun-
Columbia tragedy is another reminder of what shrinking dreds of dollars each time a passenger steps aboard.” It
budgets eventually do to transport infrastructure. lists some: the Sunset Limited, Los Angeles to Orlando;

In the Transportation section of the budget, under the the Pennsylvanian, Philadelphia to Chicago; the Texas
heading, “Reordering Intercity Passenger Rail Service,” Eagle, San Antonio to Chicago; the Three Rivers, New
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) attacks Am- York to Chicago; the Southwest Chief, Chicago to Los
trak for not having achieved financial “self-sufficiency.” Angeles; and the Kentucky Cardinal, Louisville, Kentucky
Such self-sufficiency would be virtually impossible, as to Chicago.
Amtrak was created by Congress in 1971, to direct the “For several of these trains, it would literally be
wreckage of the old bankrupt Penn Central, including the cheaper for Amtrak to buy each passenger a plane ticket to
looted rolling stock and rails. Amtrak needed a large infu- the next destination,” the budget suggests, with a doubtless
sion of funds to make capital improvements, which was unintended irony given the cascading bankruptcy of the
never provided. nation’s major airlines. The Administration otherwise

In 1997, the Gingrichite Conservative Revolutionaries calls on the states, whose budgets are all melting down, to
passed the “Amtrak Reform and Accountability Act,” pay for the routes.
whose Amtrak Reform Council was co-chaired by Paul The Transportation Department’s budget section also
Weyrich, the radical free marketeer, co-founder of the states that “Amtrak reform can wait no longer.”
Carlist anti-Catholic Christendom College in Front Royal, Amtrak has warned it will shut down unless it receives
Virginia. The Council’s report stipulated that either Am- $1.2 billion in government funding this fiscal year. “Main-
trak would reach financial self-sufficiency by September taining a national network of trains is a Federal responsibil-
2002, or government financing of Amtrak would be cut to ity,” countered Amtrak spokesman Dan Stessel.
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the Senate Budget Committee, said on Jan. 30 that the figures
showing a fourth-quarter GDP growth rate of 0.7% “indicates
to me that the Administration is pursuing a policy of debt,
deficits, and decline.” The plan the Democrats have put for- Britain Seeks Roman
ward revolves around extended unemployment benefits, tax
cuts for working families and small businesses, and targetted Glory While She Burns
assistance to states and localities in areas such as Medicaid
and homeland security. by Alan Clayton

What Happens If There Is a War
Against Iraq? “The country has ground to a halt. How will we cope if we

go to war?” So wrote Richard Alleyne in the London DailyWithout a change in economic policy, the bottom will fall
out of the budget process, as the states have already discov- Telegraph on Feb. 1 as commuters across Britain struggled

to get home through a snowstorm. Few suffered as much asered, simply because of the collapse in tax revenues. How-
ever, when the impact of a possible war with Iraq is factored those stuck on the M-11 road between London and Cam-

bridge; most of those who headed home from work on M-11in, an even larger black hole looms, because no one actually
knows what will happen, either in terms of expenditures or in at about 5:00 p.m. on Jan. 31, were still gridlocked and stuck

in their cars the following morning, when it was time to returnterms of the economic impact. Pentagon Comptroller Dov
Zakheim was quite frank about the question during a Jan. 31 to work. Emergency services set up a soup kitchen and truck

drivers were pulled over for fear of falling asleep at the wheel.briefing on the Defense Department budget. He admitted that
he had no idea what the war would cost, because no one can One man who hailed a cab at Stanstead airport ended up with

a bill for £212 (nearly $350).predict how it will go, whether it will be long or short, how
much resistance will come from the Iraqis, what the cost of Another unlucky traveller—Stuart Grist, 35, an IT engi-

neer—was hoping to be at home 30 miles north of London byreconstruction will be, and so forth. “And anybody who gives
you an estimate,” he said, “the best they can do is—. CBO 6:00 p.m. At 8:00 a.m. the following morning he was still

stuck. “I’m only five miles from home but we aren’t goingwill give you an estimate, and they’ll say, ‘Well, we know we
think we know how much it will cost by month.’ No, they anywhere so I have no idea what time I will be there,” he said.

“Most of the time we have been stationary and I managed adon’t. That’s garbage.” Because nobody can say what that
cost might be, nobody can say what the impact might be on sleep between midnight and 3:45 a.m. “I had some tangerines

and a flask of coffee but most people have not been so lucky.the budget process.
That impact would be on both fiscal 2003 and 2004. The Everyone has kept their engines running to keep warm and

they have slept at the wheel.”Bush Administration has already said that it will have to go
to the Congress for a supplemental appropriation for fiscal The whole situation could have been avoided if the author-

ities had “gritted” the roads in advance; but road maintenance2003 to cover the current costs of military operations, which
include the ongoing war buildup in the Persian Gulf. Because systems in Britain have been largely privatized over recent

years, with increasingly apparent consequences each pass-those costs were not covered separately by Congress, they are
being covered out of the appropriated operations and mainte- ing year.
nance funds. And, Zakheim flatly stated that those funds will
run out in the fourth quarter of the fiscal year, or even possibly ‘Potentially Lethal Journeys’

Car users were, however, not the only ones to suffer, asin the third quarter. That will happen even if there is no war
against Iraq, and without taking into account the economic buses, trains, and aircraft were affected by the snowstorms.

Hundreds of London Underground passengers had to walkeffects of such a war.
All of this leaves Capitol Hill’s two budget chiefs in a 500 yards to safety when a train froze to the tracks.

The London Underground, known to Londoners as Thequandary. Nickles admitted that restoring a budget process
that broke down in the previous Congress will not be easy— Tube, was subjected to a “terrorist attack” early on in the

week of Jan. 25, and large sections of it will be closed for someand he said this in the context of both Houses and the White
House being controlled by the GOP. Nussle, in his Jan. 30 time. But this particular terrorist attack was unconnected with

al-Qaeda or Saddam Hussein or anyone else; it was carriedbriefing, laid out a schedule by which he hopes to complete
work on a budget resolution by the statutory deadline of out by an electric motor which fell off and derailed a train,

causing it to smash against the walls of the tunnel. There wereApril 15, but he could not say whether the House will be
able to meet that schedule. The danger is that if they try to a number of serious injuries, but very luckily no fatalities.

This was by no means the only recent Tube disaster forgo through the usual budget process, the whole thing will
wind up being irrelevant, as the worsening crisis remains un- the long-suffering inhabitants of the would-be imperial war-

capital. In North London, passengers endured a miserableaddressed.
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walk down the tracks of the Jubilee Line
after a train was stranded between Kilb-
urn and West Hampstead. Another 40
stranded Tube commuters spent the
night at Wembley Station. Again there
was no shortage of excuses: It was
“melting snow washing away de-icer
sprayed on the rails.” Then it was “fro-
zen snow making it impossible for trains
to run.” A London Underground
spokesman admitted, however, that the
the de-icing trains should have been sent
out more frequently, but financial re-
straints had made this impossible.

Even more startling was the state-
ment on Feb. 1 by Ken Livingstone, the
Lord Mayor of London, that “The Tube
network is unsafe and puts its 3 million
passengers’ lives at risk every day.” In
an attack on safety standards after the
Chancery Lane derailment, he said Un-

London’s Underground (“The Tube”) was put out of action Jan. 31 and afterwards, not by
derground users continually faced “po- terrorists with ricin or sarin, but by a train which crashed in a tunnel because its engine
tentially lethal” journeys because of had fallen out. Cutbacks, strikes, and disasters in Britain’s infrastructure belie the Prime

Minister’s imperial war-posturing.poor management and low investment.
“I don’t think we can say to Londoners
they are safe on the Underground. They
take a risk every time they get on it,” said Mayor Livingstone. minutes late last Autumn. Domestic air services performed

much worse, with more than a quarter delayed by more thanThe situation of Britain’s railway network is equally des-
perate. The Strategic Rail Authority cancelled or postponed 15 minutes. And worst was car travel: Road congestion meant

that car journeys on key routes took 16.5% longer than indozens of projects worth more than £10 billion on Jan. 31, as
it admitted that it could no longer afford to expand the rail 1998.
network. Most major lines will be affected by the cuts, includ-
ing busy commuter routes into London and long-distance ser- Firefighters Could Face Prison

Meanwhile, the firefighters’ dispute and national strikesvices between London and Scotland.
The authority halted a £750 million scheme to relieve that have persisted for months, continue. With no strikes since

the end of November, many people assumed the firefighters’overcrowding on South West Trains by extending hundreds
of platforms to accommodate longer trains. It scrapped the £4 dispute was over; however, it ignited again at the end of Janu-

ary with two 48-hour strikes. The fire dispute has turned intobillion upgrade of the East Coast Main Line from King’s
Cross to Edinburgh and said that it would spend only “hun- the most bruising battle between public sector workers and

the government in over a decade.dreds of millions” removing a few bottlenecks on the route.
The East London Line extension, which was approved by Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott plans to end the

strikes by introducing a law allowing the government to seizeministers last year, has been put on hold because of a planning
dispute and “concerns in relation to affordability.” The cross- control of the service and impose pay and conditions on fire-

fighters. A key part of this legislation would be to make itLondon Thameslink upgrade to triple capacity will not be
finished until 2012. The Strategic Rail Authority has dis- treason to stage a national strike during a national crisis; if

the strikes continue and Britain goes to war with Iraq, unionclosed that rising costs have pushed the industry into a £1.5
billion deficit this year. leaders could find themselves in prison.

There is a further constitutional dimension to this particu-This crisis has resulted in a sharp decline in passenger
growth, with rail travel increasing by only 2.4% last year lar crisis for Prime Minister Tony Blair, in that the Scottish

Parliament has direct control over fire services north of thecompared with 5% annual growth in the first six years of
privatization. The decision in early January to cut 100 trains Border. Any move by Westminster to push through a law

compelling Scotland would be seen as highly controversialfrom the daily timetable will be followed next year by a “se-
lected thinning” of hundreds more daily trains in an effort to in the run-up to the Holyrood elections in May, potentially

damaging Labour’s performance in Scotland.“reduce congestion.” A fifth of U.K. trains were at least five
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The Reduced Armed Forces policy does meet the immediate needs of the forces who need
to get life cover. We are trying to meet their needs whileAs Britain prepares to join the United States in any war

against Iraq, the reality is that its armed forces are in an assessing the risks involved.” Under the revised terms of the
Safeguard policy, families of servicemen and women who dieequally perilous state. Britain has only three aircraft carri-

ers—HMS Ark Royal, HMS Invincible, and HMS Illustrious. fighting in Iraq will receive a vastly reduced payout. While
the maximum sum assured remains the same at £150,000,In comparison with some of the giant American carriers,

they really are mini-vessels. Only Ark Royal is currently in relatives of troops who do not return from the Gulf would
receive 75% less than anyone else.service, and the other two are at Rosyth in Scotland undergo-

ing major refits, which will render them unfit for service for Andrew Gough, a retired rear-admiral and deputy chief
executive of the advisory service, said: “I am very pleasedat least another year.

When the Ark Royal left Portsmouth in early January, that Scottish Widows and its reinsurer are continuing to
provide cover unchanged until February 14. And I amvague press releases were made by the Admiralty about its

destination. However the reasons for the secrecy soon be- pleased that they are continuing to provide cover of some
form thereafter.”came apparent, when the Ark Royal appeared in Loch Long

in Scotland several days later to get weapons and supplies The move follows a recent disclosure in the Times that
Norwich Union, Legal & General, Prudential, and Standardfrom the NATO conventional and nuclear arms storage facil-

ity in hillside caverns above Loch Long. Had there been Life were among companies that had withdrawn the offer of
new life assurance policies to troops heading to the Gulf.several day’s notice given about its destination, there would

undoubtedly have been substantial counter-demonstrations. Safeguard was set up ten years ago and is one of a handful of
life assurance plans left on the market for personnel underFrom the vessel’s appearance during her loading at the Royal

Navy facility in Loch Long, her entire harrier fighter squad- orders or on standby to go to the Gulf, as well as those mem-
bers of the forces already on active service benefits.ron had been removed; she will likely act only as a helicopter

carrier. In the event of an attack against her in a combat
situation, she would quite clearly have to be defended by The Prime Minister

The catalogue of catastrophe regarding “America’s clos-the United States Navy. Such is the price silly Uncle Sam
still seems willing to pay for the approbation of old and est ally” does not end there, as many would argue the the

biggest liability is still Tony Blair himself. Blair is ignoringtired John Bull, who really is dead but refuses to be buried.
The situation with the army is no better, and 6,000 reserv- the crumbling situation at home, remaining fixated in vainglo-

rious efforts to bring Britain back as a player on the interna-ists are to be called up to support the British regular forces
being deployed to the Gulf. Just over 2,000 reservists have tional stage at any cost. The Prime Minister’s recent television

appearances have shocked and appalled those who have seenalready received mobilization notices, arising from the gov-
ernment’s earlier announcement on Jan. 7, and there has been them, as he often seems a man on the verge of mental or

physical breakdown.considerable consternation at the “scraping the bottom of the
barrel” characteristic of this call-up, with quite a number of Blair met President Bush in January in the yellow Oval

Room in the White House, with Sir David Manning, his for-soldiers who have been court martialled and dishonourably
discharged in recent years being told to report for army service eign policy advisor, and Jonathan Powell, his chief of staff.

With Bush were Condoleezza Rice, his National Security Ad-again. The Defence Secretary, Geoff Hoon, stated that the
latest assessment was that a total of 6,000 reservists would visor, and Andrew Card, his chief of staff. It was billed by

some as a crossroads. Although Blair is determined to supportnow be needed, the biggest call-up of reservists for decades;
for the 1991 Gulf War only 2,000 were needed. the United States at any cost, as a necessary concomitant of

bringing to reality his dream of restoring the Empire on whichA further consequence of the dire international economic
situation is that a life assurance scheme for the British Armed the Sun Never Set, he is all too conscious of rising public

opposition at home to war, deep divisions within Europe, andForces, backed by the Ministry of Defence, is to cut death
benefits by 75% for servicemen and women who die as a a rebellious Labour party at his back. He had been mauled at

question times in the House of Commons and had been drivenresult of conflict with Iraq. This “Safeguard Scheme” had
been set up by the Armed Forces Financial Advisory Service to suggest that after Iraq, Britain and America would take on

North Korea.at the request of the Ministry of Defence. However, the
scheme’s underwriters, the insurance company Scottish Wid- The tensions between Bush and Blair were unmistakable

as the Prime Minister’s advisors quietly went about spinningows, said that it had no option but to reduce coverage, for
troops who die fighting for their country. The change will the line that Bush had been lukewarm about Blair’s desire for

a second UN resolution because Bush did not want to “weakenapply to policies taken out after Feb. 14, when applicants for
the Safeguard Scheme from the Armed Forces also face a the message to Saddam.” Could it be that Bush’s advisors

are painfully aware just how much of a busted flush “Great”10% increase in premiums. Ian Thompson, managing director
of operations at Scottish Widows, said: “We think that the Britain really is?
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Report From Germany by Rainer Apel

It’s the Economy, Herr Schröder!
icy, when he joined Chinese Prime
Minister Zhu Rongji for the maidenThey are against an Iraq war, but economic depression and bad
voyage of the world’s first commercialpolicies drove Germans to vote against Schröder’s SPD. maglev train in Shanghai, a joint Ger-
man-Chinese project, on Dec. 31.
After his return to Germany, Schro¨der
could have announced a reorientation
of economic priorities of that kind. In-
stead of tax increases and unemploy-German Chancellor Gerhard mobilize additional voters from latent ment, that would have sent out a strong
message to the nation that there wasSchröder’s Social Democrats (SPD) constituencies, and got 48.3% of the

vote in Lower Saxony and 48.8% insufferedadevastatingdefeat in the two realistic hope for a recovery through
large infrastructure projects at homeFeb. 2 elections for state parliament: Hesse. The conquest of Lower Saxony

shifts the balance in the Bundesrat, theThe SPD lost more than 10% in Hesse and abroad; exports of pioneer tech-
nologies like the maglev train; and co-and more than 14% in Lower Saxony. upper house of the Federal parliament,

in which the 16 states are represented,Almost a million voters deserted the operation with China and other coun-
tries for the promotion of suchSPD, half of them staying home and towards the CDU; so from now on,

ChancellorSchro¨der’s SPD-Greenco-not casting ballots at all. technologies.
But when Schro¨der came home, heThe “strike” of considerable sec- alition government cannot pass legis-

lation without the consent of the CDU.tions of the Social Democratic constit- remained vague on perspectives for
maglev projects in Germany, and heuency is related to rapidly deepening, Crucial aspects of legislation always

need approval from the Bundesrat,profound discontent with Chancellor stayed silent on the dramatic increase
in unemployment which every seriousSchröder’s obvious inability to im- which has constitional veto power

against the government and the lowerprove the economic situation and re- expert expected for January. Opinion
polls throughout the past weeks gaveverse the drastic increase of unem- house, the Bundestag. Chancellor

Schröder is faced with becoming aployment. Officially recorded national Schro¨der’s SPD catastrophic ratings
on issues of economic, social welfare,unemployment reached more than 4.6 “lame duck.”

But there is no natural law that de-million at the end of January, an un- public health, and pensions. Had there
been national elections in January, theprecedented increase of 400,000 termines that the Chancellor will be a

lame duck. He can escape that fate, iffrom December. Social Democrats would have ended
at a devastating 26-28%, whereasEven the strong anti-Iraq war mo- he finally adopts at least crucial as-

pects of what Helga Zepp-LaRouche,bilization which the SPD launched the opposition Christian Democrats
would have won close to or slightlyduring the last two weeks of the elec- the national chairwoman of the

LaRouche movement’s Bu¨So party,tion campaign, could not turn the gen- above 50%.
The LaRouche Bu¨So party, whicheral trend around and prevent this mas- advised him to do, in her “Open Letter

to Chancellor Schro¨der” in Sep-sive abstention by Social Democratic addressed the combination of “Finan-
cial Crash and Threat of War” in all itsvoters. But without the anti-war mobi- tember.

In the Open Letter, she urged himlization, the disastrous would have campaign leaflets, appearances, and
meetings, visibly increased its recog-been a much bigger one for the SPD; to drop the insane policy of budget-

balancing at the expense of labor, in-the meager vote they got was actually nition among voters, doubling and
even tripling the vote it received in thea great improvement over previous dustry, and technology development,

to walk out of the European Union’spolls. More than the average figure for last elections, in Hesse and Lower
Saxony. The Bu¨So won 0.8% inthe vote losses, the fact that in 98 of Maastricht budgeting straitjacket, and

to reorient German economic policy100 election districts in Lower Sax- Wiesbaden, the state capital of Hesse,
and 0.5% in Hanover, the state capitalony, and in 46 of 55 districts in Hesse, towards a pioneering exports and tech-

nology-transfer role for the industrialthe Christian Democrats (CDU) were of Lower Saxony. The fact that in sev-
eral election sub-districts there, itahead of the SPD, illustrates what a development of all the countries along

the Eurasian Land-Bridge.disaster Feb. 2 was for the Social Dem- reached above 1%, shows that there is
good growth potential for theocrats. Schro¨der was within direct reach

of that new principle of economic pol-The CDU, however, managed to LaRouche movement.
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EIRFeature

LaRouches in India
Strengthen the
‘Strategic Triangle’
by Mary Burdman

As the international economic and strategic crisis reached a turning point in mid-
January, Lyndon LaRouche and his wife Helga Zepp-LaRouche visited India dur-
ing Jan. 10-22. In India, they made a vital intervention to promote development
of the “Strategic Triangle” of cooperation among India, China, and Russia. As
LaRouche told his audiences in public and private meetings, this group of Eurasian
nations, “coming together with other nations of Asia, for joint security and eco-
nomic development,” is the “main engine for economic growth in the world today.”

If we can get some reasonable changes in the insane economic policies of the
George W. Bush administration, and “be reasonably assured that there is no danger
of a war with Iraq,” in the coming 60-90 days, “we have some maneuvering room,”
LaRouche stated in a speech to Delhi University’s Institute of Economic Growth
on Jan. 16. “At that point, the world will have to shift to what the world is shifting
toward: economic growth.”

‘I Would Vote for You’
For India, as for the rest of Eurasia, economic growth is the critical strategic

issue. India, the world’s second-most populous nation, with 1.02 billion people, is
a nuclear power, has an enormous economy, an even more enormous economic
potential, and, at the same time, is facing great problems, including terrible poverty.
The author accompanied the LaRouches on a visit to Kolkata (formerly Calcutta),
a city of 12-13 million which is collapsing into conditionsworse than those of the
final stages of British rule. In New Delhi, Helga Zepp-LaRouche had the opportuni-
ty to visit an HIV/AIDS clinic in the slums of East Delhi, on the eastern banks of
the River Yamuna, where we saw the conditions of life of some of India’s many
millions of migrant rural workers. Such brutal poverty, the breeding ground of
AIDS and other diseases, poses a grave threat to India’s national security.

During the visit, Lyndon LaRouche made public addresses to the Maulana Abul
Kalam Azad Institute for Asian Studies (MAKAIAS) in Kolkata; Jawaharlal Nehru
University in New Delhi; the Institute of Economic Growth, a part of Delhi Univer-
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A Jan. 21 speech by
Lyndon LaRouche (with
Helga Zepp-LaRouche
on his left) at the
University of Jaipur, on
“Globalization: A
Prescription for
Disaster,” was one of
many public addresses
and private meetings
with those concerned
with India’s economic
and strategic policies.
The LaRouches visited
the country during Jan.
10-22.

sity which serves as the braintrust for India’s Planning Com- in infrastructure: energy, water, transportation, health, and
education. This investment must be led by the national gov-mission; a very lively roundtable discussion of officials, pro-

fessionals, and analysts in New Delhi; and at the University ernment, which thus fosters the development of productive
private enterprise.of Jaipur in Rajasthan, where he spoke before some 170 fac-

ulty and students. His Jaipur speech was well reported in the LaRouche stressed the crucial economic fact, that West-
ern Europe and Japan cannot survive without the great mar-Rajasthan newspapers. There, the LaRouches were the guests

of the Political Science Department, University of Jaipur, and kets of India and China; and that the principle of this trade
must be the sharing of advanced technology—as in the fa-the Federation of Rajasthan University and College Teachers’

Association (FRUCTA). They were greeted by Prof. D.D. mous construction by China of the German-developed Trans-
rapid magnetic levitation train—not exports of goods.Narula, Economist and Professor Emeritus at Jaipur; Prof.

D.D. Sharma of the Political Science Department; and Prof. The key economic issue for India is capital, LaRouche
reiterated: physical, not financial capital. The real capital cy-Prakash Chaturvedi, President of the Federation of Rajasthan

University and College Teachers’ Association (FRUCTA). cle is 25 years, because that is the length of time needed to
raise and educate a child. Many infrastructure projects, inProf. Devendra Kaushik, one of the LaRouches’ “ oldest

friends” in India, had also been a teacher at the University of areas like water management—including creating beneficial
“mini-climates” with forestry—require a 50-year perspec-Jaipur for five years.

In addition, the LaRouches had numerous private meet- tive. For such large-scale projects, long-term stability is es-
sential. This is where government “shines,” LaRouche said.ings with old and new friends, including very high-level poli-

cymakers of the nation, and representatives of India’s leading Smaller systems should be built locally, or even privately.
On the urgent question of water development, EIR’sinstitutions and religious and social communities. Helga

LaRouche had many discussions on the international impor- Ramtanu Maitra, a nuclear engineer, described Asia’s unique
water conditions, with rivers rushing out of the Tibetan “ rooftance of a dialogue of civilizations.
of the world” and its surrounding mountains in huge bursts,
but only during the seasonal monsoon. This requires veryThe Potential of Eurasia

Many of the LaRouches’ discussions with those in various different management methods from other regions of the
world. At the same time, these shared conditions create anIndian institutions, focussed on the great economic potential

of the Eurasian landmass. India and other Eurasian nations opportunity for Asian nations to share water-management
technology.must have a massive infrastructure construction program.

Any modern economy must be investing 50% of its resources Water projects—such as the Mekong Development Proj-
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ect, the potential water-hydropower project on the Yarlung
Zangbo-Brahmaputra system, and the potential Siberian riv-
ers-Central Asian project—all require regional or sub-re-
gional cooperation. Multi-national authorities—but repre-
senting national interests—have to be created to plan and
carry out these projects.

Asia’s need for nuclear energy was another constant
theme of discussion. Obviously, the real purpose of the Nu-
clear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) is to ban nuclear energy
development, not nuclear weapons, LaRouche said. The NPT
will die; nuclear power is the only energy source not linked
to geopolitics. One of the biggest problems Asian nations
now have, is that they are forced to transport fuels over huge
distances, at great expense, and at risk to the geopolitical
machinations of the “Utopian” madmen. The Koreas must
have nuclear energy to survive, as must Japan, and the other
Asian countries.

Modern rail transport is also essential, and something In-
dia must urgently work on, since its rail system is in bad
condition. Efficient land transport is beneficial to an economy

Indian newspaper coverage of Lyndon LaRouche’s January visitbecause productive industry and other facilities can be built
focussed on his leadership of opposition to an Iraq war. “Thisalong any rail route; in contrast to now-dominant sea trans-
Invasion Will Affect the Entire World; American Economistport, transporting goods through land corridors, physically,
LaRouche Explains,” headlined the Rajasthan News (right). The

costs the economy nothing because of the development which Jan. 22 Daily Sun’s headline on his Jaipur University speech (left)
accompanies it. was “America Can Attack Iraq, But Will Not ‘Win.’ ”

IMF Stranglehold
As part of its already-approved Tenth Five-Year Plan,

New Delhi is launching a nation-wide highway program to and uncertain than ever.
India must must develop institutions for national invest-link every corner of the nation. This is, however, far short

of the advanced and concentrated infrastructure India re- ment, totally IMF- and World Bank-free, LaRouche insisted.
Those bankrupt institutions are dying anyway; they have toquires for its huge population. One policymaker told

LaRouche that India did little to develop its infrastructure go, now.
India’s population have a very high savings rate, and theduring the entire 40 years of the Cold War; this, he stressed,

must be changed. country has a skilled workforce; what it needs, is the means
to invest these important assets. India must also mobilize itsBoth President Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam and Prime Minis-

ter A.B. Vajpayee have some excellent ideas, including a great technological potential. As policymakers said, “ theory
is cheap” and abundant, but this is not meeting the technologi-commitment to eliminate poverty by 2020. But India’s eco-

nomic policy establishment remains riddled with hangers-on cal needs of 1 billion people. LaRouche responded that that
is also a result of the “fi scal crowd” problem: vital investmentof the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank.

This “fi scal” crowd in the Indian national bureaucracy, will into scientific and technological experimentation is not being
funded, and therefore, real progress is being constantly hin-immediately clamp down hard on any initiatives for genuine

“New Deal” government policy. dered.
The privatization reforms of the last decade (see EIR,

Nov. 1, 2002) have only brought worse troubles, as leading The Shock of Poverty
One of the most moving events of the trip, was a three-Indian economists repeatedly told LaRouche. It is hardly sur-

prising that, in every core sector—housing, energy, rail, day visit to Kolkata. For Lyndon LaRouche, this was his first
return there in 57 years. As a U.S. soldier serving in Worldhealth—the private sector has not even begun to take up the

slack as the government has pulled back. Such fundamental War II, LaRouche had been stationed in the Burma-India-
China theater, and, after the war, while awaiting demobiliza-problems, as providing universal clean drinking water, or cre-

ating universal literacy, are just not being solved. Unemploy- tion in Kolkata until April 1946, he witnessed the rapid growth
of the Indian independence movement, and the backlash ofment and underemployment are now worse than they were in

the early 1990s, and the problem is exacerbated by the lack the collapsing British Raj. He also saw the Indian population’s
urgent hopes for economic help from the United States, andof any social security for the poor. In the capital, New Delhi,

where electricity is privatized, the supply is more irregular how these hopes were betrayed, when U.S. policy changed
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after the death of President Franklin Roosevelt, away from in a very clever way. He led India’s poor peasants, who had
nothing, and would not fight, against the power of the BritishFDR’s determination to end colonialism in all forms.

The condition of Kolkata today, is, in many ways, one Raj. He understood that non-violent resistance and local
production of vital goods, was a strategic defense of theirlong-term effect of these developments. The current poverty

of Kolkata is shocking; worse than it was in 1946. This city basic interests. Gandhi understood how you can lead the
people whom you have. He developed their powers, and ledof 12-13 million people is crumbling and in chaos.

Some 20% of the population—3 million people—live on them to freedom.
This, said LaRouche, and not using Gandhi’s exact tacticsthe streets. These are migrants, unemployed workers from the

rural areas of West Bengal, Bihar, and eastern Uttar Pradesh, and methods, is what is important.
The New Delhi roundtable discussion moved to a debateand from Bangladesh. Low agricultural productivity in these

areas—unlike in the states of Punjab, Haryam, and a few on whether the size of India’s population is a “problem,” as
international agencies, and some Indian politicians, make itothers—created a huge surplus of agricultural workers, with

minimal capital formation. They build huts if they can, other- out to be. A number of participants said they did not accept
this view. Helga LaRouche then described her intervention inwise they have nothing more than a few blankets to spread on

the sidewalk at night. Sanitation is minimal: there are human the Bucharest World Population Conference in 1974. There,
it became clear that the “population issue” was made up byfeces on the sidewalks and in the gutters.

There are similar conditions in the rapidly growing slum the likes of John D. Rockefeller; then, and now, the only real
problem is poverty.areas of New Delhi, although Delhi is not visibly collapsing,

as Kolkata is. Prolonged cold this January—the worst in 40
years—led to hundreds of deaths in the capital. Officially, Indian Sovereignty, Eurasian Development

The purpose of cooperation among the Eurasian nations,there are 30,000 homeless in New Delhi, but the real number
is much higher. As a Delhi government official stated, there led by the India-China-Russia strategic triangle, LaRouche

emphasized, is to combine economic development and na-is a crisis of urban infrastructure. The state had been responsi-
ble for housing for the entire population, until a decade ago. tional security. The nation-state establishes its sovereignty by

economic development of every region in its borders. As oneThen, housing construction was handed over to private con-
struction. This policy has failed, especially for the poor. of his highest-level discussion partners told LaRouche, India

wants to cooperate with other nations, especially developingWhile agriculture is the basis of India’s economy, the
government has failed to invest in this huge—employing at nations. It will not act as a hegemon; it seeks government-to-

government cooperation. However, New Delhi has been tooleast 150 million people!—and vital sector. Officials and
economists emphasized that even though India’s grain har- slow in making substantial initiatives towards key neighbor-

ing areas, such as Southeast Asia, and this must change.vests are abundant, its distribution and storage facilities,
bursting with grain, are so outdated that the grain rots while LaRouche responded that, without Indian participation, such

groups as the ASEAN+3 (the Association of Southeast Asianpeople continue to starve.
At the same time, millions of landless workers are migrat- Nations, plus China, Japan, Korea), will not function. Without

India, the severe economic problems of Bangladesh and My-ing to the cities. This situation, LaRouche pointed out, is
generating unliveable “super cities.” This is a national prob- anmar—which also are important for India’s own security—

cannot be solved.lem, not one of a city here or there. To let such vast slums
proliferate, is an “ imperialist” policy, he said. This is what The international situation requires the cooperation of

large groups of nations in Eurasia, including Russia,was done under the Roman Empire. The answer is, to take
advanced technology to the land, not confine it to the cities. LaRouche said. If there is foot-dragging on cooperation, we

must now create favorable “public opinion” by providing aThis is the concept of the great Russian scientist Vladimir
Vernadsky: the economy must have a flow of technology, out workable alternative to the current crisis; this will get people

active. We have to get people thinking about the Strategicto the areas which have to be developed.
LaRouche’s comments on this need for agricultural tech- Triangle Russia-China-India, he said. One of the worst prob-

lems in the world is intellectual cowardice, especially of gov-nology provoked an interesting discussion at a roundtable
in New Delhi on Jan. 20. One participant asked whether ernments, at a time when populations are urgently looking for

leadership. Nation-states must act now, to achieve a commonMahatma Gandhi’s “self-employment” cottage industry pol-
icy, a key part of his freedom movement, would be appro- human purpose. This is the only alternative to the “conflict is

inevitable” insanity now dominating Washington andpriate today. LaRouche responded that what Gandhi did
must be understood as a policy of “strategic defense”— the London.

This is a revolutionary period, LaRouche told a groupconcept developed by the great military leader and engineer
Lazare Carnot of the 18th-Century French Ecole Polytech- of old friends. India must have a national vision within this

international combination. First, the leaders of the loyal, patri-nique. Gandhi, inspired by the 19th-Century Indian national-
ist and universal historian Bal Gangadar Tilak, was a political otic institutions of India must first get their ideas for the devel-

opment of the country clear, with scientific precision.genius, LaRouche said. He declared war on the British Raj
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LaRouche Speech at the Institute of Economic Growth

The Indispensable Role of the State
In Reorganizing a Bankrupt System
Mr. LaRouche gave this speech on Jan. 16, 2003 to the Insti- down in the Congress. And, he will not get it, in the form it is

proposed now.tute of Economic Growth, a think-tank at New Delhi Uni-
versity. But, also we have, every leading bank in the United States,

is essentially bankrupt. A similar condition prevails in Eu-
Moderator: At this time, I would request Mr. LaRouche rope. In financial derivatives alone, internationally, we have a

minimum of about $400 trillion worth offinancial derivatives,to initiate a discussion. My friends who are assembled here
today, are selected out of the larger faculty, because our fac- combining those on record, and those which are done off-

balance-sheet, or off-the-record. The most vulnerable part ofulty has varied interests. Macroeconomics is only one sector
of them; a good number of them have interests in environ- this, is $30 trillion or more of credit derivatives, and these are

very dangerous. We have, as you know, a world product that isment, culture, and industry per se. . . . We have some of them,
at least, who have specialized interest in macroeconomic is- estimated in the order of magnitude of $40 trillion equivalent.

And, we have not only this financial derivatives debt, whichsues; they are here today.
So, Mr. LaRouche, please. is, all of it, more or less short term; and, at the same time

we have the other debt, which has accumulated over periodsLyndon LaRouche: Thank you. Because of the composi-
tion of the body here, I shall say certain other things, which of years.

We have a situation in South and Central America, whereare relevant to government problems, as well as economic
problems as such. Argentina is being destroyed in much the same fashion that

other countries were destroyed in 14th-Century Europe, byThe month of January is of much more extraordinary im-
portance, than perhaps is suspected in most parts of the world. the attempt to collect on unpayable debt, usurious debt. Brazil

is on the verge of going into the same problem. They’ re tryingDuring this month, by the 29th and 30th of the month, deci-
sions will have to be made in the United States, which will to manage the crisis, but there, no solution has been presented.

Only a complete reorganization of the debt of these countries,determine the future direction of events in the world as a
whole. Simply, the United States has reached the end of the on terms different from those which are acceptable to the

World Bank or IMF, could possibly work. There are remedies.line of policies which began to emerge about 1964, which
transformed the United States, gradually,first from a producer Now, so this comes to the point, that you can say: The

game can not continue any longer. We have, inside the Unitedsociety, which we were at the end of the war—the world’s
largest, leading producer society, of agricultural and indus- States itself, what I have produced—mobilized—is a pro-

gram of large-scale infrastructure development, which istrial goods. We became, beginning 1964, especially ’66 on,
we became increasingly a consumer society, rather than a modelled on our experience in organizing a recovery, under

Franklin Roosevelt, from 1930 on, through 1944 in particular.producer society, depending more and more on using power
to extract what we consumed from other parts of the world: a And, one of the central features of this, of course, is the Recon-

struction Finance Corp. of Jesse Jones, which Roosevelt reor-rather inequitable arrangement.
As a result of that, we no longer are an industrial power. ganized, radically, to make it an instrument, which was then

copied by Germany in the post-war period, as the Kreditan-We have lost most of our industry. Our agriculture is a sham-
bles. And we depend largely upon relatively poorer countries, stalt für Wiederaufbau. So, these are features there.

But, in order to organize, in a period in which there issuch as those, immediately, of South and Central America,
and elsewhere, who supply us our food, at very low-wage— no financial capital readily available, in current banking and

related channels—the banks themselves are bankrupt; theunder low-wage conditions. We, now, are totally bankrupt.
The United States’ Federal government, at the present level, governments are currently nominally bankrupt. The interna-

tional monetary-financial systems are bankrupt. What do youwith the President’s indicated stimulus package, would be
operating in the course of this year, at a trillion-dollar-a-year do, under such circumstances? Then you have to go to the

government. And the government, the state, has to createdeficit rate. So much for his performance, so far. That is not
going to happen. The stimulus package has already been voted credit, to reorganize the economy, at the time, that the finances
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India’s beautiful Taj Mahal,
one of the architectural
wonders of the world. “The
nation-state,” said
LaRouche, “is the chief
cause for the improvement
of the condition of
humanity, to the extent that
it has happened, over the
past 600 years.

of the international monetary-financial system are being reor- ers. United Airlines, American Airlines: If they are reorga-
nized in bankruptcy, the tendency will be to make themganized.

On the first account, we had success in Italy, where the competitors of airlines which have not gone bankrupt! Which
will then go bankrupt, as a result of this kind of competition.Chamber of Deputies of Italy voted by a majority, voted my

proposal up, as a recommendation, for going back to the Bret- So therefore, we have, in the United States, no connection!
We have no economy. There’s no way of regularly schedulington Woods discussion, and use the experience of the first

phase of Bretton Woods as a model for reorganizing the inter- the shipment of goods, from one part of the United States to
the other, in a general way, the way we used to be able to donational monetary and financial system, now.
it. We don’t have a national railway system. We don’ t have a
national transport system. We have a potential, in the Pacific,The U.S. Economy Is at the End of the Line

But that, by itself, depends upon other things, particularly for exports from the United States, and imports. But, if you
go to Los Angeles, you can look at the port, you have all thesein the United States. Of the 50 Federal states of the United

States, 46 are presently—were they not government—would cranes, these massive pieces of equipment, but you have no
efficient way of moving that freight in and out of that port—be bankrupt; because the states, under U.S. law, are not al-

lowed to generate net debt. They must balance their books. inland, and so forth.
So, we have to do something, quickly. We need large-The only agency in the United States which can generate

government indebtedness, for purposes of growth, is the Fed- scale infrastructure projects: transportation, water manage-
ment, power generation and distribution; the health-care sys-eral government. That’s what Roosevelt did. He used his tre-

mendous power and influence, using facilities like a reorga- tems, which are breaking down now; educational systems
which are essentially worthless for any productive society.nized Reconstruction Finance Corp., and large-scale projects

such as the TVA, to revive the U.S. economy, quite success- The government must act. I’ve outlined it, in this booklet
here (I guess some copies are available), on this infrastructurefully. But, to do that, he had to organize Federal credit.

Now, our problem is this: At this point, in touch with program.1 But, the problem that I have with the government
is—and they’ re right!—they say, “We like what you’ re pro-state governments, governors, or other combinations in state

governments in the United States—46 states are bankrupt, posing. We’ re prepared, on the state level, to do our part of
these programs. But, there is no possibility of our financingthey can not possibly balance their books; they can not raise

the taxes to balance their accounts. We have, in addition, a these programs presently. It’s up to the Federal government.”
collapse of the railway system. At the end of January, unless
government action occurs, the Amtrak system goes into liqui- 1. “LaRouche’s Emergency Infrastructure Program for the United States,”

EIR Special Report, November 2002.dation. We now have a chain-reaction in our national air carri-
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Now, what I’m going to have to do, which I’m doing, is a number of people, from various institutions, as in the real,
professional military, who want no part of an Iraq war, ortaking some of the precedents from the 1930s and on, and I’m

producing a draft piece of legislation, with a bunch of experts similar wars. Remember, the top level of our military, their
virtue, is, they served largely as lieutenants, and captains, andwho have been through this mill before—senior people who

know the ins and outs of the U.S. government history, on majors in Vietnam. And they came out of that, continued in
service, went to command school, and decided they nevercredit creation and management of large-scale projects.

We’ re going to produce a single, short bill, which will proba- wanted to have the United States’ military involved in some-
thing like Vietnam again. And, they recognized the Middlebly have 20 pages in it; which will define exactly what the

Congress and the President must do, or have authorization to East as a potential desert equivalent of Vietnam. They want
no part of it; it makes no sense; it’s not justified; it’s notdo, to get the U.S. economy moving, and out of this crisis, as

Roosevelt did before. Without that, we can not act. necessary. So, we have a major commitment from the major-
ity of institutional forces inside the United States, againstWe have this second problem: We have a President of the

United States, who’s sometimes fairly described by me, as a precisely what some people are doing. Fortunately, right now
the President himself is leaning to the advice of people like“shuttlecock President” : That is, he does not have any com-

prehension of economic questions; he has no real understand- Colin Powell, and other people in institutions, who share the
view, that we must not have an Iraq war. And the Presidenting of international issues; he does not even know the names

of places which he has to deal with, in many cases. He is all was talking out of both sides of his mouth, but in point of
fact, he is, at this moment—but the shuttlecock can alwaysa bundle of emotion, and strong opinions, based on this bundle

of emotion. Well, there are heads of state and government, change—at this moment, he’s committed to no war.
But, he and his advisors are committed to trying to con-who are sometimes like that, in the experience of various

governments; and competent agencies within government tinue this economic policy of his, stubbornly, and that will be
a disaster. We can have a chain-reaction collapse in the U.S.learn how to deal with this problem. And, others have to cause

the Chief, in this case, “Shuttlecock,” to be pushed in the economy, which can set off a worldwide collapse, in that re-
spect.right direction.

The problem you have, at this time, is some people are So, the issue is going to be, to have a competent thrust,
mobilized from within institutions around the Presidency.pushing in the wrong direction—as you may have observed.

We have people who want a war in Iraq, immediately. Others, This includes people in government institutions; this means
people outside government, who were formerly in govern-who want a world empire, more slowly—the British style.

These are negative factors, and they’ re pushing hard. ment; it means channels of influence and advice, which con-
verge upon the institution of the Presidency, and on the Con-You have people, who are not willing to admit, that their

programs have failed. The banks are not willing to admit, that gress. Neither party leadership is, at this time, any good.
They’ re worthless. They’ re incapable of dealing with thethey need banking reorganization, that they’ re bankrupt. And

yet, J.P. Morgan Chase is bankrupt; Citibank is bankrupt; problem, because they have ideologies, which no longer cor-
respond to the reality.other major banks are bankrupt, in point of fact. We could

deal with the problem, but we have to put them through reor- Well, we also have a good side, apart from that: If we can
get this thing through—some reasonable changes—by theganization. We’ re not going to shut down the banks. We’ re

going to reorganize them, because we need banking facilities 29th of January, and be reasonably assured that there is no
danger of a war with Iraq, within, say, 60 or 90 days, we haveto maintain the mechanisms of finance inside the economy.
some maneuvering room. At that point, the world will have
to shift to what the world is shifting toward: economic growth.The Drive for War

So therefore, we have a fight now, in the month of January,
when the Congress is being reassembled, from all kinds of The Strategic Triangle

The main engine for economic growth in the world today,past, discarded, and new parts. Then, Congress met for two
days, and accomplished nothing, and left. They’ re going to is something that was mentioned here, in Delhi, by the Prime

Minister of Russia, Yevgeni Primakov, in December of 1998:have to meet again, on the 28th of January. At that time,
they’ re going to have to face these questions, and the President the idea of a “Strategic Triangle” of cooperation, of Russia,

China, and India, together with other nations of Asia, for jointis going to have to face these questions. You have—the 28th
of January is the election in Israel, where Sharon is running, security and economic development. Primakov was dumped

as Prime Minister, under pressure of various sources, becausehopefully, to be defeated. And, that’s a possibility, which
we’ve been working on, with some modest approximation of he made that proposal, which I had made earlier, and was very

happy that he had made it.success, but without guaranteed success so far.
We have people who want a war. They’ re strong in their However, now, the reality of that, is coming into place,

piecemeal. You have seen the recent Phnom Penh conferenceopinions. They are people who do not want to admit, that the
way they’ve been doing business can not continue. We have on the subject of the Mekong development project. That is
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The reality of a Strategic Triangle in Asia is
coming into being, to the potential benefit of all
the nations of the region. Here, Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s Asian diplomacy in
December 2002: meeting with Chinese
President Jiang Zemin in Beijing (left), and with
Indian Prime Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee in
New Delhi.

being pushed ahead by China. The Prime Minister of India could readily mobilize themselves for technology-sharing
projects, with countries in Asia.attended there. Japan and Korea depend upon this program.

Japan has no future in its present form: Its banking system is Therefore, throughout the Eurasian continent, there’s a
tremendous potential for recovery; if we have a system ofhopelessly bankrupt. Japan, however, remains, in core, basi-

cally an industrial economy, which depends upon neighbor- economy and political security, jointly among these nations,
together with large-scale projects, recovery can occur.ing areas, to which to sell products or deliver services, in

return for receiving raw materials on which Japan’s exis- If the United States takes the right turn. My experience is,
in various countries, everyone is afraid of the United States. Iftence depends.

So therefore, we have at this time a tremendous potential, the United States takes the right step, even though the United
States is a junk-heap right now, and moves in a direction,as typified by the trip of German Chancellor Schröder to

Shanghai, on the occasion of the opening of the Shanghai to takes the kind of initiative that is required, then, in my view,
international bodies, international groupings will come to-Shanghai airport magnetic levitation railway. We have vast

projects in China, which in my view, are large economy: gether around this idea, and begin to do what has to be done.
In that case, I see a bright future for humanity.We have the Three Gorges Dam; you have the large railway

system, or the magnetic levitation system programs; the open- Of course, India is an extremely important part of this op-
eration.ing of the desert lands. These are large-scale engineering proj-

ects, and in the case of Shanghai, the important thing there,
is: Not only was the most advanced technology in the world, A Common Mission

This would mean, also, a change in political relationsfor transport, introduced and launched successfully. But, it
was done in two years, under difficult engineering condi- among nations. Just to conclude with this one point: The prob-

lem that you have, in India, for example, in dealing withtions—successfully, under the now-famous Commander Wu.
With that kind of engineering mobilization and competence the United States—particularly in the United States, as in

Britain—you have a very popular, but pathological belief, thein large-scale projects, China can succeed in what it’s doing.
But, also China and India are the two largest markets for belief in the ideas of Thomas Hobbes and John Locke. The

result is, that when I propose, as I proposed to circles of oneWestern Europe. China is the fastest-growing market in the
world, for imports, high-technology imports. India is a very former administration in the United States recently—I pro-

posed this idea of cooperation with this Land-Bridge and Stra-large market, for Germany, for example; as is China. Ger-
many, France, and Italy, the keystone countries of continental tegic Triangle program. They had a violent response, from

some of the top people in the Democratic Party leadership.Western Europe, are hopelessly bankrupt! That is, the total
amount of tax revenues that they can obtain, has reached its “No!” “ Why not?” “ You do not enter into long-term commit-

ments of partnership, with countries which you do not con-limit. To increase tax rates more, would collapse the econ-
omy, and therefore, the tax-revenue base. Therefore, that trol.” The argument is, that there’s an inherent, natural conflict

among nations, such that you must operate on the basis ofcan’ t work. The economies are operating below breakeven,
as whole economies. They’ re collapsing; it can’ t work. Yet, conflict-management, not on a sense of a common interest.

My view is, on the contrary: that the reality of a commonFrance, Germany, and Italy typify countries in Europe, which
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28th of this month, I shall give a State of the Union address
on an international webcast.2 The President of the United
States will given one at 8 o’clock the same evening. We’ ll see
what happens.

Dialogue With LaRouche

Some of the remarks and questions to Mr. LaRouche were
inaudible on audiotape, and these have been abridged or par-
aphrased.

Moderator: Thank you, Mr. LaRouche. Now, this is open
for discussion. The idea is to say your opinions, express your
views for Mr. LaRouche. But, you can also ask questions,
because he has taken it, as a mission, that in the midst of all
this chaotic financial system, it is time for integration and
cooperation. Now, I invite my colleagues to join in this dis-
cussion.

Bankruptcy and the Corporate Sector
Q: It’s more a request for some more information, rather

than a comment or a question. One of the issues, which is very
important, is the issue of corporate governance. Because, you
talk about bankruptcies of organizations and government, in
the light of failing corporate sector, starting with Enron. Now,
they talk about some kind of a problem in corporate gover-
nance, including the institution of auditing—the auditors are
also important in the bankruptcies. So, what kind of reforms
would you suggest for the corporate sector, so that the corpo-
rate governance becomes better, and they are accountable toWill the world’s leaders unite in a common mission, great projects
shareholders? Because this is big with the political problems.for development, to build a real future for New Delhi’s children,

and all children? You are very fond of using the words “bankrupt” and
“bankruptcies.” There are two kinds of bankruptcies. Maybe
you should discuss the institutional bankruptcies and the fur-
ther implications.interest exists, if the mission-orientation for it exists.

India has problems. China has problems. Southeast Asia LaRouche: Okay. First of all, on the bankruptcy issue,
I’ve got diagrams up there, but I don’ t need to draw diagrams.has problems. Russia has problems. Everyone has problems.

If we find that there is some form of cooperation among sover- I can describe it to you, more effectively. Since 1966, after
the change in culture in the United States began, and in En-eign nation-states, which will solve this problem, I would

propose, that consciousness of that interest in a common mis- gland, you had the change in beginning of the U.S. war in
Indochina, which coincided with the launching of the firstsion can supersede this idea of Hobbesian-Lockean conflict

that Kissinger used to push so strongly, and others pushed so Harold Wilson government in England, the United Kingdom.
And this set forth a chain reaction of catastrophe, which hasstrongly. That, in my view, is our greatest problem. I could

say a great deal about many things pertaining to this, but, rotted out the world, since that time. The full force of it is
felt in Europe and the Americas, less than it is in Asia, forthat’s the point I think I would like to lay on the table.

We are in a crisis. We must not deceive ourselves: The obvious reasons.
Now, but since that time, in 1966—I trace things in termsexisting system is gone. It will not return. We have the possi-

bility of reorganizing the monetary system, financial systems. of physical values, per capita and per square kilometer. And
I measure physical values, against financial prices assignedWe have the needs; we have the markets; we have the poten-

tial. But, we have to have a decision to go into participation, to it, and monetary aggregate, circulated in support of increase
jointly among nation-states, for cooperation in making these
things work. 2. “The State of the Union: On the Subjects of Economy and Security,” EIR,

Feb. 7, 2003.And, that’s what I’ ll be fighting for, this month. On the
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of financial obligations—corporate, public, others—per cap-
ita, per square kilometer, around the world. During the same
period of time, up until 2000, there was a slower rate of emis-
sion of monetary aggregate, as compared to financial aggre-
gates. At the same time, especially since 1971, there had been,
worldwide, a collapse in net, physical output—when you in-
clude infrastructure, per capita, per square kilometer, world-
wide: in Europe, in the Americas, in Africa. We’ve reached
the point, that this has become self-feeding. In the year 2000,
the United States reached a point corresponding to what set
off the hyperinflation in Germany in 1923. That is, when
in order to maintain financial markets, to keep them from
collapsing (because they are bankrupt), you print money or
other monetary aggregate in place of regular issue of money;
and the amount of monetary aggregate you have to issue, is
greater than the amount of financial values you’ re leveraging
up, then you have a hyperinflationary spiral, like Weimar
Germany, June to November, 1923.

That particular kind of crisis hit the United States then.
Now, remember how this was done. You have the case of
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Japan: Japan has been operating at a zero interest rate yen
issue, overnight yen issue, for years. It has done this for the
United States. It has done it; yen are borrowed overnight, at
virtual zero percent borrowing cost. The borrowed yen are method. If Sharon is defeated, we might really stop it. That’ ll

be decided on the 28th, right?used to purchase dollars. The dollars then flood into the U.S.
financial market, to subsidize the U.S. financial market. Ger- So, because of the U.S. political raw power—and I think

every politician in any country, including India, can tell youmany was looted, similarly, of money, actual money—that
is, real capital, as well as this kind of money; also, to prop up what the muscle of the United States is, when it wants to force

somebody to do something the country doesn’ t want to do.the U.S. financial market—while the U.S. economy was col-
lapsing. As in the case of WTO: WTO was shoved on countries that

wanted no part of it. But, the United States has the politicalSo, when you get into a hyperinflationary relationship
among these three curves, you are coming to the end of the power to intimidate nations, with the Pakistan threat, particu-

larly in the case of the Afghanistan problems. Therefore, it’ssystem [Figure 1]. It’s not a point, where you’ re coming to a
point where a numerical value says it will collapse: It’s the possible to do that.

But, it’s come to the end of the line. And you have arate of change, which creates a boundary condition you can
not cross. We’ re at that point now. We’ve been at that point, President in the United States with no imagination, no compe-

tence, who makes mistakes; neither political party leadershipactually, for two years.
But, because the United States is a power, the political is capable of making a competent decision. So, that’s what

the problem is.power of the United States, its ability to intimidate other na-
tions, means that it can survive longer than other people, as Now therefore, what do we have to do, in terms of this

corporate structure? You have four kinds of business entities,long as that power is maintained. That power came into ques-
tion, was tested, on the idea of launching an Iraq war. The private entities, apart from agriculture, that I’m concerned

with (and I am concerned with agriculture, but that’s a some-game against the Palestinians by Sharon, the proposed launch-
ing of the war, tested the credibility of the United States’ what different question). First, you have the private entrepre-

neur, who tends to be high-technology: That is, he’s probablypower. And, what happened was that Europe, despite its cow-
ardice, had such strong resistance to this idea of the war, that, an engineer, or he’s a skilled person of some other type—

he’s developed a skill over years—who devotes his life towith our resistance, from inside the United States, which I
was pressing for—“Stop this war. We can stop it. The Europe- developing an entity about producing some kind of product

or service. He’s not really interested in money primarily. Yes,ans want to stop, but they don’ t have the courage to stop it.
But, if the United States gives them an indication, that power- he wants to have a profit. But, his concern is to build that

business, and to make it successful and to make his productful forces in the United States want this war stopped, Europe-
ans will join us.” And, that’s what happened! We stopped successful. These fellows work very hard. They will suffer

through things for many years to make these small busi-the war in September. We stopped it in October, November,
December. We’ re trying to stop it, still now, by the same nesses work.
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The strongest economies I know of, private economies, To build anything, of any importance, is capital-intensive!
Modern economy is capital-intensive. To develop agriculture,in Europe or the United States, are actually privately held

things—not corporations; or at least, they’ re closely held cor- you’ve got to prepare the land; you’ve got to give the farmer
three to seven years, or more, to develop his product line. It’sporations. For example, Italy has lost its big industries. Italy’s

export business has depended largely, in the northern seven a capital investment! And therefore, you must have regulation
to protect capital investment—this kind of useful capital in-provinces of Italy, has depended upon the private entrepre-

neur, who goes out with a technology-sharing approach, to vestment; otherwise, you won’ t have it. If you have free trade,
then the prices drop down to below the cost of maintainingneighboring countries. And, that’s the main source of Italy’s

national income. In Germany, it is not the large corporation, the capital necessary, and that’s the problem.
So, government has to become, again, protectionist, in thethat’s the real killer, it is the private industry, the private

entrepreneur, who is key. In the United States, the same thing way we were between 1946 and 1958, in particular, in the
post-war reconstruction. What was done here in India, underused to be true.

So thus, I take as the first category, the private entrepre- the initial stage, under Nehru.
So, the problem we have, in this respect, is we have ideasneur. He is the good performer. You pick a good one out, you

give them encouragement, you give them opportunity, you’ re which become popularized, which have victimized govern-
ments through the political parties. The political parties say,going to get a result. Within his capability. So, help him;

educate him. The most important private entrepreneur is the “We have to go to privatization. More and more privatiza-
tion.” And I say, “What do you mean by privatization? Youone with the good scientific or engineering education. Be-

cause, he’s the one that will actually give you the best results, want good privatization, or bad privatization? Do you want
good government regulation, or bad government regulation?”in developing new kinds of products, that the large corpora-

tion would never take the risk of developing. And, innovations There has to be a moral decision, which is a practical one.
So, that’s my view on the matter. What we need to do, inof that type.

Then, you have the honest, public corporation, which has my view, is—look: In the case of the recovery by Roosevelt,
take the case of TVA. The whole area that Roosevelt puta physical product orientation/service orientation. Those are

useful. the TVA into, was a desperately poor area! And yet, by the
beginning of the war, the TVA was the big driver of a lot ofThen, you have, at the other extreme, the opposite ex-

treme, you have the purely parasitic corporation, which exists the economy. We could not have won World War II, without
the TVA! Oak Ridge [Tennessee], for example.as purely a stockholder method of looting the economy—

Enron, for example. Enron is an example of the worst kind of So, my view is, that certain large-scale projects, essential
infrastructure projects, essential ones, which government iscorporation you can have. We have too many of those kind

of things. capable of handling—government is very poor at small proj-
ects, small infrastructure projects. Government is almost in-And then, you have those which share a bit of both the

useful corporation, and the not so useful. dispensable in large-scale infrastructure projects, like the
TVA, for example. Because you bring in the private contrac-
tors, and bring them in on the basis of large projects. But, theProtection, Not Privatization

So therefore, I think—I’m against privatization, obvi- small projects, government management of small projects,
has been a nightmare. In the United States, the way we handleously, for that reason. That is, privatization of the economy.

I think the government, first of all, has to determine it’s re- it, effectively, is we dump the government side of small proj-
ects on the hands of the state organizations or on the state andsponsible, morally, to set conditions which make the financial

system conform to the requirements of the physical economy. municipal organizations. You want to have somebody who is
close to the operation, to exert some control over theAnd prevent the debt from running out of control, as it has

done worldwide now. Secondly, government has to find ways thing—accountability.
So, that’s my view. We have to rethink, not go with theof mobilizing financial means, to support growth in areas

which are in the national interest, and know how to use various current drift; the current system is finished. Politicians have
not yet caught up with that reality. Many of them are stillprivate-sector sources’ potentials, to use that money effi-

ciently. Government also has to provide the regulation, to trying to play by the rules of the game of the World Bank, and
IMF, and so forth. That’s a problem you have in India, as inprotect nascent industries. This privatization and this WTO is

killing us! It’s an act of insanity! It’s an act of global insanity! other countries. But, I think that those of us who are morally
responsible, have to think on two levels: We have to under-For example, the question of capital: People talk about

privatization. They don’ t talk about capital, these privatizers! stand, that that is the current drift in politics’ inertia. You have
to deal with that. But, you have to realize, that someone’sI’ ll give you the example of the United States: To transform

a newborn child, into a fully efficient young adult: 25 years. going to come screaming into your office, if you’ re a govern-
ment bureaucrat, and say, “ It’s not working.” And what doThat is largely a net investment in that child, by that family

household and by the state, with funding facilities. you have to offer? What do you have to suggest? So, I think
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that today’s government official and economist has to wear they think about raising families, and they’ re optimistic about
raising families. An optimistic set of parents thinks aboutthose two hats. I take the one side—I know the other side, but

I don’ t spend much time on it. I say to the economist and to what they’ re doing, in terms of the outcome which will be
experienced by their grandchildren. This applies often to pri-the government official: “Think with two hats. One hat is, to

think about the way it should be. The other is, to recognize vate life, as well as in respect to public life; or, at least, com-
munity life, or things of that sort. They think about makingthat you’ re supposed to wear the hat of what they tell you now

is current policy.” And you hope for the day, when you can society better for their grandchildren. It’s one of the qualities
that distinguishes—this optimism—that distinguishes thetake off the one hat, and put on the other.
healthy and happy human being, at a minimum.

Now, what happens is, you confront a nation, a people,What Will It Take To Wake People Up?
Moderator: There is a weekly Internet audio talk show, who have not been sufficiently developed: not only lacking

intellectual development, of technology, knowledge of this,“The LaRouche Show,” every Saturday, 3-4 p.m. Eastern
Standard Time, U.S.A. and so forth; which is—really despite all this proliferation of

information, people know less today, than they knew gener-[pointing to the next speaker] Yes—
Q: I wanted to thank you for this very lucid and coura- ally 30 years ago.

So, the problem is leadership. And, you have cases—geous overview you have just given us, as you always do.
And, I have two questions, which are comments at the same Roosevelt, for example. You have the turnabout, at least tem-

porarily, in France under Charles de Gaulle. In France, beforetime.
The first is: How do you explain the apparent lack of Charles de Gaulle became, for a second time, President of

France, France was decaying, and you had a virtual fascistconnection between what’s happened to the economy, and
the enormous potential—very insufficiently tapped poten- mob that was about to turn the place into a terrible dictator-

ship. De Gaulle then made this speech, as a leader, comingtial—of the new and emerging technologies, which as you
know have been developed over the last decades, particularly back as a wartime hero, saying, “Aidez-moi” [“Help me” ], to

the French population. And they supported him! He turnedin government military-connected research departments. I’m
sure you’ re aware of many of the things that lie in store, in that into what was—at least for a period of time, until the

assassination of Kennedy, which turned things against dethe “psych,” among other repositories of new and advanced
technology. So, it seems to be unable to make any real differ- Gaulle’s plans, and so on—he turned that into a revitalization

of France.ence in the current sorry state of the economy, even though
such major breakthroughs should give us—in the field of Roosevelt, in the United States: In 1933, Hitler was put

into power by British and American bankers, because theyenergy production, new materials, and so on and so forth—
should give us a new lease on life. wanted a particular policy, at that time. But, in the same pe-

riod, they tried to assassinate President-elect Roosevelt;And, the second question is: Don’ t you think that, unfortu-
nately, what you have just been saying about the actual state didn’ t work. But, Roosevelt transformed the United States

into what essentially saved European civilization, in theof bankruptcy of the economy, is not realized, perceived, or
understood—I would say—by 99% of the people, world- course of the war. Once Roosevelt was dead, and we had a

tiny intellect, and a mean-spirited one, Truman, in there,wide? I mean, most of the people you talk to, will be totally
surprised if you say such things. They will say that, “Well, things began to go in a different direction.

My experience, in general, just to take those examples, iswe are going through a crisis. We are going through a period
of adjustment. We have some difficulty, but things are already that we need people to take the responsibilities and risks of

leadership. I often use the case of Jeanne d’Arc, as an examplepicking up. And, you know, even if we reach 10% unemploy-
ment, prosperity is there for all to see, and, you know, there of this. Jeanne d’Arc, a simple peasant girl—maybe not so

simple—went to a stupid Dauphin, and said, “Stupid Dau-is no reason to really become agitated about it.” So, don’ t you
think it will take a real collapse—I mean in the sense of a phin, I come to tell you to become a real King.” And, the

Dauphin said, “What do you want from me?” “ I want nothingglobal depression—to make people suddenly jump up and get
to work? from you! God wants you to become a real King, you stupid

King!” And, as a result of that, with her sacrifice, FranceLaRouche: I don’ t believe in that billiard ball theory of
politics that you referred to: that crisis pushes populations became the first modern nation-state under Louis XI, with the

help of Jacques Coeur.to spontaneously recognize new possibilities. Crises frighten
people. They frighten most populations. And thus, you find, at all levels—sometimes it’s not just

the intellectual level, it’s simply the commitment of leader-
ship, a good soul, who inspires their neighbors to becomeThe Issue Is Leadership

The issue is—I’ ll take the second part of your question, inspired, to change things, in face of a crisis. Sometimes the
same result requires, not only the passion of a Jeanne d’Arc,first, and then get back to the first. The issue here is leadership.

People are small. People are, generally, at their largest when it requires, also, the wisdom to know how to carry out the job.
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And my concern has been, and it is now, to rejuvenate the Union—including Japan, China, India; and form a monetary
union of the type we have in Europe now. Then of course,supply of future leaders among youths in the 18- to 25-year

generation. Because, we have a shortage of people who think there are the different trade blocs, that access to the markets,
of these different trade blocs is not available to other coun-like leaders. We destroyed and demoralized a whole genera-

tion, that came into maturity after 1964. We demoralized tries, or other blocs. So, the capacity to get income is limited
in a particular way.them, and therefore, they are not necessarily capable, gener-

ally, of coping with the crisis that’s hitting them now. I find I imagine some of these stable monetary unions, among
the countries, may be to a certain extent, helpful to deal withthat, among the 18 to 25 group, that I work with as a youth

movement—Yes! They grab, because they say, “We are now the crisis situations, that we’ re talking about.
LaRouche: I think that the European Union, in its presentthe no-future generation. You gave us no future! We have to

have a future.” They’ re committed to find an alternative to no form, is going to disintegrate very soon. It’s not viable. The
Maastricht agreements will be broken. All these agree-future. [tape break]. . .
ments—they can’ t last.

You can not eliminate the nation-state, without destroyingScience-Driver Technologies
. . . So therefore, we’ re going to need nuclear power. The the world. The nation-state is the chief cause for the improve-

ment of the condition of humanity, to the extent that it hasopposition to that typifies it. China has its own version of a
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor. That kind of reactor, in happened, over the past 600 years. The reason, essentially, is

capital-formation.the 100 to 220 megawatt-type—the so-called “Jülich type”—
could generate synthetic hydrogen fuels, in a local area, for See, the difference is this: In the 15th Century, the policy

was introduced, that government has no right to exist, unlesswhich the waste produce of the fuel is water—not exactly a
pollutant. And, that would be the ideal thing for India; it’s the government is an efficient defender and promoter of the

general welfare of, not only the current population as a whole,ideal for something like Korea; it’s ideal for the deep interior
of China. but future generations of posterity. This mandate upon gov-

ernment, and the idea of the sovereignty of the state, as op-And, yes, it’s not a matter of the quantity of oil. But, oil
you can get from the Middle East, which you can get for the posed to the actually imperial form which is characteristic of

feudalism and empires and so forth, was the difference. It wasnext 80 years if they don’ t burn the place up; it will be the
cheapest oil in the world for about 80 years to come. Other- under these conditions, that it became possible, through states,

to develop modern economies, and to improve the conditionwise, oil prices will tend to rise; the cost of getting oil will
become more and more marginal physically, and therefore, of mankind. Without that, there would have been no im-

provement.new technologies.
But, this is reality. The fact that highway transportation is What has happened is, those who wanted to have a new

empire, especially from the English-speaking Europeans, andterribly inefficient. Modern rail transportation is extremely
efficient, relative—energy, everything else. Maglev is more the United States: They got the idea. Bertrand Russell is an

example of that. H.G. Wells—have a world empire; get rid ofefficient than friction rail.
So, the opposition to these technologies, and the lack of these governments; set up a Utopia. So, they said, “Let’s

destroy the nation-state.” And Russell said, explicitly, “Wemoney to develop them; the lack of government budgets and
backing to push the programs through, is the reason we have have to use nuclear terror, the terror of nuclear weapons, to

force governments to give up their sovereignty and acceptnot made a lot of progress we could have made, in the mean-
time. I think, that China’s going to a manned Moon landing: world government.”

What has happened, since 1964, there has been a deliber-extremely important. The space program of India is extremely
important, because it creates the environment of a science- ate, conscious effort, among certain influential circles, inside

the Commonwealth—that is, the British monarchy section ofdriver program.
Again, but it’s leadership. We have to have the leadership, the Commonwealth, and the United States—to do this. The

war party, in the United States, is part of that. The generalsto respond to this situation.
are against war. But the Utopians are for war. Hmm? A bunch
of draft dodgers, are big warriors in the United States. DickThe Indispensable Role of the Nation-State

Q: I just heard that the capacity of the governments in Cheney: draft dodger; Vietnam War draft dodger—Vice Pres-
ident of the United States.the European countries—Italy, Germany, France—in dealing

with the crisis situations is limited, because of the high rate So, the problem is, we have to go back to the nation-state.
But, we have to understand, the problem we have to eliminateof taxes, they can not raise the resources.

In the European Monetary Union, is a better place to deal with the nation-state: We have to get past the idea that nation-
state sovereignty is a cause for an objective conflict resolutionwith the present situation, than with the individual govern-

ments. Supposing they work as a bloc, of the governments. situation. For example, take the case of the cooperation: Ger-
many, on this magnetic levitation and a few other projects,Then, supposing in the future, if you have the Asian Monetary
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which are technology-sharing projects between Germany and But, I assure you, the cause is possible, because the alternative
is not going to work.China. Perfect examples: Germany has something it can pro-

duce well, in a certain technology that it has. China doesn’ t
have parts of that technology. Through technology-sharing, This Is No ‘Cyclical Crisis’

Q: The point that interests me is, that between 1992 andGermany, which is bankrupt because of low employment, can
increase its employment to supply China, with something 1999, the United States witnessed one of the longest periods

of fairly high rate of growth by the U.S. standard. Especially,China needs, which will help China increase its income, and
upgrade the level of its employment and efficiency of its in the post-Civil War—since 1865, which was one of the

longest spells of fairly good upswing, then. That ultimatelyeconomy.
So therefore, in this case, for that cooperation between resulted, together with euphoria about new technology, high

technology, and fairly over-expectation of growth in thetwo nation-states, you have a benefit to both. However, to do
that, Germany must now create new credit, which only a state United States. As a result, companies went on expanding far

beyond the market. Finally, when they found that demandcan do: long-term credit, 25-year credit, 50-year credit. It can
do that. Treaty agreements among governments, for state-to- splash started hitting them, many of them started indulging in

less-than-moral practices. As a result, the government, man-state credit issuance, on long-term projects of mutual interest,
or category projects of mutual interest, will be the basis on agers, the financial system, went into what you call bank-

ruptcy.which we’ ll get an economic revival. The other sections of
the economy will automatically revive in response to any We did go through one more phase of a cycle. Because,

you mentioned the idea that Roosevelt used the famous TVA,revival from these sectors.
Our major concern should be, right now, to get the level he used the state exchequer to get that system authorized. And

you are recommending something similar to that. And, theof productive employment up, with as much technology
added to it as possible, to bring the level of employment and question, that I’m asking is: As some classical economists

would say, is this one more phase of the business cycle, whereincome up to the point that governments can balance their
budgets and meet their capital requirements for infrastructure. if you go too far astray, the market will adjust, prices will be

re-adjusted, investment will be relocated?And, I don’ t see any reason we can’ t do that. It’s just a question
of will. We’ re up against, as I said with the two-hat thing, that LaRouche: That’s what you hear all the time. But, this is

called “denial.” It’s like the man whose wife left him in angerI mentioned earlier—we’ re up against the fact that govern-
ments are wearing a hat, which says to them, “Now, we are three years ago, and he’s still setting dinner for her, every

night. He’s probably married somebody else by now.committed to WTO. We are committed to privatization. We
are committed to reducing the role of government,” etc., etc. First of all, the business cycle largely occurs only to the

extent that the system is viable. And becomes like an elasticityThat’s the hat. If you’ re working in government today, you
have to deal with the fact, that that’s the official line. But, effect in the system.

Well, this is not that. There was no recovery in the Unitedyou’ re going to come to a point very soon—and I should think
probably in the course of this month, a lot of governments are States from 1992-99. What there was, was two things: First

of all, the United States took the opportunity of the collapsegoing to see that: that you’ re going to have to go in a different
direction, back to a different kind of conception, of the nation- of the Soviet Union, to engage in one of the biggest looting

operations in history. And, what came into the United Statesstate. And you’ re going to have to mobilize populations
around new conceptions of long-term objectives. as actual wealth, is largely a net result of looting the Soviet

Union, and some other countries. What was growth—yes, weAs I said, it’s a leadership question. If populations are
won to an idea—and government is the most efficient agency printed a lot of money.

What happened is, Clinton came into the government infor winning a population to an idea—if a good leader of
government, or leaders of government, go out to the people the 1992 election, in 1993. Well, Bill was a sort of a nice

guy, sometimes; he was a little bit fast with the ladies, butand say, “Here’s the problem” ; the people, “You’ re right!
We got the problem!” “ Here’s what you’ re to do to solve a nice guy. He is also probably the brightest man we had

in the Presidency in the 20th Century. But, his commitmentthe problem.” Then, you’ re going to get the clamor from
the population: “How is it going to work?” And, good gov- to principle was somewhat in question. He tried to do a few

things, but if it was too much of a problem to him, he’dernment will show the people, and convince them, how it
can work. Or, maybe make a few changes based on some drop it, and go the other way. And, he had a wife who

was even worse than he was. She was dangerous—actuallyfeedback from the population. That’s the way we always
worked in the United States, when we were working best. dangerous; her health-care legislation was one of the greatest

atrocities ever put forth in the name of legislation—2,000It’ ll happen again.
So, I’m optimistic. I say things, which I know have to pages of deeds, do’s, and don’ ts. You’ ll never get it through,

like that!happen, even though I agree, as you expressed this, that at
present, it would seem that the cause is almost impossible. The Hill-Burton Act of 1946 was only a few pages; and
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LaRouche first visited India
as a U.S. soldier in 1945-
46, and has had a special
relationship to that nation
ever since. Here, street
vendors in New Delhi.

here a whole health policy, which actually improved the up to astronomical values. You’d get billionaires coming out
of shoe stores, essentially, with this stuff.health of the United States, from then, until 1972-73, was a

few pages! A good piece of legislation is never complicated. So, what happened is, the bubble went on, until 1996-98,
approximately. Then, we had the first effect, was the so-calledYou get a good piece of legislation, get it through the govern-

ment; adopt it; go to work on it; and then, let the experts make “Asia Crisis” of 1997, with the international effects of this
bubble. Nineteen ninety-eight, the last phase of the big lootingit work.

What we did, was, Bill knew that Bush had gone down, of the former Soviet Union occurred, in the form of the GKO
speculation. Again, hedge-fund speculation. At that point, thebecause the U.S. economy was going down. It wasn’ t Bush’s

problem. Bush didn’ t understand what economy was, let system was finished.
So then, Clinton said, then, “LaRouche is right. We’ realone try to ruin it. What Bill did, under the influence of the

Federal Reserve System, which ran this operation—remem- going to have to have monetary reform.” But then, somebody
scared him, in the Washington conference of October 1998;ber, the Federal Reserve System, from 1979 through the pres-

ent time, has been run by two guys: Paul Volcker and Alan different decisions were made. The decision was, to bring
in George Soros. And George Soros said, “Make a wall ofGreenspan, one successor worse than the former. And, they’d

run the biggest swindles imaginable. money.” Because the next crisis they faced, was the Brazil
crisis, due for February of the year 1999. The way they dealtFor example, most of the reports on U.S. output, GDP—

completely fake. Look at the Quality Adjustment Index: 40- with the Brazil crisis, and generally, is, they said, “Wall of
money. Generate a wall of money—monetary emission—and50% per year fraud, in the actual reporting on sales, by simply

saying, “No. This product has improved 40%. Therefore, in- flood the world with it.”
Also, with what should have been stable institutions,stead of showing what the actual value of the product is, we’ ll

now change it by the Quality Adjustment Factor.” Fake. The which were the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, we built up
housing bubbles. Now, you find that the United Kingdom isother fakery was, Y2K. “The world is going to shut down in

the year 2000, because the computers won’ t be able—the about to go under, because of the housing bubble. It’s already
collapsing. Housing bubbles in the West Coast, California;accounting system won’ t be able to get over the year 2000.”

Right? So, what they did—this was done by Alan Green- housing bubbles around Washington; other housing bubbles.
We are facing a multibillion-dollar collapse in each of thesespan—they pumped vast amounts of money—and the Presi-

dent went along with this stuff, this fakery—vast amounts of areas.
So, the system never did make profits. But, if you printmoney into corporations that never made a nickel. But, they

were being traded on the market at spectacular values. You’d money, the kind of curve I described, you can create the ap-
pearance, the illusion. But, if you look at all this period, fromhave a new issue go on the market: IT. Boom! The stock goes
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1977 on, and take the lower 80% of family-income brackets, beginning may appear to be quite unthinkable, but it does
happen. And, I was also simultaneously reading a few things,and look at the actual physical content of consumption of

households in the lower 80% of family-income brackets, the which is the latest, “LaRouche Emergency Infrastructure Pro-
gram for the U.S.,” and many more things that are for salecollapse has been precipitous.

So, what you had, is an upper 20%—and everything was over there. I’ ll pass around some of this, for my colleagues in
the library. You can read later on.the upper 20%, as long as the bubble went on—and U.S.

politics were based on the so-called “middle.” German poli- May I dare to use this opportunity to thank Mr. Lyndon
LaRouche for providing to us a broader insight into what istics, French politics, U.S. politics. The “middle.” The “mid-

dle.” “ Go to suburbia, to the conservative middle class,” happening to the world of economic systems, and in particular
the financial systems?within the upper 20%. Now, what happened is, about half of

the upper 20% has now gotten into trouble, and lost vast Thank you very much. I hope you also enjoyed the interac-
tions with my colleagues. And, as I understand, yours is aamounts of money in the market in the past year and a half.

So now, it’s over. So, it never happened! But, this is what mission. You have to communicate these ideas to the larger
number of people all over the world. And, we are thankfulhappens, as in the John Law bubble in the 18th Century, and

the South Sea Island bubble, the same kind of thing. And, this that you choose, in Delhi, our institution. So, thank you
once again.kind of fakery goes on. And people use this, politically, to

say, “Well, it’s all right. Don’ t you see? It’s going to bounce LaRouche: I first reached India—some of you know this,
but I first reached India, in the capacity of a U.S. soldier, inback. It’s going to bounce.” It’s not going to bounce—not

going to bounce. Cyclical crises do not exist at this time. They 1945-46. I was in Calcutta, in some very relevant weeks,
among other things, and became deeply involved in the causemay get cyclical little ripples, here and there, but there are no

cyclical economic crises. This is systemic. This is the end of of Indian independence, at that time; which was not very
discreet for an American soldier, even though most Americanthe system. You can not convert the most advanced nations

in the world—what had been the most advanced nations in soldiers were sympathetic at that point to the idea. But, I’ve
been involved in this. That I’ve been more active again, sincethe world, in Europe and the Americas—you can not convert

these economies, from what had been the leading productive the middle of the 1970s, when I became involved with Mrs.
Gandhi’s efforts. And, she was a very impressive figure, andeconomies in the world, per capita and per square kilometer,

into consumer societies, living like parasites sucking the we had this “Forty-Year Plan for the Development of In-
dia”— this 40-year plan, largely infrastructure.blood of the developing sector, and trying to set up a new

imperialism at the same time: It can not be done. That system And, India is one of the countries, which I have a special
relationship to, because of history, and also cultural questionsdoesn’ t work.

You can take the physical economy, right now, and, as of and things of that sort. So, I’m very happy, if I in any way, on
this occasion, as on others, have contributed to enriching thethis month, we can start a recovery. If the President of the

United States would agree with me, we could start a recovery. powers at India’s disposal.
Simply by saying, “Put the thing into bankruptcy. Let’s go
back to what Roosevelt did.” Moderator: Thank you. I hope you will be able to come

again to India. And, if you do come, well, some of us might
remember many of these things. We can have an exchange ofThere Are Solutions

Moderator: Anybody else like to intervene? We’ve had notes on the developments in the world. I propose a vote of
thanks to our distinguished visitors. I hope you will all clapan hour and a half of productive discussion. Most of the time,

we have been exposed to the visiting scholars coming and him [applause]. Hold back! On this positive note, with which
he’s saying, that there are solutions. Unfortunately, the gov-telling us about economics, also with discussion. Some of

them widen the discussion to the political economy. But, it’s ernment is not always looking at the right solution. But then,
there is a popular saying, sir, defined by the Britishers: “Thenot always we have someone like Mr. LaRouche, who widens

the discussion to the direct politics, history, and philosophy, Americans always do the right thing—after trying every-
thing else!”all combined into one. I do not know—although I do find

from one of the friends of Mr. LaRouche, Dr. S.B. Gupta,
a member of the Planning Commission, that, many of the
prophesies made by LaRouche look atrocious, when he pro-
nounces his bombs, like say, the European economic council ✪ LAROUCHE IN 2004 ✪
will disintegrate. But many of them, eventually, are known to
have come true! www.larouchein2004.com

Now, this could be, in many respects, prophetic. I do not
Paid for by LaRouche in 2004.know whether—whether all of us will be happy if such a thing

does happen, but it’s quite often, that things spoken in the
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LaRouche at the University of Jaipur

Globalization of the World Economy
Is a Prescription for Disaster
Lyndon LaRouche gave this presentation at the University of the nations of Asia, and an alliance of mutual security and

economic progress.Jaipur, India, on Jan. 21. He was the guest of the university’s
Political Science Department and the Federation of Ra- This process is now underway. It is not happening in a

neat fashion. There was a recent conference in Phnom Penh,jasthan University and College Teachers’ Association.
on the subject of the Mekong River Development Project. If
this is done properly, this would be a revolution in Asia,Approximately one week from today, in Washington, D.C.,

from a Washington hotel auditorium at 1 o’clock, I will de- because every part of Asia—India, China, and so forth, are
involved in medium or major large-scale water projects toliver a State of the Union report on the condition of the United

States, which report will last about three hours, as such events deal with crucial problems. There are those who do recognize
that the populations of India and China, in particular, typify,last. It will be a challenge to the President of the United States,

who at 8 o’clock, that same evening, is scheduled to present in Asia, a vast population, which in the future will be the
greatest market on this planet, because of the need for devel-his report on the State of the Union. I can assure you there

will be a very distinct contrast, and there will be a very serious opment of these countries.
We see already in China, great movements in this direc-debate about the difference between my views and his, be-

cause we are now in a crucial phase of the world financial, tion. The largest water project in the world, the Three Gorges
Dam. A high-water project to bring water from the southernmonetary, fiscal breakdown. It’s also an economic break-

down, but primarily, it’s a breakdown of the international part of China to the northern part of China, to deal with that
crisis. China has just built the first phase of the most modernfinancial and monetary institutions. It is a failure, in particular,

of the floating-exchange-rate system brought into being by transport system in the world, which went from Shanghai, to
Shanghai Airport, at a top speed of 431 kilometers per hour.Henry Kissinger, George Shultz, and Paul Volcker, through

President Nixon, on the 15th of August 1971. That system And if you watched that on television, and saw the Chancellor
of Germany, Gerhard Schröder, and the Prime Minister ofhas been a catastrophe for the United States. But the problem

is not just that. China, sitting side by side, in the front row of this vehicle,
before them was a table. On the table was a bowl of water. InWe’ re also in the midst, not only of a threat of the launch-

ing of an Iraq war—though I believe we have postponed that the water were floating rose petals. Nothing spilled, at 431
kilometers per hour!from inside the United States, with the cooperation of people

in other countries, since the end of August. We managed This was done in a period of two years, with some of
the most difficult construction, subterranean terrains, a hugeto prevent the thing from happening in September, October,

November, December, and so far, for January. So, the latest challenge. Commander Wu, the engineer who was responsi-
ble for the project, is now a famous name, not only in China,report is, it can’ t happen before February, but I’ ll give you

no guarantees. Because of certain instabilities in the system, but also in other parts of the world, especially in Germany,
where this was heralded as a great achievement of Germanalmost anything can happen. But in the ordinary course of

events, we have it postponed. technology, which developed in China, which could not be
brought to fruition in Germany itself.

So, we also have a potential in India—the Mekong Devel-Iraq War Aimed To Prevent Cooperation
But the danger is not an Iraq war; the issue is not Iraq. The opment Project, of course—if we can overcome the difficul-

ties which are now going on in Korea, which China and Rus-issue is, an attempt to prevent the nations of Asia, specifically
the emerging cooperation among—even Japan, which has sia, among others, are working to deal with the North Korean

crisis. We have a continuity of government in South Korea,come into the picture today—Korea, China, the ASEAN na-
tions, and also India, to enter into what a former Prime Minis- which is very important. The outgoing President has a succes-

sor who agrees with his policy. This is unusual for Southter of Russia proposed here in Delhi, in December of 1998,
the creation of a Strategic Triangle of cooperation among Korea. It’s excellent.

What this means is, there’s a great opportunity; becauseRussia, China, and India, as a keystone for bringing together
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if that railroad is put together, then we have rail lines automati-
cally from Pusan, at the tip of Korea, to Rotterdam and Eu-
rope. We also will have, with China, cooperation to develop
rail lines along the same route, through China, along the so-
called Silk Road route, through Central Asia, and also to Eu-
rope. There’s also a southern route in progress, from Kun-
ming, into Myanmar, possibly through Bangladesh or through
northern India, which would benefit India. Which would also
go down to the tip of Malaysia, potentially across the straits
into Indonesia, and circling back toward Vietnam, through
China, and Cambodia.

Great Projects and Human History
So, we have great projects before us, and there are such

things in India. We have the possibility of the Brahmaputra
Dam, in the North—in China—one of the great water proj-
ects, and power projects, which may save the Bay of Bengal
from being silted up, among its other contributions. So, the
great things are there.

But, what does this mean? This means that suddenly, you
can have high-speed transportation, of passengers and freight,
from the Atlantic Ocean, to the Pacific Ocean, across the great
Eurasian land-mass. This means that we can move freight,
across land, at a cost which is less than that across water, by
ocean freight. Because when you build a great development
transport corridor, you include within it, not only transporta-
tion, such as rail, you include also water projects. You include
development of new towns and cities, which are an essential
part of the process. You put power generation and distribution
systems into the area. You take areas which are undeveloped,
and undevelopable, which have large stores of mineral re-
sources under the soil that are not economical to reach right
now. You suddenly transform this area into an area of popula-
tion growth, and development. So, in effect, the process, so to
speak, the physical process of change from the transportation
project, more than pays for every bit of the freight cost of

During a visit to the Jaipur Observatory, the LaRouches stand attransport across the transformed [area]. This is the greatest
the site of the largest sundial in the world, which dates from the

process of change in humanity I know. 18th Century.
Because through most of humanity, contrary to some Brit-

ish and other myths, humanity’s culture obviously developed
along the lines of ocean routes, sea-going routes. There are
physical reasons, which some of you who study economics earlier generations, from generations maybe 30, 40, 50 thou-

sand years ago. Language developed, cultivated languagesknow, for that. The great development of civilization came
from the seaborne routes, especially since the past 21,000 like the languages in this country. Many parts of it were devel-

oped, in many places a long time before the melting of theyears, since the great melt of the glacier began. It began from
the sea, at a time that the waters of the Indian Ocean were glacier. This transmission from ancient cultures to modern

cultures, was part of the foundation of modern civilization.probably 400 feet [125 meters] below where they are today.
And one could search the coast of India for 19,000, or 10,000 And the struggle has been, first to move up rivers, to conquer

the inland territory and develop it. And you see, up the rivers,years ago, 12,000 years ago. There must be some interesting
things buried down there which we could find. the great riparian projects of development. Later, more and

more inland, with improvements, especially in canal systems,Because, we know civilization is much older than 10,000
years. It’s gone through catastrophes, but certain elements of water management. Now the time has come when we can

reverse that process. We can now make a land-based develop-civilization, like the great stellar constellations, which were
followed by ancient astronomers, were passed down from ment of civilization, for the first time in history, to the benefit
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of civilization. And the great land-mass of Eurasia, is the power, whose strength was able to support a postwar recon-
struction, a postwar monetary system, which worked: the so-keystone of this global process, which requires financing de-

velopment, but it also creates the opportunity for it. called Bretton Woods system. There were many faults in it.
The faults included the conflict with the Soviet Union, whichNow, what does that mean for those in the British Empire?

Or those who sympathize with the British Empire tradition in was never necessary, but was used for orchestrating world
politics. But nonetheless, we remained the leading producerthe United States, those whom we call the American Tories?

We could call them traitors—but they’ re called officially society of the world. We represented an achievement of Euro-
pean civilization in developing producer society capabilities.American Tories. This means for them, that the old system of

Europe, the evil part of Europe, especially since about 800 At that time, say 1946, ’45, in India, the Indian nationalists,
who were struggling for freedom from the British monarchy,A.D., when the Venetians emerged as a great power, an inter-

national maritime imperium, based on the shoulders of Rome, would say to anyone, as they said to me, “What are you going
to do when you go back to the United States? Are you goingby a financier-oligarchical interest. Since that time, the history

of Europe has been the development of primarily, imperial to bring us the technology we need, to develop our economic
independence, as well as our political freedom?”maritime systems, based on the emergence of financier-oli-

garchical control. That has changed today. That attitude toward the United
States has changed. The United States is seen as a predatoryWith the collapse of the abominable Hapsburg empires in

Europe, there emerged during the middle of the 17th Century, nation, looting the world with its control of the World Bank
and the IMF, through its international financial system,the Anglo-Dutch Liberal model, based on so-called parlia-

mentary government, but actually under the control of central through its rigging of currencies, the value of currencies, and
so forth. We are living, in the United States, on what we steal,banking systems, which actually represented the control of

the state, by a financier oligarchy. Where the money system legally, because we make the laws that enable us to steal.
Now, the President of the United States faces certain prob-controlled by the bankers, dictated to the state, the terms. It

called for the fall of the governments. It suppressed the will lems. He doesn’ t understand them; he probably never will.
He’s not a man who’s qualified to understand these things.of the people, the will of the government, saying the moneyed

interests will not let you do that. What happened on August But he’s a sitting President, and under our institutions, we do
not shoot our Presidents, or at least we’ re not supposed to.15, 1971, with the floating-exchange-rate system installation,

is typical of that. The system that had worked, was wrecked, And I’m not going to let it happen, if I can prevent it. But the
man is not qualified to be President, by any means. We haveand the world has been suffering ever since, especially the

developing sector. a great crisis. We need someone like Roosevelt, not someone
like this. Not someone like most of the Presidents we’ve had
since then. But he doesn’ t understand the problem. And IDisastrous Shift to ‘Consumer Society’

But, let’s go back. What is the President facing, and what know, as of four days ago, that his key advisors had no clue
of really what the problem involves. Typical.am I facing, a week from today, in Washington, D.C.?

We had a great change in the U.S. economy, and also a
simultaneous change in the United Kingdom economy, about A Systemic, Not Cyclical, Crisis

First of all, the United States is bankrupt. Every major1964. The change was, a shift coinciding with the aftermath
of the assassination of Kennedy, the aftermath of the Missiles bank in the United States is bankrupt. Virtually every major

bank in Europe is bankrupt. This means the Federal ReserveCrisis of 1962, a shift toward a post-industrial consumer soci-
ety. We’ve seen that before in European history. For example, System is bankrupt. This means that the European banking

system, monetary systems, are bankrupt. The Bank of En-at the end of the second Punic War, Rome, which emerged as
a leading military power in the Mediterranean in that period, gland is bankrupt. Most of the banks of the world, outside of

China, are in bankruptcy, or close to it. Whole countries arebegan to shift to depending upon looting countries it con-
quered, and shutting down production inside Italy itself. A disappearing. Peru is crushed. Colombia is crushed. Mexico is

being crushed. A great genocide dominates all of sub-Saharanconversion of the Italian economy inside Italy, to slavery,
increasingly, and shutting down the independent farmers, and Africa. You know some of the conditions in Asia cohere,

because you suffer them more closely here. The world isthe others who had been the basis of the Italian people before
then. This has continued to happen since then. being crushed.

In the United States itself, 46 states, of the 50 FederalThe United States has become, over the years, as hap-
pened with the Harold Wilson government in the United states, are bankrupt, and there is no hope of balancing their

budgets, whether by tax increases, or tax decreases. MakesKingdom, a scene of destruction of the economic power of
the United States in particular, which had been the leading no difference. Budget increases, or decreases. It makes no

difference. The United States is bankrupt: 46 states of the 50producer economy in the world. In 1945-46, the United States
emerged not only as the leading power in the world, but the are officially bankrupt. Now, we’ve had enough discussions

with a few governors and their circles, to know some of theonly power. The United States was the leading economic
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details of this thing. It’s bankrupt! sharing. This means at least 25-year agreements, credit agree-
ments as treaty agreements among nations, to cooperate onTypical of that: At the end of this month, if the Congress

does not act to save the Amtrak system, the United States will specified long-term projects: transportation projects, energy
projects, water management projects.no longer have a rail system. There will no longer be a national

rail system; it’s practically disappeared already. We have Take, for example, the case of the Brahmaputra power
project, from Tibet down into Bangladesh. This is a multi-United Airlines in bankruptcy, and American Airlines going

into bankruptcy. If they’ re being put into bankruptcy, they’ re national project. You’ve got two principal powers, China and
India, involved, and you’ve got Bangladesh involved. Andbeing plunged into cutthroat competition with other airlines

that are not yet bankrupt. If this process continues, the entire others. This will change the power and water situation in
India. There are other things of a similar scale, which involveU.S. airline system will go bankrupt, and they’ ll be largely

disintegrated. more than one country, such as the Mekong Development
Project, and so forth. These projects are key. China has access,Our power generation and production systems are disin-

tegrating. We have a water crisis beyond belief. The South- potentially, to Central Asia, with major resources, but it
doesn’ t have enough water in Central Asia for Central Asiawest of the United States is in a tremendous water crisis.

There’s no way of managing it. The ground is sinking in the to live. The solution is, to take the River Ob, and other rivers
that flow into the Arctic, in Siberia, and divert them to flowlarge aquifers, from being overdrawn, as California is sucking

the aquifers, is what California has done to the other states. back toward Central Asia—for example, to rebuild the Aral
region. That immediately opens up the region for social, polit-We have a crisis in the health-care system. We’ re killing

people, to try to balance budgets. And the killing is being ical developments, which is part of the necessary security of
China, of India, and so forth. So, this kind of cooperationdone by domestic interests which are looting the health-care

system, to help guarantee profits. The lower 80% of the popu- means that Europe, then, which is about to go bankrupt, belly-
up—Germany, France, Italy, especially Germany; and Ger-lation of the United States, and similar family-income brack-

ets, have been collapsing at an accelerating rate, since 1977. many’s largest markets are India and China. The vast majority
market is China, for technology.We have a social catastrophe. We have an economic catastro-

phe. If the United States is tending to go toward a war, the The basis for the relationship is technology-sharing. India
has a technology-sharing capability with China, and withpurpose is not Iraq. Iraq is not a bomb, it’s a fuse. You set the

fuse off, and you’ ll set off a chain reaction. And that is the other countries. China is producing computers; India is pro-
ducing IT. India’s going to lose a lot of the IT market in theintention. It is not that these people behind it don’ t intend it

should happen; they intend it should happen; because we United States, right now. Therefore, what do you do? You go
with a country like China, which has hardware capabilities;know the definer of the policy. The former head of the Arab

Bureau of British Intelligence, Bernard Lewis, who controls and the two countries can, together, produce a product for this
area, with technology-sharing, as opposed to simple export-the Middle East and Asia policies to a large degree—in fact,

he should be put down for murder—controls the policies of import relationships.
So, what does this mean? This means that Europe canHenry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Huntington, and so

forth and so on. recover, be no longer bankrupt, simply by increasing the
amounts of technology-sharing with Asia.We have a pro-war party in the United States, which wants

to set up an American empire now. They’ re lunatics. We’ve What does this mean? This means that those whose ambi-
tion is to create a new English-speaking empire, based on theheld them in check so far. I think we can hold them in check

for the next month. I’m not sure, because an accident can fools in the United States, and fools in Britain and Australia,
Canada and New Zealand, and those dreams of empire arehappen. The potential is there. But the purpose is to do what?

It is to destroy the potential, as I indicated, in Asia. Why? over. No longer will this planet be dominated by imperial
maritime powers. No longer will this planet be controlled by
financier oligarchies controlling central banking systems, andThe Asian Potential

Because if Asia does what Asia intends to do, typified by dictating to governments, what governments can and can
not do.these trends in cooperation, rising trends in cooperation, if

you include the three countries to the north of ASEAN— As you know in India, the fiscal problem is a great one.
India can do great things, but every time Nehru tried to doKorea, Japan, and China—with the ASEAN countries, and

India, and with adjoining countries, such as Kazakstan, and something, his back was broken by fiscal enemies in his own
country. Every time Indira Gandhi tried to do something, theso forth, into this with Russia, what have you done? You have

created a market for high-technology goods, not to export and same thing—fiscal agencies. Every time we said the IT should
have the funds to bring in the experimental equipment, theimport, as much as technology-sharing. Because India has

technological capability, and China has that capability, but apparatus, to the ITs, to enable the people who are being
trained in engineering to actually practice experimental phys-not enough. The way to deal with this with countries which

do have high-technology capabilities, is through technology- ical science, it wasn’ t there. And the top layers of India’s IT
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power, not a war-winning power. War-winning is person to
person. It is truce, within occupied territory, and making
friends with people who were previously your adversaries.
War is—true war—is a search for peace, when no other means
is available. But the purpose of war is not war; the purpose of
war is peace, if you can’ t avoid war. And therefore, your war
policy should have the aim of getting to peace as quickly as
possible, as we should have learned from Europe, in terms of
implications of the Thirty Years War, when this great Cardi-
nal, Jules Mazarin, intervened in the Thirty Years War, to
organize what became the Treaty of Westphalia; which was
the rebirth of European civilization—not a very perfect birth,
but a necessary one.

The purpose of military policy is peace: to have the neces-
sary equipment to guarantee security. And the purpose of
government is to use that power to negotiate peace, with all
parties included.

So, the United States today is obsessed by a problem
which obsesses Britain. The problem might be called Hobbes
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and Locke. Hobbes said that, by nature, man is a beast, in
“Technology-sharing,” one of LaRouche’s major policies for the congregation with beasts. Locke said pretty much the same
“Strategic Triangle” countries: China’s revolutionary new

thing. Locke introduces the idea of shareholder value, whichmagnetic levitation train routes (Shanghai-Pudong already in
he called property—“ life, liberty, and property”—whichoperation) “were heralded as a great achievement of German

technology, which developed in China, which could not be brought means slavery. It’s what shareholder value in the United
to fruition in Germany itself.” China’s Prime Minister Zhu Rongji States, which is being put forth today, means: slavery. It’s a
and Germany’s Chancellor Gerhard Schröder at the launching return to slavery in one form or another. That financial values
ceremony in Shanghai on Dec. 31, 2002.

must be upheld, at the cost of real economy, and the popula-
tion, instead of the general welfare.

So, these countries say—and I’ve had this argument with
my friends even in the United States, in government circles—graduates are running to other countries to find opportunities

to complete their education, and find employment. I’ve said, pointed out to them, what the great opportunities
are, for the United States. Not imperial opportunities, butAnd why do you have this succubus that sits on these

countries? because of the historical tradition and present political author-
ity of the United States, if the United States intervenes in
world affairs, and says, “Let’s put the bankrupt banking cir-The Purpose of Just War

So, therefore, there is a solution. The United States is not cles into bankruptcy reorganization. Let’s reform the mone-
tary system. Let’s reform the financial system. Let’s createmuch today, in terms of economics. We truly don’ t have much

in terms of military capability. We have a terrible destructive the means for large-scale treaty agreements among nations,
that is, 25- to 50-year agreements, in order to develop thepower, but not a war-winning power. We have a war-making
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world.” If the United States President,
supported by the American people, goes
to governments, and says, “Let’s have,
next week, an emergency meeting on
the international financial crisis, ques-
tions of global security, questions of
monetary authorities, questions of new
forms of cooperation, to get out of this
world depression,” those countries
would come.

And the United States’ power,
might—through trust in utilizing U.S.
power—be just that: We say, “We have,
as the United States, we have a great
legacy, which was given to us partially
by Europe, a legacy of influence, a leg-
acy of historical honor, earned by the
American Revolution, earned by Benja-
min Franklin, earned by Abraham Lin-
coln, earned by Franklin Roosevelt—
we have a great legacy, which people
used to love, and used to hope for suc-
cor, in the past. Let us play again that
role.” And there are solutions.

Unmasking Globalization
Now, one of the things we have to

get rid of, in this process, is globaliza-
tion. We have to understand what it is.

Globalization is nothing more than
imperialism, pure and simple. Now, you LaRouche asserted that “the great development of civilization came from the seaborne

routes,” until only the last two centuries have made land-bridge development possible.can look at this simply as imperialism,
Ancient civilization “began from the sea, at a time that the waters of the Indian Oceanbut you can also look at it from another
were probably 400 feet below where they are today [here, the much greater extent of thestandpoint. You can look at it from the subcontinent in that epoch is shown]. One could search the coast of India for 19,000, or

standpoint of economy. How does glob- 10-12,000 years ago. There must be some interesting things buried down there.”
alization destroy economy? What does
it do? What is the acid, the corrosive
acid, of the very idea of globalization,
which must inherently destroy national economies, and do it, economically. Why? If I now change anything inside

the firm, the firm’s requirement; if I improve, or generallystarve people?
Capital: The period of 25 years, which is the time from cheapen the quality of power; if I, in public efforts, public

infrastructure projects, improve water; if I improve transpor-birth, to producing a qualified university graduate, with pro-
fessional qualification, it’s a capital cycle! Society must invest tation, if I improve the organization of cities, like the mess

we have in Delhi now, which I’ve just been looking at; ifin the family. It must invest in the individual. Education,
health care, and so forth, to produce an individual who is we develop the area, develop the people, and develop the

infrastructure, that in itself, by itself, if nothing else, will causenow an adult, or young adult, who can further develop, and
contribute to the next generation after his or hers. a very significant improvement in productivity. It is from

macroeconomics, in the physical sense, that sound economicAnd the future of the nation depends upon what we do
about this generation, the next 25 years, of the present genera- policy unfolds.

When governments, in the name of being competitive fortion. Well, that’s an investment. In order to increase produc-
tive powers of labor, you can not rely upon microeconomics. purposes of globalization, cut back on infrastructure develop-

ment, liberalize power production, oppose state subsidies forI could increase the productivity of any economy without any
improvement in agriculture or industry, in terms of technol- power development, oppose state subsidies for developing

water systems, oppose state subsidies for developing trans-ogy or in terms of productivity, in an apparent way. I could
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portation systems—do you want India developing highways, indicated in the case of Asia: 25- to 50-year treaty agreements
of cooperation. That means that each nation wants a strongwith a growing population, in the order of a billion? Where’s

the land area for all these kinds of streets, superhighways? national economy, because the basis of credit will not be
central banking credit, will not be private credit. The privateYou need efficient rail transport, public transport, which can

move people cheaply and efficiently, and cleanly, and with- credit is not going to exist. The main thing, this economy is
coming down. The system’s coming down. The states, theout hassle.

Save the land area. You don’ t want to haul oil from the state must intervene, put the credit system into bankruptcy,
and generate state credit in two ways.Mideast into India; you need nuclear power. You need power

by say, a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor, with 120 to Do it on the precedent of Alexander Hamilton, on his
contribution to this. The state, the national state, creates the200 megawatt load. Because you don’ t want to haul fuel all

over the country. You don’ t want to haul ashes of things from credit. Cooperation of the regional government in using that
credit, for domestic purposes. Provide the credit for necessaryall over the country. You don’ t want to pollute the area by

burning these fuels, which should be used as chemical projects, projects in national infrastructure.
The second way is through treaty agreements amongfeedstock for industry anyway. If you want, we can produce

a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor; and equal—by using states. That is, two nations who agree to a project, can guaran-
tee each other a relationship over, say, a 25-year period. Thatmultiples—instead of a 1,200 megawatt operation, produce a

number of high-temperature gas-cooled reactors in the 200- will create credit, without issuing money—it’ ll create credit.
The major thing we have to do at this time, we have a bad lackmegawatt range.

We can produce synthetic fuels for water. We can burn of productive employment in the world. And therefore to deal
with this problem, of unemployment and depression, we mustthese fuels as power, for automobiles, aircraft, and so forth.

And the end waste product is water. increase the number of people employed productively. We
must reduce unemployment, in that way. We must aim atSo, why do we want to do these kinds of things? Because

we’ ll need to improve, to make these kinds of improvements. productive gains; by increasing the number of people produc-
tively employed, you increase the tax revenue base. There-Health care. We have, for example, the case of HIV in India,

which is one of the great national security threats to India. It’s fore, you increase the income base. Therefore, you can go
from bankruptcy, to a state of stability, simply by that meansbeing spread, particularly because of a breakdown of employ-

ment in agriculture, which is infusing cities with a tremendous alone. The idea of austerity as a way of dealing with depres-
sion, is wrong. It’s the wrong way. The state must intervene.number of poor. These poor are living under terrible condi-

tions. The cities are not prepared to absorb these masses of The will of the state must intervene. And then you have large-
scale projects, like these water projects, like China and India,poor. And so we have built disease-breeding centers, which

may go from 3-5% range of the entire population infected, and Bangladesh perhaps, in the case of this Brahmaputra wa-
ter project.and spread out from there. Infrastructure development can

help that. We need the medication, medical treatment, the The Southeast Asian Mekong Basin development is in the
vital interest of India. It may not touch directly the water ofmedical science, and so forth. But we can already limit this

whole problem to a large degree simply by improving infra- India, but certainly the improvement of the Mekong River
area, in creating a multi-national corridor, among those statesstructure.
involved, creates an engineering capability among those
states as a treaty agreement. Select a staff that can do the job.A New Bretton Woods System . . .

And this is what the United States did, faced with a prob- And approach that the way that Commander Wu in China
approached the question of building the maglev railroad fromlem; and we’ve always been faced with problems. We need

to go back very quickly, therefore, to a system which is a Shanghai to Shanghai airport. This itself will create a great
market for India, a great trading bloc, a natural trading bloc.fixed-exchange-rate system. This means a gold-reserve sys-

tem, implicitly. We may be talking about a $1,000-a-troy- And these are the kinds of things we have to do. We cannot
do this with globalization.ounce potential reserve today, or maybe more. It makes no

difference. In a gold reserve system, it’s not the price of the Globalization means you destroy the savings, and the
economy must save. It means you loot the populations of thegold which is important, it’s the function of gold that’s impor-

tant, as a reserve currency. We need a protectionist system. world, as we are looting the population of Mexico, with the
agreement, the NAFTA agreement. We’ re employing peopleWe need a system under which nations can cooperate, as I
in Mexico, we’ re paying them to work, at prices below what’s
required to support a family. What are we doing? It’s geno-
cide. It’s economic genocide. And therefore, the idea of hav-To reach us on the Web: ing wages to support a family, adequate capital to support
production, to support expansion, to support basic economic
infrastructure. Don’ t cut budgets! Don’ t cut government pro-www.larouchepub.com
grams! Increase them! Put the bankrupt system into bank-
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ruptcy, and create credit for socially significant, economically
sound, long-term projects, manage them well on the objec-
tives determined, agreements among nations made, and we
can recover. We can do what makes sense. Uncertain Leadership,
. . . Or, the Nations Are Destroyed An Unfocussed India

If we don’ t, what will happen? We had a situation analo-
gous to this, which some of you may have studied, in the 14th by Ramtanu Maitra
Century in Europe. The King, Edward III of England, decided
one day, to cancel his debts to the House of Bardi. The House

During a stay of almost two weeks (Jan. 10-22) in India,of Bardi was the leading banker among the Lombard bankers
of Europe. As a result of this, there was a chain reaction in Democratic Party Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon H.

LaRouche, Jr. and his wife Helga Zepp-LaRouche met withthe banking system of the entire Lombard banking system,
and all Europe collapsed. Now under those conditions, the Indian academics, politicians, economists, religious leaders,

young professionals, and senior policymakers. During theirbankers moved in to foreclose. The result of allowing the
bankers to foreclose—even though it didn’ t save those meetings, many of which extended for hours, discussions of-

ten veered toward what ails India, or more precisely, whatbanks—the result of doing that, was a new Dark Age in Eu-
rope, which resulted, in a few decades, in a 30% decimation India must do at this period of international economic and

security crisis.of the population of Europe, the elimination of 50% of the
parishes within Europe, and hideous forms of religious dis- What became evident from various discussions is that

India, although it has attained over the years a GNP growthsent, such as those who ran around beating each other, beating
themselves and others. rate of 5.5-6.5% annually, has been able neither to reduce

poverty significantly, nor to modernize its ramshackle infra-If we go with the IMF, if we go with the World Bank, if
we go with globalization, if we go with what has been hereto- structure. India has a pool of extremely competent engineers

and scientists. Therefore, the failure to modernize infrastruc-fore the recent policies of the United States, since President
Nixon became President; if we go in that direction, at this ture is not due to lack of expertise, but lack of determination.

In other words, it is a lack of leadership which has kept Indiastage, we will create, globally, a situation like that that existed
in the 14th Century in Europe. We see the augury of this in moving along at a snail’s pace, depriving the country of the

benefit of hundreds of millions of people who are too poor,the southern part of Africa, where deliberate genocide is the
policy. Genocide against Africa has been the policy of the too uneducated, and too helpless to play a substantial role. In

most sectors of the economy, the pace of progress is wellUnited States, since Henry Kissinger wrote NSSM 200, back
in 1974. “We must not let nations, which have raw materials,” below what is required to engage the young new job-seekers.

As a result of this failure, India’s poverty continues to grow—said Kissinger, “we must not allow them to consume these
raw materials, which we may want in the future. Therefore, or at least, refuses to shrink.
we must reduce and control their populations, and deny them
access to technology, which would enable them to use up Poverty to the Fore

One observation that comes across is that the Indians inthese mineral and other resources.” Genocide. That’s what
the basis of population control is, just exactly that. general have come to accept this as the norm. The usual expla-

nation as to why the leadership does not show greater concernWhat they’ re doing now will greatly destroy Argentina.
Argentina is on the verge of becoming extinct as a nation. A for important infrastructure requirements (such as power; re-

tention and adequate distribution of water to domestic, indus-slightly favorable adjustment was made in that, and especially
by the United States, but not by the IMF or World Bank. trial, agricultural and commercial facilities; modernization of

the vast and decrepit railroads; education for all; and publicThey’ re threatening to do the same thing to Brazil. We are
doing something similar—not yet to that point, but close to health care), is that India is no longer governed by a single

political party, but by a coalition government made up of 24it—in Mexico. Venezuela, under a President who happens to
be a madman, is also in the process of disintegrating. Colom- political groups. Political parties, which are entirely regional

and with only a slight national outlook, have gotten togetherbia is being disintegrated by the support of the United States
for the drug-traffickers. This is happening all over the place. for the sake of convenience to administer the country, some

pointed out. The push and pull in different directions, someWe are already moving in that direction, and therefore, the
time will come, when we have to make certain moral choices. analysts claim, hinders them from taking necessary and hard

decisions,I will present it in some detail in the broadcast which will be
made a week from now, that’s set to go on for about three The apology, as to why India does not show the expected

urgency in putting adequate infrastructure into place and erad-hours, and will be available around the world.
But, I think my point is clear, and I would rather have icating poverty, is good, as far it goes. The reality, however,

is entirely different. People admit India is now financiallydiscussion, and amplify what I’ve already said. Thank you.
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much less strained than it was during the 1950s and 1960s, surround India. While it would be simplistic to blame only
those neighbors for the hostile attitude, it is nonetheless evi-when Prime Ministers Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi

took definite measures to pursue the objective of nation-build- dent that India’s borders are still being threatened, and are
often breached illegally.ing. At the time, India was badly strapped for foreign ex-

change and depended upon food imports. Now, India has Following independence in 1947, India spent most of its
economic surplus, and cannibalized its agricultural sector, toalmost $72 billion of foreign exchange reserves, and growing.

Now, India is a food-surplus nation, with a cadre of engineers build new industries, new power stations, new universities
and colleges, and to develop such frontline technologies asand scientists, the like of which very few nations possess. And

yet, large-scale infrastructural projects have been abandoned the entire nuclear fission fuel cycle and space research. As a
result of such widespread investment in multiple sectors of thefor lack of “adequate reserves,” and modernization of such

vital elements as transportation, are left undone. LaRouche economy, driven by frontline technologies, India’s military
remained neglected.pointed out repeatedly that the issue is that of leadership, and

that India, like so many other countries, badly suffers from The 1962 conflict along the Himalayan border with China,
and the 1965 conflict with Pakistan along the borders atits lack.

There is one exception, however. The Bharatiya Janata Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir, and Rajasthan, over the dis-
puted territory of Jammu and Kashmir, made it amply evidentParty (BJP) leadership is now building a four-lane highway

which would connect India’s easternmost point to the west- that India was vulnerable to security breaches. In the years
that followed—and even today, when India’s military capa-ernmost point, and the northern and southern extremities. This

project is very much in progress. Another project, a much bility is widely acknowledged as adequate—India’s borders
remain unsecured and unstable. Most of India’s border statesbigger one, has been promised, which entails connecting In-

dia’s water-short river basins to the water-surplus river basins suffer from insurgency fuelled by outside elements in collu-
sion with militants inside. The 1970s was described by somefor equitable distribution of water use. This 5.6 trillion-rupee

project was first conceived in 1972, but was shelved. Now, Western experts as the most “dangerous decade,” with the
threat that India would break up.the BJP administration is willing to take up the project, and

has promised its completion in 12 years. It has yet to begin.
and so far, no formal capital allocation has been made. Poverty, a Security Threat From Within

But beside obvious security threats—most of which are
posed by the Pakistan Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), a mili-Lackadaisical BJP

In more than one sense, the lack of leadership is perhaps tary outfit committed to bleeding India; by a few insurgency
groups, mostly of tribal origin, in India’s northeast; by mur-the key that locks India into its never-ending poverty. The

most dominant party in the government is the BJP, widely derous Maoists who operate along the Bihar-Nepal border
and in Andhra Pradesh; and by the massive drug- and gun-identified across the world as the pro-Hindu political group-

ing. It is not clear what that means, but certainly its most smuggling that flourished in the area from the time of the
Afghan war (1979-89) and during the instability in Southeastserious shortcoming is its lack of understanding of econom-

ics, and general lack of concern for the poor. Asia, originating in the 1960s during the Vietnam War—
India’s crippling poverty creates a serious threat from within.During the Cold War, the BJP, then with a small electoral

base, was a party of the free-traders. It opposed, sometimes India’s poverty is created by low growth in the agricultural
sector and the failure of India’s administrators to realize thatsimply for the sake of opposing, the mixed economy (an ac-

ceptable balance of public- and private-sector participation in basic infrastructure development throughout the country pro-
vides an opportunity to all for investment in profitable agro-economic affairs) most heartily and promoted the free-trade

distortions in the American economy as the way to salvation. industries and small- and medium-scale industries.
Instead of that approach, what happened is the following.This party never campaigned to lift the poor out of their mis-

ery. And now, during its almost three and half years of rule, India is a food-grain-surplus nation, but has not developed its
agro-industries adequately. The food grain surplus has cre-since August 1999, it has done precious little for them. But if

it is short on compassion, it is not on boasting. The BJP does ated an impediment to the productivity growth in the agricul-
tural sector. Higher productivity would entail larger volumenot miss an opportunity to point out how the poverty level

has gone down during its rule. Its statistics are obviously of grains, which, in return, might induce a rapid drop in price.
Farmers are not convinced that the government would providedoctored—poverty and the unacceptable living conditions are

out there for all to see. them with adequate price protection in those circumstances.
As a result, the farmers are not particularly keen to pro-Due to their failure to provide the poor a better life, India’s

leaders act paralyzed. There is a visible dearth of interest duce more wheat, rice, or other cereals from an acre of land.
The outcome has been surplus agricultural labor. India’s pop-among policymakers in discussing measures to get rid of the

poverty. It also escapes Indian leaders altogether that the pov- ulation growth, which has declined over the years, is still
providing more manpower than the slow, low-productivityerty, over a long period of time, has created a new dimension

of national security threat. To begin with, hostile neighbors agricultural sector can absorb. Lacking education, these ag-
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ricultural laborers leave their homes and gather around cities to build a temple at the Hindu holy site of Ayodhya, where a
mosque had been built in the 19th Century. The BJP claimsto generate cash to keep their families alive, back in the ru-

ral areas. that Hindutva (“Hindu awareness” ) should be the soul of the
nation. The so-called seculars claim that that itself wouldThe situation would not have been too bad if the cities,

and the national economy, were geared up to deal with this make the nation a Hindu nation—the very thing the Indian
Constitution rejects. In fact, Hindutva, as elucidated by Veerinflux. But they are not. As a natural consequence, many of

these floating migrant workers, who from time to time get Savarkar in the early 1920s, should not be considered egre-
gious by the Hindus, or the Muslims, or the Sikhs, or, for thatsome construction work or other menial jobs, have engaged

in acts of despair, such as drug consumption, prostitution, and matter, the seculars. Savarkar said that Hindutva is a part of
those who consider the geographical territory of India as theirall kinds of illegal activities. In other words, the government

has indirectly conspired to make these migrant workers into pitribhumi (fatherland) and punyabhumi (sacred land). Of
course, the Muslims claim only the Darul Islam (the Islamicanti-social criminals. It is also a fact that the Pakistani ISI has

recruited from these criminalized groups, posing an immedi- world) as their punyabhumi.
The debate became a standard for India’s talking headsate security threat to India’s major urban areas. The criminali-

zation of the desperate poor has brought in drug addiction and and unfocussed politicians, particularly since the state assem-
bly elections in Gujarat last December. In Gujarat, where asuch deadly diseases as AIDS. It is evident from talks with

the Indian leaders, that while the subject is altogether not massive anti-Muslim riot had flared up, after some Muslims
firebombed a rail coach full of Hindus returning from a pil-unknown to them, they have not considered this a priority,

and are secretly hoping that by taking simple damage-control grimage to Ayodhya earlier last year, the BJP campaigned
most stridently against the seculars and promoted an anti-measures, they can make these massive problems disappear.

During discussions, it became evident that while the poli- Muslim Hindutva. BJP won big, throwing open the option to
wage similar campaigns.ticians, at least the senior ones, would like to push the develop-

ment of basic infrastructure as a top priority, the Finance What the BJP did, which some consider the reason for
its electoral success, is to label the anti-Hindutva proponentsMinistry bureaucrats regularly get in their way. These bureau-

crats, trained by the World Bank/International Monetary as pro-Pakistan, and not just pro-Muslim. Most Indians hate
Pakistan, for the militant and subversive anti-India role itFund and a part of the “Washington Consensus,” have system-

atically sabotaged every attempt to generate fresh credit to has played throughout its 56 years of existence as a country.
While the seculars were on the run, most Hindus believedrevamp the infrastructure. The standard threat that emanates

from the North Block, where the Finance Ministry bureau- that it should not be difficult for the non-Hindus to accept
the formulation of Hindutva presented by Veer Savarkar. Itcrats are installed, is that unless India brings down its “fi scal

deficit” and pushes for foreign-exchange-generating export is evident that if the political leaders in India want to make
this the issue in future, India’s development will suffer adevices, the Indian currency, the rupee, will go down the

drain. Moody’s and S&P, their argument goes, would down- major setback.
grade India’s rating so much that the foreign exchange re-
serves would flee in no time, and Western investors would Military-Strategic Issues

Unlike the paralytic state of New Delhi when it comes toabandon India as their place of choice for investment. The
tragedy is that there does not seem to be anyone in New Delhi dealing with infrastructure shortcomings and massive and

pervasive poverty, Indian analysts are much more focussedwho has the stature to send these bureaucrats packing.
on military-strategic matters. It is encouraging to find that
New Delhi has come to realize the mistake it made in believ-A Phony Debate

Particularly striking is the fact that while the poor are all ing that the Bush Administration’s declared war against ter-
rorism, following the events of Sept. 11, 2001, would helparound, for everyone to see, most academics and political

leaders are engaged deeply in the debate to resolve whether India to resolve the Kashmir issue. New Delhi’s belief at
the time, was that the United States, by clamping down onIndia should become a “Hindu Rashtra” (i.e., a state under

Hindu religious law) or remain a secular nation. The Constitu- Pakistan hard, would extract a solution to the vexed Jammu
and Kashmir issue. The corollary illusion that followed fur-tion proclaims that India will pursue the formation of a social-

istic pattern of society. This itself is a clear pronouncement ther consolidated New Delhi’s other belief. It was provided
mostly by the bureaucrats and peripheral adjuncts associatedthat India will not be a religious nation, and will remain a

country where all faiths can practice their religions with com- with the Ministry of External Affairs. Their argument was
that since Washington requires New Delhi for its eventualplete freedom. The matter is settled—but then, why this

debate? confrontation with Beijing, India would be preferred over
Pakistan. Subsequent experience is history. India brought inTo begin with, the participation in this debate itself shows

how unfocussed the leadership is at present. The BJP trig- almost 700,000 troops and armaments along the India-Paki-
stan border and spent some $250 million over a number ofgered the debate in the 1980s, centering around its campaign
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months. Pakistan did not kowtow, the United States threw its It seems much easier for the Indian analysts to compre-
hend the threat the impending war against Iraq poses. Theyhands in the air, and India lost face completely.

Now, it seems that New Delhi’s thinking has changed on readily understood that such a war will wholly destabilize the
Asian continent and create a vicious environment, which willthe Pakistan issue. It is recognized that whether the United

States were capable of helping, things will not improve vis- affect all the major nations of Asia, and set back develop-
mental plans for years. In analyzing this issue, the Indiansà-vis Pakistan through external intervention. India will have

to deal with Pakistan, and if it cannot, it must accept the way showed clearheadedness, although they also made it abun-
dantly plain that India, not being a permanent member of thethings are.

The second development has to do with understanding UN Security Council, as China is, cannot stop the war from
breaking out.China. Most Indian experts and politicians accept that China

is a power to reckon with. No matter what India does or does What was also acceptable to those who are keen to consol-
idate bilateral relations with China, is that India and Chinanot do, China will continue to consolidate its peripheral secu-

rity beyond its geographical perimeter. China is highly secu- should put their heads together, to work to construct major
international infrastructure projects, such as taming therity-conscious and will remain so, even if India doesn’ t like it.

But the disillusionment with Washington has allowed the Brahmaputra River and the augmenting of the Ganga, using
water from the Brahmaputra.Indians to find their feet once more. They realize that China,

which will not drop its military guard against anyone, is not In addition, on the infrastructure front, China now pos-
sesses the most advanced railroad technology in the world,keen to weaken India right now. In fact, New Delhi can dis-

cuss security matters with Beijing which may lead to the se- in the form of the Transrapid maglev system. China is also
building the largest water project and is in the process ofcuring of India’s borders. It was widely acknowledged that

the terrorists and secessionists who have kept India’s borders transferring water from the water-laden Yangtze River basin
to the water-starved northern river basins. India’s plan in-unsettled, expect help from China, in case India comes down

heavily on them. A lot of that is illusion, but in the case of cludes bringing in water from the rivers with surplus in the
north to help the water-short river basins in the south. BothPakistan-led terrorism, reality and illusion blur.

What caused this change? It came in part when Chinese India and China have excellent hydrologists and construc-
tion engineers.Prime Minister Zhu Rongji, who visited India last year, made

it clear at a banquet speech that India and China, the two major A similar collaboration is particularly necessary in the use
of nuclear fission power for commercial use. Both India andnations of Asia, share the responsibility of providing security

(military and economic) to the vast continent. That was the China need far more electrical power. Both have developed
nuclear reactors. India probably has much greater expertisefirst official recognition by any Chinese leader that India has

a large role to play in Asian affairs. in this area with its heavy-water, natural-uranium-fuelled
235 MW nuclear reactors. China is in the process of develop-
ing high-temperature reactors which would provide the sur-Acceptable China

Things have decidedly changed since then. One senior plus heat for various chemical processes and water desalina-
tion. India is not a signer of the Nuclear Non-ProliferationIndian academic pointed out that in Southeast Asia, where

India has launched the Mekong-Ganga Development project Treaty (NPT). Hence, it cannot export reactors, but can import
reactors only under International Atomic Energy Agencyas a way to extend its foreign and economic relations east-

ward, China has another, similar project. Zhu specified that safeguards. China is a signer of the NPT. However, the two
can bilaterally develop, and exchange, not only the necessarythere is no conflict between the two projects, and that China

welcomes India’s participation in the area. ingredients required to build reactors, but also the complete
reactors. This is an area of great promise and would definitelyIn recent days, one of the top anti-China hard-liners, De-

fense Minister George Fernandes, announced that although break the stranglehold the Western-driven NPT has over ma-
jor non-signatory nations.India will continue to develop its military defense, he does

not foresee China as being a threat. Going further, he even
endorsed economic and strategic collaboration with China for
mutual benefits. WEEKLY INTERNET

Most senior Indian policymakers are now veering toward AUDIO TALK SHOW
developing a closer relationship with both China and Russia,
but not for the purpose of forming a bloc. The objective, which The LaRouche Show
they elucidated on a number of occasions, is that in the long

EVERY SATURDAYterm, India, China, and Russia must combine to resolve some
of the major technological, economic, and infrastructural 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time
problems that haunt these nations, and must develop the vast http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
Eurasian land-mass.
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and “magic” shows, to attract adults and children alike. The
staff works very closely with local religious leaders and teach-
ers in each neighborhood. The clinic physician, one of the few
in India specializing in AIDS, holds weekly “office hours” inPoverty-AIDS Spiral Is
a small, barely furnished shopfront in each neighborhood.
The aim is to find AIDS victims, and provide them the helpThreat to Indian Nation
they would otherwise never get.

by Mary Burdman Urban Migrants in Extreme Poverty
Of the 300,000 people in these communities—who live in

Extreme poverty, the fast-spreading plague of addictive an area of just 5-7 square kilometers—some 70% are migrants
from the countryside. They come from the most impoverisheddrugs, and mass migration to huge, unliveable “super-cities,”

are all coming together to generate a serious threat to the areas of India—West Bengal, Bihar, Gujarat, Orissa—and
from the impoverished countryside of Bangladesh. In thepeople of India. Visiting India during January, Helga Zepp-

LaRouche and I had the opportunity to visit a small clinic for slums, families may earn about 2,000-2,500 rupees per month
(less than $40); the very poorest earn as little as $100 an-HIV and AIDS patients in East Delhi. Here, as we were told

by Mrs. Doe Nair, who invited us to the clinic, a group of nually.
The housing consists, at best, of tiny, old houses withwomen volunteers are working to bring some primary health

care to 300,000 people crowded into slum districts of East no running water or toilets; at worst, huts built of anything
to be found, or even just some blankets spread on theDelhi. Inside the area is a colony for victims of leprosy, who

come from all over the north of India. sidewalk. Water is available only in pipes on the street,
and, in Summer, when temperatures reach 45 degreesThe purpose of this small, 10-bed clinic, is to try to contain

the rapid spread of HIV infection and AIDS in the area. Fig- Celsius in Delhi, the water supply can fail for days on
end. Public toilets are scarce; people have to defecate inures gathered at random by non-governmental organizations

(NGOs) running programs in many different areas of India, the streets or open fields.
While there were excellent fresh vegetables for sale inindicate a much higher rate of HIV/AIDS infection in the

country than official government figures admit to—in some the local market, the poorer families can only afford to eat
vegetables at one meal a week. Mostly, they live on bread andareas, even as much as 4% of the population (see EIR, Jan.

31, 2003, “AIDS Pandemic Won’ t Peak for 40 Years” ). dahl (lentils). People keep buffaloes for their milk, who live
on the streets with the local dogs, pigs, cats, and goats. AmongThe clinic has a very active “outreach” : Every week, staff

members go out to the neighborhoods with leaflets and puppet the children, it is the girls who are the hungriest. Many fami-

AIDS clinic doctor (left
center) and Helga Zepp-
LaRouche (right center)
in East Delhi, where
Zepp-LaRouche and
EIR’s Mary Burdman
visited the clinic, which
fights a difficult battle
against the spreading
epidemic.
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bus station, with a little money, but nowhere to
go. Drug pushers have a well-organized opera-
tion: They “ invite” them to hostels at certain tem-
ples, for free food and a place to sleep. The mi-
grants are robbed of all they have, dosed with
cheap heroin, and then hooked on drugs. Also,
coming alone from villages, where there is a close
social structure, to the cities, many men go to
local prostitutes, where they contract herpes,
HIV, and other diseases. They carry these infec-
tions to their wives.

Clinic Looks to India’s Future
With government funding, the AIDS clinic

offers its patients free food, some medicine, a
clean place to live, and some education for the
patients’ children, a few of whom are HIV posi-The leader of the local Muslim community in the East Delhi neighborhood of the

AIDS clinic, surrounded by youth, Hindu and Muslim alike. Most people here tive themselves. In India, an HIV-positive child
are migrants from rural areas of eastern India, whose unemployed farm who gets no help, might live a year or so; given
populations are moving to now-huge cities, without the housing or nourishing food and shelter, the boy or girl can
infrastructure to accommodate them. Poverty in such neighborhoods is extreme.

survive 5-8 years.
The clinic treats “opportunistic” infections,

but cannot administer anti-retrovirus drugs; they
are simply too expensive. Most dangerous is tuberculosis in-lies have five to six children: The boys eat first, the girls get

what is left. fection: These patients must be isolated in a separate facility,
due to the virulence of the TB virus. There is no central facility
for TB patients in New Delhi.Why the Virus Spreads

There are many millions of these migrants, although no The clinic also offers social support. A young, dedicated
staff is being trained to care for AIDS patients; a group ofone seemed to have an accurate overall estimate of their num-

ber. Many are seasonal migrants. Land reform had reduced young volunteers, from India and other countries, including
Canada, work with the patients. The local police are also verythe number of landlords; they need fewer workers. Landless

peasants can rent land for a few months to grow vegetables, cooperative. And, very importantly, local religious leaders
come to help especially those who are very sick.but have no income for the rest of the year. They look for

work in the cities, or in better off agricultural areas, such as Religion must take a new and more vital role, for India to
cope with this crisis, and to change the indifference which isthe Punjab. Migrant workers who have contracted HIV, carry

it with them back to their villages. allowing AIDS to spread, Mrs. Nair told us. India must look
to her many great traditions: Hindu, Muslim, Christian, andIn rural areas in India, the virus is spread by infected blood

and needles, due to the ignorance of local physicians, health Buddhist. In the ancient Vedas, there was no “caste system,”
but rather groups of professions—priest, warrior, farmer.workers, and hospitals. Among migrants, it is most commonly

spread by sexual relations. Hindus and Muslims had lived together in India, in vil-
lages and cities, for centuries before the country was parti-India has no working national health system, Mrs. Nair

told us. There is a system of government hospitals, but they tioned along religious lines in 1947—the last act of the British
colonialists. This tradition of community is still strong, andare overwhelmed by the number of patients. Barely 0.001%

of India’s 1.02 billion people have health insurance—which must become stronger, for India’s better future. In one slum
neighborhood, we met the Muslim and Hindu elders, whois private. Government hospitals are supposed to give free

medical care, testing, and food, but this often fails. Some lead residents in participating in all of each others’ festivals;
there is no religious strife there. In another neighborhood,hospitals are trying to consider the HIV problem, but cases of

such basic procedures as surgery are so “backed up,” that HIV we met the local teacher and her husband, who are teaching
neighborhood children—boys and girls—Hindi, English, his-and other illnesses must take a back place. The leper colonies

exist, because although this is an easily curable disease, medi- tory, and math. Everywhere, were the children, India’s future.
When Helga LaRouche asked Mrs. Nair what she wouldcines are not available to the poor.

Drugs are becoming a terrible problem in India, among want to tell the people of the United States and Europe, the
answer was quick and clear: “We are all human beings! Wethe better off as well as the poor. Cheap heroin, crack cocaine,

and many other drugs are readily available. Poor workers are developed each other; we must take responsibility for each
other.”a target. They arrive from their villages at the Delhi train or
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Israeli Economy Crashing,
While Sharon Drives for War
by Dean Andromidas

As Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon struggles to put to- Gaza Strip. “I heard a lecture on the strategic importance of
[Gaza settlements] Netzarim and Kfar Darom and the deepgether a new government, the fight for a policy alternative is

unfolding. The economy is in a tailspin, and Sharon and his importance of Hebron to the Jewish people, and I came out
even more worried than when I went into the meeting.” Thesegenerals are stepping up their war crimes against the Palestin-

ian Authority. are the settlements which Mitzna has committed himself to
dismantling, as part of a policy of evacuating the Gaza StripIn the Jan. 28 elections, Sharon’s Likud party won an

unprecedented 38 parliamentary seats, while the Labor Party and much of the West Bank. “After I met with the Prime
Minister alone, I immediately understood that there’s nothinglost heavily, winning only 19 seats out of the 120-seat Knes-

set. Sharon continues to press for a “unity government” with in common between the Likud’s view and ours.”
While the large majority of the Labor Party leadershipthe Labor Party, so that he can continue the same brutal poli-

cies he had carried out under the last unity government, in voiced full support for Mitzna’s view, Peres continued his
call for leaving the door open to coalition negotiations, duringwhich the Labor Party, under a different leadership, provided

him with a diplomatic-political figleaf. That government col- a meeting of Labor Party members of the Knesset (MKs). MK
Avraham Burg pled with Peres to refrain from such state-lapsed on Oct. 30, 2002. A unity goverment is also demanded

by the war party in Washington, which sent their messengers ments, because, “You are embarrassing us all.”
On Israel’s popular “Politika” talk show a few days later,to Israel shortly before the elections. These messengers,

mega-billionaires Michael Steinhardt and Marc Rich, main- Peres affirmed that “U.S. businessmen” (referring to Stein-
hardt and Rich) had telephoned Labor Party leaders to pres-tain a direct line to the war party in the Bush Administration

through Rich’s attorney, Lewis Libby, who is Vice President sure them to join a national unity government. He said that a
“unitygovernment” was the onlyway to dealwith thecollapseDick Cheney’s chief of staff (see profile, in this issue). Both

met with Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert, one of Sharon’s top of the economy.
Support for Mitzna’s position came from a welcomecronies, and with the Labor Party’s Shimon Peres, who had

been Sharon’s Foreign Minister. source in the United States: Henry Siegman, former head
of the American Jewish Congress and now a senior fellowA unity government would prevent the Labor Party, led

by Amram Mitzna, from reviving the peace policies of slain at the New York Council on Foreign Relations. In a commen-
tary appearing in theInternational Herald Tribune on Feb.Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. Mitzna campaigned for Israeli

withdrawal from the Palestinian territories and reopening ne- 5, Siegman supported Mitzna’s determination to stay out of
a government with Sharon, as the only way to revive thegotiations with the Palestinians.

On Feb. 3, in his first meeting with Prime Minister Sharon, left and the peace camp. “Israel’s left will survive as a
political force,” he wrote, “only if Mitzna retains the stub-Chairman Mitzna once again rebuffed Sharon’s offer for a

unity government. At a press conference afterward, Mitzna born integrity he has shown so far and offers his countrymen
a clear alternative to Sharon’s reliance on decisive militarysaid he was “shocked” by Sharon’s views, and revealed that

Sharon had spent much of the meeting lecturing him on the force that will supposedly crush the Palestinians and lead
to their abject surrender, a policy goal that Sharon and hisimportance of the Israeli settlements in the West Bank and
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military chief of staff have unashamedly proclaimed.” would downgrade Israel’s sovereign credit rating, if the defi-
cit reached 6-7% of GDP. This seems very likely from theSiegman warned that “ the United States, which uniquely

has the capacity to get the parties to end the impasse, is unwill- January figures. Earlier in January, the credit-rating agencies
downgraded the government-owned Israel Electric Corpora-ing to use its domestic political capital to knock some sense

into the belligerents, a situation that may well persist for the tion, making it virtually impossible for the company to borrow
on foreign capital markets.next six years.”

Siegman concluded that only way to end the crisis is Pointing to one of the true reasons for the economic crisis,
Avraham Shochat of the Labor Party, a former finance minis-through “actions by an Israeli leader willing to speak the

truth,” as Mitzna did throughout his campaign. ter, said that “none of the assumptions underlying the budget
is coming true. The public does not trust the economic leader-“And the truth is that if Israel does not return essentially

to its pre-1967 borders and facilitate the emergence of a ship. Without a policy that gives hope of an arrangement
with the Palestinians, the economy will continue to slide andviable and successful Palestinian state, the glorious Zionist

enterprise that began more than a century ago will come to eventually a catastrophic economic collapse will force this
government to make changes.”an end.”

Panic on the Economic Front New War Crimes
On Feb. 5, while U.S. Secretary of State Colin PowellOn Feb. 4, it was announced that the government deficit

for January alone was 2.7 billion shekels (more than $500 presented the non-evidence of Iraq’s alleged violation of
United Nations resolutions, Palestinian Cabinet minister Saebmillion), almost double the most pessimistic forecasts. By

contrast, in January 2001 and 2002, Israel had fiscal surpluses Erekat told the Jerusalem Post, “At a time when the whole
world is getting together to discuss Iraq, it is unfortunateof more than 1.5 billion shekels. The shift was caused by the

collapse of tax revenues because of company closures, high that no one is focussing on the fact that there was an Israeli
incursion in a Gaza refugee camp killing an old woman, thatunemployment, and the collapse of tourism and foreign in-

vestment. Durable goods imports collapsed 45% in January, a Palestinian man was killed in Nablus, and the Israelis have
demolished Palestinian homes in Hebron. This region needswhich followed a 17% collapse for all of 2002. Imports of

cars and electrical appliances collapsed by more than 50%. a breeze of peace, not a wind of war.”
Throughout the election campaign, Sharon was proceed-Even cigarette imports fell by 54%, in a country that is notori-

ous for its chain smokers.
The Treasury announced that it intends to fire 60,000 pub-
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lic-sector workers—almost 10% of the workforce of 700,000.
The move would increase the number of unemployed, which
already numbers 300,000, by 20%. An 18% value-added tax
will be slapped on fresh fruits and vegetables, in another dev-
astating blow to Israel’s working class and the poor.

These measures are aimed at cutting 7-8 billion shekels
from the budget, yet it was reported that the Defense Ministry
is demanding an extra 5 billion shekels for the war on the
Palestinians and to purchase new weapons systems.

It was also revealed that, throughout the election cam-
paign, Sharon had his Finance Ministry’s Accountant General
employ some “creative accounting,” by postponing 2002 tax
refunds until 2003, in a desperate effort to keep the 2002
budget deficit at the target of 3.97% of Gross Domestic Prod-
uct. At the same time, he trumpeted the “news” that the Bush
Administration was considering a $14 billion package of aid
and loan guarantees to Israel, as if the money were already in
the Bank of Israel. All this, to forestall the international credit-
rating agencies from slashing Israel’s sovereign credit rating
during the election period. One week after the election, it
was announced that an unprecedented 3 billion shekels in tax
refunds, more than double the usual amount, was handed out
in January. Meanwhile Uncle Sam’s $14 billion is on hold,
pending a war against Iraq.

This news drove the shekel down against both the dollar
and the euro, as panic set in. The Fitch rating agency said it
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ing to crush Palestinian resistance, using the same methods
as the Nazis used to crush the resistance of the Jews in the
Warsaw Ghetto (see EIR, March 22, 2002). Two days before
his election victory, Sharon’s generals ordered a massive in- Commonwealth Revolt
cursion into the Gaza Strip. Within 48 hours, 24 Palestinians
were killed and more than 100 wounded, and more than 100 Grows vs. Warmongers
buildings were destroyed, as 50 Israeli tanks lunged deep into
a refugee camp. Among those killed was a seven-year-old by Mark Burdman
boy. These deadly incursions, lasting only a few hours, are
taking place every day. They have nothing to do with prevent-

Open political warfare has erupted in Great Britain, and ining terror attacks. On Jan. 30, Israeli bulldozers, backed by
tanks, demolished the freshwater pumping station that sup- leading traditional outposts of the British Empire/Common-

wealth outposts such as Australia, over the Iraq war. Pro-warplies the Gaza city of Rafah with half its water. This is a war
crime. On Feb. 5 the military demolished the home of an Prime Ministers Tony Blair of Britain and John Howard of

Australia are getting deeper and deeper into the mire, as theyimprisoned Palestinian militant, killing his 65-year-old, par-
tially deaf mother, who did not hear the orders for her to leave shamelessly support this insane war adventure.

On Feb. 5, hours before U.S. Secretary of State Colinthe building.
Within hours after the elections ended, Sharon ordered a Powell delivered his indictment of Iraq to the United Nations

Security Council, British defense intelligence officials leakedmonth-long military operation in the West Bank city of He-
bron, where Palestinians are being killed every day. The city’s a “ top secret” report, which had been prepared three weeks

earlier, to BBC defense correspondent Andrew Gilligan. Thefruit and vegetable market was destroyed, while every day,
more houses are being razed to protect the 400 fascist settlers report asserted that there are no current links between Iraq

and the al-Qaeda terrorists. Such a link had been stated bywho live in the middle of the city.
During January, 46 Palestinians were killed, including U.S. President George W. Bush in his State of the Union

address, and soon thereafter, Prime Minister Blair told thechildren, women, and old men. In December, 45 were killed.
Those wounded number in the hundreds, if not thousands. British Parliament that there are such links, without providing

any evidence whatsoever. Powell spent one-third of his ad-These figures do not include those who die when ambulances
are held up at roadblocks for up to six hours, and are unable dress attempting to prove such links.

According to Gilligan, this was an “almost unprece-to reach the wounded, or even the ill or those injured in acci-
dents. dented” leak by intelligence officials, because it “fl atly contra-

dicts” official government policy. He commented that BritishThese operations are relentless and have turned the cities
of the West Bank into half-destroyed ghettoes, with condi- military intelligence people are angry that their work has been

repeatedly “politicized” to help build the Blair government’stions comparable to the early days of the Warsaw Ghetto.
The Israelis have closed the universities. Every major city is case against Iraq.

The report documents how Saddam’s Baathist regime andbesieged, while Israeli bulldozers have been busy building
the high embankments that surround them. The majority of Bin Laden’s al-Qaeda mistrust each other, and have incom-

patible ideologies. Bin Laden has denounced the Baathists asthe population are unemployed, unable to work because of
the closures. Palestinian farmers have been unable to work an “apostate regime.” The report states that Bin Laden’s “aims

are in ideological conflict with present-day Iraq.”their fields, because gangs of settlers brutally attack them,
while Israeli soldiers look on. While the swollen bellies of A senior continental European strategist said, in a back-

ground discussion on Feb. 5: “ I am not astonished that Britishstarving children are not yet to be seen, both Israeli and Pales-
tinian media report that hunger and poverty, and deep psycho- military intelligence would leak this. These are no-nonsense

people. They are fed up with how their work has been misusedlogical distress, can be seen in the eyes of more and more
Palestinian children. by this government for the purposes of this war.”

A British defense establishment figure, also on Feb. 5,As the anticipation of a U.S.-led war against Iraq grows,
so does the fear that Sharon will take that opportunity to stressed that “ this leak is coming from a very high level here.

There is a group of military people who have very strong“ transfer” the Palestinians out of the territories. Both Jordan
and Lebanon have reinforced their borders, and announced reservations about this war. This time around, it is not the

usual suspects who are coming up with the arguments againstthat they will not allow Palestinian refugees into their coun-
tries if Sharon tries to force them out of their homeland. the war, but rather top people in the military, in military intelli-

gence, and in the Ministry of Defence.”Many in Israel expect that whatever government Sharon
organizes will not last its four-year term, and new elections This British source affirmed: “ It is not Iraq as such that

has them concerned. More than that, is the question of thecould be only one or two years away. But can Israelis and
Palestinians bear another two years of Sharon? consequences of this war for the wider region. They, like me,
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have been troubled by the growing influence in American Blair and his Foreign Secretary Jack Straw only dug them-
selves in deeper, by insisting that Iraq was linked to al-official quarters of an evangelical-fundamentalist line, ac-

cording to which, what is simplistically called ‘ freedom’ and Qaeda—again providing no evidence. Straw further embar-
rassed himself by manically rallying to Powell’s support, dur-‘democracy’ can be exported everywhere. And even worse,

that freedom and democracy must be imposed by force, and ing the Security Council debate. One highly informed conti-
nental European source commented scornfully, that “Strawthat longer-term, more patient methods must be tossed aside.

All of this is very dubious, and there has been too little public made an ass of himself” in the debate.
discussion of this bigger agenda behind the Iraq war, and what
its consequences might be.” An Historic Setback

As for Australia’s Howard, who has defined himself asThe day after Powell’s speech, British security sources
kept up the pressure. According to a front-page article in the the “Deputy Sheriff” of the U.S. War Party in Asia, on Feb.

5 the Australian Senate passed, by a 33-31 margin, a no-Feb. 6 Guardian, “British security services were quick to
distance themselves” from one of Powell’s pieces of “evi- confidence motion against him for his handling of the Iraq

crisis. While the vote has no legislative clout, BBC and vari-dence” allegedly linking Iraq to al-Qaeda. Unnamed security
sources charged that Powell was “ jumping to conclusions,” ous news wires stress that this is a important symbolic gesture,

because it is the Senate’s first vote of no-confidence in a serv-and making a leap too far, in claiming that the recent murder
of Special Branch officer Stephen Oakes, in Manchester, En- ing leader in its 102-year history.

The censure was in reaction to Howard’s having deployedgland, was linked to a leading al-Qaeda terrorist harbored
by Iraq. troops to the Gulf. Australia is the only country, outside of

Britain, to deploy forces to the Gulf, to join U.S. forces thatOne other sign of high-level dissatisfaction with the war
push, was that Britain’s Channel 4 TV chose, on Feb. 4, to air are there.

BBC described the debate, which began on Feb. 4, assignificant portions of an interview with Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein conducted by former Labour Party Cabinet Minister “heated.” Sen. Bob Brown, head of the Australian Greens,

said the no-confidence vote marked an “historic condemna-and Parliamentarian Anthony Wedgwood Benn. This is the
first interview Saddam Hussein has given to a Western inter- tion of the government.” According to Brown, Howard’s

“gross manhandling of Australia’s involvement deserved theviewer in 12 years. Benn has come under sharp attack in
various quarters for acting as a stooge for Iraq, but has re- strongest parliamentary rebuke.”

Recent polls indicate that 76% of Australians oppose theirsponded, equally sharply, that he is now 77 years old, doesn’ t
care about criticism, and is acting to stop a war, in large part country’s participation in a U.S.-led war, although the number

supporting military action goes sharply up if the action hasout of concern for his ten grandchildren.
In response to the moves by the British secret services, UN backing.

stronger case against Iraq. BBC reported: “The Channel
4 report said that even typographical and grammaticalScandal in Britain Over errors from the student’s work were included in the U.K.
government dossier. It also noted that the student ac-‘Dossier’ Cited by Powell
knowledged that the information was 12 years old in
his report, but the government doesn’ t make the same

A British dossier on Iraq, released on Feb. 4 and lavishly acknowledgment.”
praised in his UN speech by U.S. Secretary of State Colin Conservative Party Shadow Defence Secretary Ber-
Powell the next day, is significantly based on material pro- nard Jenkin said, “The government’s reaction to the Chan-
duced 12 years ago by a graduate student, BBC reported nel 4 News report utterly fails to explain, deny, or excuse
on Feb. 7. the allegations made in it. This document has been cited

In his speech, Powell declared, “ I would call my col- by the Prime Minister and Colin Powell, as the basis for
leagues’ attention to the fine paper that the United King- possible war. Who is responsible for such an incredible
dom distributed yesterday, which describes, in exquisite failure of judgment?”
detail, Iraqi deception activities.” Liberal Democrat foreign affairs spokesman Menzies

The problem is, according to British TV Channel 4, Campbell added: “This is the intelligence equivalent of
that most of the data was plagiarized, coming from two being caught stealing the spoons. The dossier may not
academics and a graduate student, and certain wording amount to much, but this is a considerable embarrassment
was changed by the British government, to make a for a government trying still to make a case for war.”
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Schiller Institute Conference

France and Germany: ‘Let Us Turn Our
Countries Into a Fountain for the Good’
by Christine Bierre

The fraternal spirit of France’s President Charles de Gaulle in which the new and prodigious fields that are opening up
in front of your existence, become the conquest, not of aand Germany’sChancellor Konrad Adenauer was in evidence

at a meeting organized in Paris on Feb. 4 by the Schiller privileged few, but of all our human brothers. Have the ambi-
tion tomakeprogress thecommongood,such thateachpersonInstitute, in commemoration of the 40th anniversary of the

signing of the Elyse´e Treaty by de Gaulle and Adenauer. The partakes in it, that it allows the increase of the beautiful, the
just, and the good everywhere, . . . that it procures to thetreaty put to rest the hostile feelings left over from World War

II, and committed the two nations to friendship and mutual de- billions of inhabitants of the undeveloped regions, the means
to fight against hunger, misery, ignorance, and to have accessvelopment.

Some 140 persons, including from embassies, the media, to full dignity.”
Citing this from de Gaulle, Cheminade located the Elyse´eand youth, were uplifted by speeches by Jacques Cheminade,

president of the Solidarity and Progress party in France, and Treaty in its historical context: preceded by a hideous war
which men like Germany’s Heinrich Bru¨ning and France’sby Helga Zepp-LaRouche, president of the Civil Rights

Movement Solidarity (Bu¨So) party in Germany. Both incar- Pierre Laval were unable to stop, because of their austerity
policies; and followed by the rise of Anglo-American finan-nated the spirit of the two great post-war leaders, in a way

that current President Jacques Chirac and Chancellor Gerhard cial and military power, which de Gaulle and Adenauer
fought, but were unable to eradicate.Schröder have failed to do.

To be great, said de Gaulle in one of his works, is to The wounds of the war were not yet healed when the
Elysée Treaty was signed, and de Gaulle in particular hadpartake in a great struggle, and a true leader must know that

in every human being there is a desire for immortality which to struggle against his own public opinion. Philomene and
Louise, two of his household servants, were shocked whenmust be addressed, to inspire people to rise to the occasion. It

is that sense of immortality that Cheminade and Zepp- de Gaulle informed them that the German Chancellor would
come to visit, on Sept. 14, 1958: “A German here? Never,LaRouche addressed, outlining the great challenges ahead of

the renewed Franco-German alliance, if it wants to leave its never, never!” stated these former Resistance fighters. As the
two Europeans were celebrating the reconciliation with aTemark on history. Participants were in tune with the title of

the conference, “Old Europe Strikes Back”—U.S. DefenseDeum at Rheims Cathedral, demonstrators were waving post-
ers stating, “All Nazis out of France!”Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s stupid rantings against the “old

Europe” having had the backlash effect of motivating people The Franco-German alliance was a new declaration of
war, not against a military target, but against the imperialto fight against the new empire that the U.S. warhawk faction

wants to build. Anglo-American factions that came to power after Franklin
Delano Roosevelt’s death, and the betrayal of his policies
by President Harry Truman. Not even two weeks before theCheminade: The Historical Context

Cheminade opened the conference by reading excerpts of signing of the treaty, on Jan. 14, 1963, de Gaulle refused
Britain’s entry into the European Common Market. Just a fewa speech given by de Gaulle to the German youth, during his

first official trip to Germany in 1963. In this beautiful speech, months later, de Gaulle pulled out of NATO and recovered
full military sovereignty. Rapidly, de Gaulle acted to extendde Gaulle challenged the young people with a great mission,

in which France and Germany would act as the instrument for the Franco-German entente from the Atlantic to the Urals;
and, in a toast to Russian Prime Minister Aleksei Kosygin inthe good of the whole of civilization: “I congratulate you . . .

for being young in this time. Your generation is looking at . . . 1966, he opened up to Eastern Europe.
By 1971, however, despite the hopes raised by thethemultiplication of thecombinedresults ofdiscoveriesmade

by the scientists and of the construction of machines which Franco-German alliance, the Anglo-American financier oli-
garchy decoupled the dollar from gold, opening the way toprofoundly change the physical conditions of men. But it is

up to those who are your age today, to create the conditions the financial law of the jungle that rules the world today.
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We have now, once again, an immense opportunity, stated tions against a Muslim world of 1 billion inhabitants.
Beyond the military consequences, Zepp-LaRouche drewCheminade, reviewing the recent Franco-German statements

against an Iraq war, and against the European Union’s inflex- a grim picture of what the economic consequences of such a
war would be. A price of oil up to $80 or $100 per barrelible, monetarist Stability Pact, which, along with the crisis of

the dollar system, is pulling Europe into an economic melt- would probably be that last blow to a system which is already
in its death agony, she stated.down. These statements are still terribly insufficient, he said,

but seeing the reaction in the Anglo-American camp, they are Since the United States has the world’s strongest military
apparatus, the only possibility to stop the war and to stop thenot nothing. Cheminade attacked the black propaganda team

created by Rumsfeld’s and Vice President Dick Cheney’s U.S. descent to a totally imperial power, is that opposition be
mobilized from inside that country. Zepp-LaRouche outlinedassociates, Doug Feith and William J. Luti, who are in charge

of discrediting the Franco-German anti-war effort. The pro- her husband’s efforts to block the war party, including by
mobilizing the traditional forces in the military.war statement signed by eight heads of state in Europe, against

France and Germany, is totally in line with the Anglo-Ameri- What can Europe do, in a situation where we are now on
a short fuse to war, and where any pretext could be created—can efforts to sabotage the European Economic Commission

and other such initiatives of de Gaulle and Adenauer. such as a mega-terrorist attack—to unleash the war against
Iraq? She indicated that while demonstrations in EuropeThis new Franco-German alliance cannot remain at the

present level, stated Cheminade, or else it will be destroyed. would strengthen the anti-war resolve, they are not enough to
stop the war drive, the causes of which are in the economicAnd the only way to achieve progress is by dealing with three

questions: 1) A mere drive against war will be totally impo- crisis.
The entire system is on the verge of collapsing, she said,tent; Paris and Berlin must address the problems underlying

the war drive: the bankrupcy of the present financial system. indicating that more than half of the world’s most powerful
50 banks are hopelessly bankrupt. Beyond Argentina, Brazil,The Franco-German alliance must act to implement the ideas

proposed by Lyndon LaRouche: a New Bretton Woods sys- Japan, and now Germany, which are in very bad shape, the
epicenter of the crisis is the United States. The dollar is col-tem, the Eurasian Land-Bridge, and an Oasis Plan for the

Middle East; 2) France and Germany must mobilize their lapsing; 46 out of 50 states of the Union are bankrupt. Califor-
nia’s governor recently declared that, were he to lay off allpublic opinions in favor of such projects, which means aban-

doning any type of austerity policy and changing those aspects state employees, and close all jails, hospitals, schools, univer-
sities, and psychiatric clinics in California, the state’s enor-of the Maastricht Treaty and Stability Pact which stop Europe

from adopting a Rooseveltian economic policy; and 3) Europe mous debt would only be cut by half!
We must overturn the depression, she stated, indicatingmust contribute to the efforts of the “other United States,”

namely that of Lyndon LaRouche. that this is the real challenge for France and Germany. In large
parts of the world, famine, hunger and disease are overwhelm-
ing. Zepp-LaRouche reported on her recent trip to India andZepp-LaRouche: No Clash of Civilizations

Helga Zepp-LaRouche took it from there, addressing the particularly her visit to Calcutta, where Lyndon LaRouche
found the poverty worse even than 57 years ago, when he firstFrench audience in their own language. The de Gaulle-Ade-

nauer treaty was “a real historical breakthrough,” she stated, visited that city. More than 3 million people live in the streets,
with just a mat to sleep on and one meal a day, and with nobut the “ renewal of this friendship today is as important, if

not more.” This new alliance might be the most important access to clean water, electricity, heat, or toilets. In India, a
beautiful country where the Rig Veda civilization goes backEuropean contribution to preventing a war of aggression from

becoming the detonator of a Clash of Civilizations, a world 10.000 years, 5 to 7% of the population is infected with HIV.
After giving examples of how the Eurasian Land-Bridgewar, and a new dark age.

Concerning the war against Iraq, Zepp-LaRouche said and the New Bretton Woods will pull the world out of the
depression, Zepp-LaRouche outlined a mission for Francethat “we have at this point a very small window of opportunity

for stopping that war; everything in our power must be done and Germany in the spirit of de Gaulle’s speech to the German
youth. What is needed is the quality of mission of Joan of Arc,to stop it.” There is no reason whatsoever for this war, she

stated, showing that the United States had failed to provide in her fight against what the Indians call, the “Britishers”—
the quality of mission of a Gottfried Leibniz who, in spirit,any proof as to the danger Iraq presents. She also called on

international jurists and politicians to denounce the new was both French and German.
“The German/French friendship is a beautiful thing,” sheAmerican concept of pre-emptive war—in reality a war of

aggression for which people were condemned in Nuremberg. stated, stressing that the treasures in both countries’ history,
make them privileged, but also confer upon them special du-She urged people to look at LaRouche’s State of the Union

webcast of Jan. 28 and to compare it to George Bush’s address ties. “We must turn our countries into a fountain of good, a
fountain of truth, of vision and of generosity,” she said, suchof the same day. While Bush was raving about war, LaRouche

made the point that, horrible as it would be, the war against that “no small country in Europe can feel threatened by this,
but rather will want to be pulled into this development.”Iraq would trigger something even worse: a Clash of Civiliza-
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vention Directorate’s report obtained by Interfax on Feb. 2,
revenues from the illegal turnover of opium in Afghanistan
were over $1.2 billion in 2002. Compared with 1994-2000,
this figure grew tenfold, and is equivalent to $6,500 per family
a year. It should be noted that the average salary of an AfghanAfghan Karzai Looks To
today is about $2 per day. Afghan poppy is no longer an
issue in Washington, apparently, since the Taliban are notIran as U.S. Sun Sets
controlling Afghanistan.

Meanwhile, no one in Washington has mentioned eitherby Ramtanu Maitra
Osama’sor Omar’snames inmonths,especially themercurial
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, who last year was

As the United States brought in its third aircraft carrier, the commenting to the press daily about how the United States
was closing in on all the terrorists in Afghanistan. But denialUSS Abraham Lincoln, joining theUSS Constellation and the

USS Harry S Truman, raising the number of American forces does not eliminate problems. In January, the top Taliban lead-
ers—which also include Mullah Abdul Razzaq and Mullahin the Persian Gulf region to close to 100,000 for its planned

invasion of Iraq, the ground situation in Afghanistan—the Biradar—issued a statement, saying: “We all want to expel
foreign forces, especially non-Muslim, from our homeland.last war—began getting hopeless for the Americans. At the

same time, the administration of President Hami Karzai in Our resistance would continue until we achieve our ob-
jective.”Kabul, realizing the negative impact in the future of the dwin-

dling U.S. role in Afghanistan, is now seeking friends else- The Taliban declaration came in the wake of growing
attacks on U.S. and Afghan government targets. On Jan. 31,where for its own survival.

The security situation in Afghanistan is getting worse for reports filtered out of the remote Nimruz province bordering
Iran and Pakistan, that a landmine explosion had killed fivethe U.S. troops. It is just over a year since the United States

and its allies, under the pretext of launching a war against Afghan soldiers, including their commander. A day earlier,
at least 18 people were killed when a passenger bus was blownterrorism, had teamed up with the Tajik-Uzbek-dominated

and Russia- and India-controlled Northern Alliance to drive up by a remote-controlled bomb blast near Kandahar. The
United Nations said on Feb. 1, that it was concerned aboutthe orthodox Islamic Taliban militia from power in Afghani-

stan. The objective of the mission, as Washington was telling lack of security in Afghanistan after a series of armed attacks
on aid workers, and that those operating in the area were thethe world while trying to garner support from other nations,

was not only to launch a frontal attack against the terrorists intended target of the attack. To add insult to injury, Washing-
ton’s “old friend” and beneficiary of many weapons and bagsworldwide,butalso todrivedownthe terroristoutfital-Qaeda,

and hang Osama bin Laden and the Taliban supremo, Mullah of cash, the Afghan Hezb-e-Islami leader Gulbuddin Hekmat-
yar, has joined the Taliban cause. Hekmatyar was put on theMohammad Omar. At the end of a 14-month-long “success-

ful” campaign, the scorecards do not tally in favor of those U.S. most wanted list in January.
In fact, things are not under U.S. control in any part ofobjectives.

Afghanistan. Even Kabul, the capital, where the U.S. and
its allied forces’ presence is most felt, is getting difficult.Failed Missions

What nobody denies is that al-Qaeda is very much there Repeated power failures and food shortages sparked student
protests at Kabul University the week of Jan. 27. PoliceinAfghanistan, andhasbuilt upcellselsewhere; MullahOmar

is very much alive, and according to a recent news report by opened fire on a crowd after about 1,000 students took to
the streets. At least two students were killed, several othersveteran Pakistani journalist Rahimullah Yusufzai, more and

more Taliban are volunteering to join the anti-United States wounded. Outside of Kabul, sporadic fighting continues in
the South, near the Pakistani border.resistance movement building up in Pushtun-populated areas

in war-ravaged Afghanistan. Taliban sources said their su- All signals indicate that the United States neither has the
means nor the spine at this point to launch the much-toutedpreme leader Omar, on the run after the ouster of his govern-

ment by the U.S. military in December 2001, told his die-hard Marshall Plan to reconstruct Afghanistan. In fact, more than
the al-Qaeda or the Taliban, the United States is on the runsupporters to organize resistance cells to attack American and

other foreign troops in Afghanistan. Mullah Omar reportedly in Afghanistan. If Washington launches a full-fledged war
against Baghdad, the U.S. troops and the allied forces in Af-asked his followers not to harm Afghans fighting for the gov-

ernment or the warlords, because they may have been forced ghanistan will have to spend the rest of their stay in bunkers.
It is likely that al-Qaeda and the Taliban will then roam theto do so, Yusufzai reports.

Another promise of the Bush Administration to the world streets and the so-called Afghan campaign of the United
States will come to a formal end.was to eradicate Afghanistan’s poppy cultivation, which ex-

ploded during the Taliban regime. This was yet another false It is evident from the brisk diplomatic movements in the
region, that those who till nowdependedheavily on theUnitedpromise. According to the UN Drug Control and Crime Pre-
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from President Khatami is not difficult
to assess. At the same time that United
States is weakening rapidly in Afghani-
stan, Iran, along with India, has become
most active in the region, trying to hook
up Afghanistan by road to both Iran and
Central Asia. When the Iranian Presi-
dent was in India as that country’s chief
guest at the Republic Day celebrations
on Jan. 26, India and Iran announced
the building up of the Iranian port of
Chahbahar and connection of the port
through railroads and highways to the
existing Garland Road in Afghanistan,
for sending goods through Afghanistan
and Central Asia.

Afghanistan Brought Into
‘New Silk Road’

Labeling it a “New Silk Road,” In-
dian External Affairs Minister Yash-
want Sinha, who visited Kyrgyzstan on
Feb. 2-3 after a short stay in Tajikistan,
said that India is going to construct 200
kilometers of this new road that would
usher in an entirely new era of trade rela-
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Expansion of Iran’s Railroad Connections, East and West

tions and people-to-people contact be-While reconstruction by U.S. forces in Afghanistan is stalled, the Presidents of Iran and
tween India and Central Asia. “This newAfghanistan have agreed to develop road/rail trade corridors from the Iranian port of

Chah Bahar—which is being built up for the purpose—up through Afghanistan, and into Silk Route of prosperity is India’s wish
the Central Asian Republics to the north. for its relations with Central Asia,”

Sinha said, recalling how the historical
Silk Road had provided the meeting

point for China and India to carry out a high volume of trade.States for their physical survival are looking out to court new
friends. A case in point is the American handmaiden and It is also interesting to note the growing military relations

between the Central Asian nations and India. Sinha’s meet-former official of Unocal oil company, Afghan President
Hamid Karzai. Karzai, a Pushtun, had endorsed wholeheart- ings with Tajikistan Defense Minister Khairulloev and

Kyrgyzstan Defense Minister Egen Topoev were of a sensi-edly the Bush Administration’s policy toward Afghanistan,
and got hold of power. After an attempt on his own life, and tive nature and should be viewed against the backdrop of

India’s increasing military presence in the Central Asian re-the killings of a Vice President and a tourism minister last
year, Karzai asked the United States for a team of American gion, particularly since Sept. 11, well-placed sources in In-

dia said.soldiers to protect him. He now lives in Kabul surrounded by
U.S. special operations commandos. And yet, even Karzai is Since the India-Iran memorandum was signed on Jan. 25,

things have begun to move on a fast clip. On the night of Feb.now actively seeking cooperation from Iran.
Reportedly, the Afghan President, in a telephone conver- 1, Iranian Trade Minister Mohammad Shariatmadari, Afghan

Trade Minister Mostafa Kazemi, and Indian Minister of Statesation on Feb. 2 with Iranian President Mohammad Khatami,
had discussed expansion of mutual cooperation. The Iranian for External Affairs Digvijay Singh signed two memoranda

on cooperation in trade, economy, and transportation. ThePresident underlined Iran’s all-out support for the Afghan
interim government. He expressed Iran’s satisfaction with the documents provide for an increase in the level of trilateral

cooperation in economic and transportation areas, and also inremoval of obstacles to the reconstruction of Afghanistan and
restoration of stability in that country. The Afghan President, the development of a joint trade policy and mutual invest-

ments. The Iranian government promised to grant significantfor his part, highlighted the existing amicable relations be-
tween Tehran and Kabul, and described as positive the role reductions in transportation charges for the goods delivered

from the seaport of Chahbahar to Afghanistan, and to reduceof the Islamic Republic of Iran in the reconstruction process
in his country. the tariffs on the use of containers and other transport assets

of this port.The reason President Karzai is anxiously seeking support
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ity. In that case, he ranted, “it will show the rest of the peoples
Venezuela of the continent that there is no point in struggling peacefully

and democratically for change, and it would be necessary to
think of other means. I had a gun in my hands. I put it away.
I would not want to use it again. . . . But if the oligarchs of the
continent do not understand that the changes are inevitableThe Choices Are Not
. . . the telluric forceof thiscontinentwill erupt,andasErnesto
Guevara once said, ‘the cries of battle and the flash of gunfire’‘Che’ or ‘Pinochet’
will sound.”

The worst narco-terrorist lunatics in the continent are nowby Gretchen Small
rallying around Cha´vez, as typified by the prominent presence
of Bolivian terrorist-indigenist Felipe Quispe at the official

International friends of Venezuela attempting to foster an celebrations in Caracas this year of Cha´vez’s Feb. 4, 1992
military uprising. The Castro regime also signalled its supportelectoral route back from the brink of civil war for the country,

have come up against the hard reality that putting a political for Cha´vez’s attempt to save his skin by playing the continen-
tal card. At a Feb. 2 Havana presentation of a book of Cha´vezstraitjacket on the megalomaniacal President Hugo Cha´vez is

going to require more audacious thinking and action, than speeches, entitledThe Fascist Coup Against Venezuela, Cu-
ban Foreign Minister Felipe Pe´rez Roque proclaimed thatwhat they have attempted so far, if they are to succeed without

triggering a continent-wide right-left bloodbath. Cha´vez is attempting to do in Venezuela what Cuba did 40
years ago, and if Cha´vez is defeated, “it would be a historicTwomonthsandadayafter it beganonDec.2, thenational

civic strike demanding President Hugo Cha´vez’s “Resigna- set-back” for all peoples. Present in the front row was Fidel
Castro.tion, Now,” was, by and large, over on Feb. 3. Economic

breakdown, combined with international pressure, induced What makes the situation even more dangerous, are the
equally lunatic calls coming from certain quarters in the oppo-the opposition to shift strategies, and give up the strike which

had bankrupted the economy. The international campaign sition movement, for Venezuela’s military to rise up and drive
Chávez out. A statement signed by a so-called “Democraticwas spearheaded by the combined efforts of former U.S. Pres-

ident Jimmy Carter, and a “Friends of Venezuela” group Bloc,” claiming to represent 40 non-governmental organiza-
tions, and the Merchant Marine (a much more serious factor),which was formed at the initiative of the Lula government

of Brazil, and included the United States, Spain, Portugal, which argued for such a military solution, began to circulate
on Feb. 3. These layers are being egged on by the “chicken-Mexico, Chile, and Brazil. Carter and the Friends group

thought, at first, that they had some promise of renewed coop- hawk” imperialist crowd in Washington, around Vice Presi-
dent Dick Cheney.eration, also, from theVenezuelan regime. ButPresident Cha´-

vez, a retired army lieutenant colonel, responded to the
strike’s collapse with a cry for war. He announced that heLaRouche: Go at the Insanity Factor

On Feb. 7, U.S. Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon H.intends now to decapitate the opposition to his regime, bank-
rupting and jailing whomever required. Believing himself to LaRouche released a new statement on this explosive mix.

“The Carter initiative and the efforts of the Brazilian govern-be the instrument of a quasi-religious continental project to
purge Ibero-America of its “corrupt elite,” Cha´vez had dis- ment were the right thing to do. Carter and the Friends tried

to cool things out, but now Cha´vez is destroying the very dealmissed the Friends of Venezuela in his speech to the 500,000
gathered at a government rally on Jan. 23. “No club of gentle- that was being put together to bring Venezuela back from the

brink,” LaRouche said.men will resolve the crisis. The crisis will be solved when
what is going to have to die, finishes dying, and what is being LaRouche referenced his Dec. 21, 2002 statement, in

which he emphasized the “substantial evidence that Cha´vezborn, finishes being born.”
Adding to his multiple personalities, Cha´vez apparently is actually clinically insane,” as a factor to be considered. “A

prompt, quiet, non-bloody solution must be found and agreedis now convinced that he is not only the reincarnation of South
American 19th-Century Liberator Simo´n Bolı́var, but also of upon by the relevant parties, under which Cha´vez would be

induced to step down from office,” LaRouche wrote then,Ernesto “Che” Guevara, the Argentine-Cuban guerrilla who
sought to ignite “one, two, many Vietnams” across Ibero- suggesting the aid of a professional psychiatrist might be em-

ployed in the effort.America.
Speaking before a special “Solidarity With Venezuela” “Cha´vez’s latest provocations only underscore my earlier

assesment and proposed course of action,” LaRouche reiter-event during the annual Jacobin confab of the World Social
Forum in Poˆrto Alegre, Brazil on Jan. 26, Cha´vez threatened ated on Feb. 7. “Further urgent efforts are required of friends

of Venezuela, to quietly stop this Cha´vez insanity, before itto unleash the “Che Guevara” model throughout South
America, should his ouster from office become a real possibil- triggers a Pinochet-style coup in that country, and a conse-
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quent left-right firestorm across the continent. It is obvious to the opposition collected at the end of 2002, on the petition
rejected by the court.me that some nasty faction from within the United States is

orchestrating the situation around Chávez, including Mont Yet, Chávez told the Colombian daily El Espectador on
Jan. 31, that there never was a strike, but only “subversion,”Pelerinite elements within the opposition, who have strong

ties to the imperialist ‘chicken-hawk’ crowd in Washington. which he compared to the “subversion” which Colombia has
faced for 50 years. The comparison has its ironies, given thatThey are exploiting Chávez’s mental problems to the end of

producing an added element of strategic chaos into both the Chávez has long insisted that the Colombian state must nego-
tiate with the Colombian FARC and ELN narco-terrorists—Ibero-American theater generally, and also the international

petroleum issues posed by the current threat of a Mideast war. which his regime in fact supports—even as he proclaims that
he will never negotiate with the “ fascists, coup-plotters, and“The essential problem here, is the mental condition of

President Chávez himself. His conduct serves no rational in- terrorists” who oppose him.
The regime’s intransigence has forced the strike to beterest. As Abba Eban once said to me, during our New York

meeting on the subject of Middle East peace, one must never continued in the most critical sector of the economy, the oil
industry, because the government refuses to rehire the moreforget that ‘some heads of state are clinically insane.’ Chávez

is such a complication. The greatest danger, is that someone than 5,000 workers and managers whom it fired over the
course of the strike, or to roll back the structural changes itmight use his nuisance-like qualitites to turn him into a martyr

to Benthamite Jacobinism. Thus, I have warned against a imposed upon Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA), dividing
and downsizing the national oil company. Yet, the regime’s‘Pinochet’ solution for the Chávez problem,” LaRouche de-

clared. attempt to bring oil production back up to 3.2 million barrels
a day (production is currently just over 1.5 million bpd, it is
believed), with a workforce at least one-seventh smaller, andScorched Earth Strategies

Chávez has been manifesting signs of clinical euphoria lacking its most experienced managers and labor, is irrational,
because it threatens long-term damage to the oil industry.even in his voice and body mannerisms in the speeches he has

given since the middle of January, speeches where he has The political impasse has already destroyed the economy,
incalculably. For the first time, the Central Bank simply didrepeatedly promised to wipe out his opponents, with no con-

cern for national interests. Those who led the strike “can’ t not issue an annual report on 2002. Unemployment increased
by at least 1 million in 2002, and at least another 300,000 willremain unpunished. . . They must go to prison,” he told the

nation in his regular Sunday television harangue, “Hello, probably lose their jobs in the first quarter of 2003. This, out
of an economically active population of 10 million, in whichPresident,” on Feb. 2. At a political rally a few days before,

he had urged prosecutors and judges to impose sentences of unemployment has now reached around 20%. But 60% or
more of those considered employed have no secure jobs, but“more than 25 years of prison, for treason against the Father-

land,” upon strike leaders. work in the so-called “ informal” sector.
The final blow to the economy may be delivered byCharges have already been filed against the head of the

Fedecámaras business association, Carlos Fernández, who Chávez’s imposition of exchange controls. Controls are a
required measure for any sovereign national economic devel-was called in for questioning on Jan. 30. Similar moves are

believed imminent against the head of the Venezuelan Labor opment, but in his Feb. 5 television address announcing the
new measures, Chávez gloated that the controls are “ the idealFederation (CTV), Carlos Ortega. Legal maneuvers are un-

der way against opposition newspapers and television net- way” to defeat his enemies—and, he specified, to ensure that
Venezuela can pay its foreign debt. There will be a fixedworks, such as the 20 legal actions, seven of them criminal,

brought against the opposition-run television network, exchange rate (1.598 bolivars to the dollar), and a new state-
run company will import most food and medicine, whoseRCTV.

Chávez has made good use of the fact that opposition prices will be controlled. But, he added, “not one dollar
for coup-mongers. We’ re going to shut the door on them.”ranks include the likes of the hated, dirty billionaire Gustavo

Cisneros (whose help in getting elected in the first place, Remember, he said, “ this is the year of the revolutionary of-
fensive.”Chávez did not reject). But only a lunatic could dismiss the

entire opposition as a mere handful of “oligarchs.” When
on Jan. 22 the Supreme Court threw out the opposition’s
petition for a referendum on whether Chávez should leave
office or not, the opposition countered by organizing an To reach us on the Web:informal referendum for Feb. 2. There they collected, at
thousands of tables around the country manned by 30,000
volunteers, some 4 million signatures on petitions proposing www.larouchepub.com
varied electoral and legal maneuvers by which President
Chávez could be removed from office—double the number
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Interview: Aram Karapetian

Armenian MP Survives Knife Attack, as
Presidential Campaign Turns Violent
Armenian Member of Parliament Haik Babookhanian, a and so forth. Yesterday, though, violence flared in this cam-

paign, with the attack on the chief of your campaign staff,leader of the Union for Constitutional Rights (UCR) and long-
time friend of the Schiller Institute, was stabbed during a Haik Babookhanian. Why did this happen?

Karapetian: I think the first reason it happened is that aPresidential campaign rally in the town of Artashat on Feb. 4.
Babookhanian heads the campaign staff of political scientist serious struggle has commenced, against the incumbent re-

gime. I think it is without question that the popularity of theAram Karapetian, whom latest polls showed moving into
third place among the candidates for the Feb. 19 election. main opposition candidates, including my own, has begun to

rise very greatly, and steadily. The incumbent President’sHaik Babookhanian is known to readers of EIR and partici-
pants in Schiller Institute conferences since 1991, for his ac- popularity, by constrast, has peaked and has begun to fall.

I think that as this became evident, an attempt was made attivism in the international fight to free and exonerate Lyndon
LaRouche, and as a supporter of calls for a New Bretton a show of crude pressure, so that things would be weighted—

regardless of who really enjoys popular support—to the sideWoods monetary system.
UCR leader Hrant Khachatrian charged government of- of the incumbents. This is, unfortunately, not the first such

case in Armenia. Similar things happened in almost all ourficials with instigating the rowdies who attempted to prevent
the rally. Besides Babookhanian, who lost a lot of blood and elections, except for the first one [in 1991] when Levon Ter-

Petrosian was elected.underwent surgery after the attack, regional UCR leader
Hrair Khachatrian was also injured by the knife-wielding
thugs. A statement released by the UCR said, “The Ministry EIR: What effect did this attack have?

Karapetian: Today I was back out campaigning in theof National Security has taken no action, maintaining that
this matter is the Internal Affairs Ministry’s business. Thus, districts, continuing to hold campaign rallies and so forth,

and I would say that opposition to the incumbents has risenthe current authorities have crossed the line to open terror-
ism.” President Robert Kocharian issued a pro forma denun- sharply. Everybody thought that free elections would give

them the chance to express their opinion and where theyciation of the violence.
Opposition candidates have accused the incumbent, stand, but now it turns out that there are not going to be

any free elections.Kocharian, of preparing to fix the election. On Jan. 27, Kara-
petian charged Kocharian was violating the Elections Code
by using government buildings for his campaign, and said the EIR: What are the most important questions facing the elec-

torate and the country in these elections? Why are you run-authorities were mobilizing the police and “criminal ele-
ments” to create “an atmosphere of fear and terror.” Ko- ning, and what do you offer the Armenian people?

Karapetian: There are several very important questions.charian has boasted that he intends to win a majority in the
first round. Although the fragmentation of the opposition vote The first is, what path of development will Armenia now take?

Will it undergo an “Asiatic” sort of political development, oramong ten candidates makes for a big gap between the incum-
bent and his nearest competitors in pre-election polls, it is will Armenia ultimately become a normal European nation?

This is very important. The latter means a place where lawwidely recognized that Kocharian is not confident of winning
a run-off. prevails, as opposed to clan relations. Where the level of cor-

ruption is not so high as it is now, which is an enormousAram Karapetian gave this interview to Rachel Douglas
on Feb. 5, by phone from his campaign headquarters in problem at the moment, threatening our national security.

Where a person can freely express his opinion, without fearYerevan.
of coming under some kind of pressure.

The situation in Armenian is very interesting right now.EIR: The upcoming Armenian Presidential elections are dis-
cussed in the West chiefly from standpoint of “how demo- In the legislative field, on paper, everything would appear to

be fine. But, when you take a look at real life, you find outcratic” they will be—will they be fair? It’s reported that some
transparent ballot boxes are being imported from Germany, that 1.5 million people have left Armenia. If this were to
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continue, in three or four years we would not have enough Karapetian: I support all solutions based on principles of
justice. The world’s problems cannot be solved through hege-children to make up the first-grade classes in our primary

schools. monism. We’ve been through that, already. I recall how, at
one time, the Soviet Union wanted to have a presence abso-We now have a very harsh executive power structure:

authoritarian Presidential rule. What this means, is that all the lutely everywhere. But they couldn’t manage it, and the result
is known. The same applies, I would like to say, to the Uniteddemocratic procedures, including parliamentary ones, exist

on paper, but have no effect in real life. The predominance of States. It seems to me that one power will not succeed in
ruling the world. The Roman Empire demonstrated that, Al-clan relationships is the main problem of Armenia today.

There are many relatives [of other officials] who have no exander the Great’s empire showed it, and so on.
I see developments proceeding, such that the Arab coun-training or preparation to be government leaders, but occupy

major posts. tries, the Commonwealth of Independent States members,
and Europe constitute the backbone, the main axis, on whichThus, the top two questions are the prevalence of clan

relationships, and corruption. our new geopolitical policy can be based. At the same time,
we should have normal relations with a normal United StatesNext, we have what I think is a terribly wrong concept of

an economic model for Armenia. It is said that we should of America. Because, and this is my personal opinion, ulti-
mately the Americans will move to a new Monroe Doctrine;become a “service” country, to satisfy various demands, actu-

ally the demands of the International Monetary Fund or the after some period of time, there will be a new attempt by the
U.S.A. to withdraw and concentrate on their own problems.World Bank—because we’re talking about their program.

According to this program and the demands they make, Arme- As far as I know, domestic economic problems have arisen
within the United States, so this could happen fairly soon.nia should be a country with a lot of restaurants, casinos, good

roads, and hotels. We should be providing such services. I’m At the same time, I would like to stress that it is very
important, that the Franco-German combination appears tonot sure to whom, exactly, because the geopolitical situation

is such, in and around Armenia, that we can scarcely expect be picking up steam. This is very important, despite the fact
that the rest of the countries, globally and in Europe, do nottourism to flourish here in the near future.

I also don’t know for whom and why we should have yet support them entirely. But it would seem that Russia may
join them, because on Feb. 8 [Russian President Vladimir]all these services, because Armenia in the past had a highly

developed industrial sector. This was a relatively advanced Putin will travel to Paris. This provides a good base on which
to attach the axis that runs Georgia-Armenia-Iran-Arab coun-country, as far as industry is concerned. In Soviet times, 98%

of the Armenian budget was associated with 35 factories. tries. This is a major axis. Not all the Arab countries, of course,
but certainly Syria, Egypt, and the Gulf states, which do notNow, however, we hold that if we don’t do some work in the

real sector of the economy, if we don’t reopen those factories, have big geopolitical problems among them.
Of course, there are serious questions related to China.or new ones, by making new investments, our people will

simply not survive. There you see a tremendous potential, which, so far, has been
held within the country, under great tension. Where that po-Armenia has a foreign debt of $1 billion. We have 588,000

pensioners, who receive an average monthly pension on the tential will break out, and how it may be harnessed for con-
structive purposes, which may be brought into being; or,order of eight dollars. If it were not for the $500 to 600 million

sent [by emigré Armenians] into our banking system annually whether it might go in the other direction—this is not yet
known.from Russia and America—two-thirds from Russia, one-third

from the United States—I think that nobody would be left
here. They would simply all leave. That assistance from the EIR: Of course, relations between Armenia and the United

States could also become quite different, if LaRouche be-diaspora helps us to keep going, so far.
Many such questions originate not from within the do- came President.

Karapetian: Yes, of course! But, I think that relations atmain of domestic policy, but from abroad.
present are already quite interesting. There are the strictly
economic relations, but there is also a degree of concernEIR: In various scenarios for war, for the so-called “clash of

civilizations,” the Transcaucasus region figures as a zone of among Armenians—not on account of LaRouche, but con-
nected with the people now in power—because the Unitedtension and military conflict. And Iran, Iraq, the Persian Gulf

are not so far away. On the other hand, your colleagues from States tends to see Turkey as its agent of geopolitical interest,
unfortunately. That complicates matters, from Armenia’sthe Union for Constitutional Rights, Haik Babookhanian and

Hrant Khachatrian, were co-initiators of the latest appeal for geopolitical standpoint.
a New Bretton Woods system. You support the principle of
“peace through economic development” and construction of EIR: Thank you for this interview. Best wishes for your cam-

paign!the Eurasian Land-Bridge. How would this aspect of Arme-
nia’s policy change, if you became President? Karapetian: Thank you.
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In Memoriam: Annemarie Schimmel

Bringing the Reality
Of Islam to the West

German Orientalist
Prof. Annemarieby Muriel Mirak-Weissbach
Schimmel. Her
life’s task, she said,
was to promoteThe news of the death on Jan. 27 of German Orientalist Prof.
“a betterAnnemarie Schimmel provoked an outpouring of sympathy,
understandingnot only in Bonn and Berlin, but also in Islamabad, Tehran, among various

Cairo, and many other capitals of the Islamic world. To be religions and
sure, as some German commentators have noted, Professor different peoples.”
Schimmel was the only contemporary Orientalist of “world
class” stature; her publications, numbering more than 100,
represent brilliant studies into a vast array of topics, dealing of religions, and began teaching. From 1941 to the end of

World War II, she worked as a translator in the Foreign Minis-with Islamic philosophy, history, and culture. But, in addition
to her scholarly work, she was an indefatigable advocate of try, then took adoctorate in the historyof religion, in Marburg.

She was invited in 1954, to be the first woman and first non-“a better understanding among various religions and different
peoples,” as she put it, when asked what her life’s “task” was. Muslim to teach at the University of Ankara, Turkey, “at a

time when there were hardly teaching positions for women inProfessor Schimmel used her extraordinary language skills
and cultural knowledge, to bring the reality of Islam to a Germany,” she related. There she taught comparative reli-

gions, and travelled widely in thecountry, meetingwith outly-German, American, and international audience. It is doubly
sad that she should depart now, in a moment when the world ing Islamic communities as well as the nation’s intellectual

elite. In 1961, she moved to Bonn to teach, and then was atrequires rare persons of her quality.
Professor Schimmel was a vibrant example of what it Harvard University, from 1967-91, where she taught Indo-

Islamic culture. She returned to Germany in 1993, where shemeans to understand a culture by knowing it, and learning
about it by loving it. When still a child of a modest family in continued working as an honorary professor at the University

of Bonn.Erfurt, Germany, a family which raised her “in a spirit of
freedom, tolerance, and poetry,” she had her first encounter Professor Schimmel conducted in-depth studies of Su-

fism, the mystical tradition in Islam. In addition to her stan-with a fairy tale about an Indian wise man in Damascus, which
ignited her curiosity about Oriental literature. “As a child I dard work,Mystical Dimensions of Islam, 1975 (Mystische

Dimensionen des Islam, 1985), she dedicated special study toonce read a fairy tale,” she relates. “I was seven years old—
and it took place in the border region between Islam and the great mystical poet Maulana Jalaluddin Rumi (1207-73),

withThe Triumphal Sun: Life and Works of Mowlana Jalalod-Hinduism. So it was actually a mystical fairy tale. And I knew
then: This is my world. . . . There I felt more at home than indin Rumi, of 1978, andRumi: Ich bin Wind und du bist Feuer,

and translated numerous of his poems. She issued a valuableour German world.”
An only child of older parents, the young Annemarie anthology of poetry in the Islamic tradition,Nimm eine Rose

und nenne sie Lieder (Take a Rose and Call It Songs), withfound encouragement from her devoted parents, her father,
who was well read in mysticism, particularly Oriental philos- her translations of works from seven language cultures, an-

cient and modern. She also published books meant as prelimi-ophy, and her mother, who came from a seafaring family. At
15, she convinced her mother to let her take Arabic lessons, nary introductions to Islam and its culture, from various as-

pects. She even wrote a delightful volume,Die Orientalischeand she rapidly mastered it. In the following years, she learned
Persian, Urdu, Turkish, and Pashtu. (This was at a time, underKatze, 1991, which developed the theme of the cat in Orien-

tal literature.the Nazi regime, that non-German cultures were considered
highly suspect.) With this language ability, she was to trans-
late numerous works, particularly poetical, from all these cul-Awarded a Peace Prize

In1995,ProfessorSchimmelwasawarded thePeacePrizetures.
After receiving her first degree in Islamic studies from the of the German Book Trade, in recognition of her work pro-

moting what has become known as the dialogue of civiliza-University of Berlin, at the age of 19, she studied the history
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tions. A massive hate campaign was launched against her, by culture it considers foreign?
“Man is the enemy of what he does not know,” she said,circles promoting the clash of civilizations, who alleged that

she had endorsed the fatwa (or death sentence) issued by quoting from a proverb common to Greek and Arabic. And,
citing St. Augustine, she said, “Man understands somethingIran’s Ayatollah Khomeini against Salman Rushdie, author

of Satanic Verses. Rushdie, a British intelligence asset, had only insofar as he is able to love it.” Her speech was a short,
effective introduction to what Islamic culture is, and an invita-written the book as a blasphemous attack against Islam and

its prophet Mohammed. Schimmel had stated that, while she tion to learn about it. In particular, she explained the special
role that poetry, the written and spoken word, have for Islamicunconditionally denounced the fatwa issued against Rushdie,

yet she could understand how the blasphemous characteriza- culture, from the Koran, through the vast tradition of mystical
poetry, which she has researched in depth, to modern manifes-tions, could “wound the feelings of deeply religious people.”

Professor Schimmel was immediately branded a “ fundamen- tations, even in the political sphere—for example, the poet
Mohammed Iqbal, considered the spiritual father of Pakistan.talist” who “ justified” an ayatollah’s death sentence against

Rushdie, who, after all, was merely exercising his “ freedom “The word,” she said, “ is that good which man has been en-
trusted with, that he should protect and that he should not, asof speech.” For months, critics editorialized against her and

it was expected that either she would withdraw her name, or often happens, weaken, falsify, or talk to death: Because it
holds powers which we cannot estimate. In this power ofthe Book Trade Association would settle on a more acceptable

choice. Professor Schimmel did not back down, nor did the language lies also the extraordinary responsibility of the poet
and, perhaps even more, of the translator, who can providesponsor of the prize, nor did then-German President Roman

Herzog. In his laudatio presenting the award, President the occasion for dangerous misunderstanding merely by a
single false nuance.”Herzog explicitly attacked the “political correctness” doc-

trine, which had animated the witch-hunt against Schimmel. In commenting on the significance of her receiving the
prize, Professor Schimmel said she considered it a prize forFurthermore, Herzog identified the reason why the hate cam-

paign had been launched, by referencing the “Clash of Civili- all German Orientalists. This is a tradition, she remarked in
an interview with the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung on Oct.zations” scenario popularized by geopolitical think-tanker

Samuel Huntington. It was precisely to prevent such cultural 13, 1995, “of over 200 years of classical Orientalism.” De-
fending this tradition, she added, “When Edward Said, in hisconflict, Herzog said, that Professor Schimmel’s works were

most valuable, in providing the general public with knowl- book Orientalism, branded England’s and France’s Oriental-
ists as trailblazers and interpreters of colonialism, he couldedge of Islamic culture.

Professor Schimmel elaborated this theme in her accep- not say the same about German Orientalists, because they, at
least the majority of them, have kept themselves out of politi-tance speech delivered at the historic Paulskirche in Frank-

furt: That understanding between religious cultures can only cal events. The German Orientalist school always was consid-
ered the school of Classical philology.”occur when one knows something about the foreign culture.

She explained that she had decided not to acquiesce to the The German Orientalist whose work Professor Schimmel
carried forward in the 20th Century, was Friedrich Rückert,pressure, “because I feel obligated to all Orientalists, who

dedicate themselves to quiet dialogue, as well as to all men who died in 1866. Rückert was a linguistic genius who mas-
tered over 40 languages and dedicated his life to translatingof good will in the Islamic world, and to the work of entente

for which I have lived 50 years.” Out of the “soul torture” the the great works of Oriental cultures into German, from Confu-
cius, to the Sanskrit epics, to the Arabic and Persian literature.campaign had put her through, she said she had learned that

“ the methods of science and poetry are one, whereas the Rückert undertook this massive task, convinced that only by
making known the works—especially poetical works—ofmethod of journalism and politics are another. Yet both sides

agree what a central role the word ‘ free speech’ plays in our other cultures, would Germans (and others) recognize the
universality of the language of creativity, which is poetry.society, in our lives.”
Rückert’s motto, “World poetry is world reconciliation,” is
the ideal which guided Professor Schimmel, who continuedIslamic Contributions to the West

Professor Schimmel made use of this freedom, to present Rückert’s life work.
Professor Schimmel worked with great energy, driven bywhat her critics would prefer to deny—the existence of a

long, differentiated history of Islamic culture, stretching from a passion for her mission. In her last interview, in December
2002, at the age of 80, she said her normal workday was 12-Andalusian Spain to the Indian Subcontinent and Asia, her

particular areas of expertise. Despite the documented contri- 13 hours: “There is nothing more beautiful, than to sit at a
desk or at a typewriter or in a library, and to work.” Whenbutions of the Islamic Renaissance to Western civilization,

Professor Schimmel said, “most Europeans find it foreign” asked about her plans for the future, she replied with a quote
from Rückert: “ ‘ If I am to live another ten years, I haveand consider it, as Jacob Burkhardt did, “ incapable of trans-

formation” because it had no Enlightenment. Thus, the issue enough work to do. If I am to die tomorrow, I have worked
enough.’ That’s very simple.”is, how does one educate people of one culture about another
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LaRouche Mobilizes Youth To
Save a Morally Bankrupt Nation
by Jeffrey Steinberg

Lyndon LaRouche simultaneously addressed East and West tragedy. The popular opinion which has dominated the United
States, in particular, increasingly over the period since aboutCoast gatherings of his rapidly expanding youth movement

on Feb. 1. Nearly 200 men and women between the ages of 18 1964, has been tragic, in the Classical sense of tragedy. What
has emerged as popular opinion, resulted in a collapse ofand 25 engaged in a four-hour dialogue with the Democratic

Party 2004 Presidential pre-candidate. civilization, which has reached the end-phase of its existence,
such that, if popular opinion is the standard of behavior ofThe rapidly swelling ranks of the LaRouche Youth Move-

ment—the only such movement to emerge in recent Ameri- government, and of the population, this nation will soon cease
to exist. All tragedy is based on that principle, true tragedy.can history based on the Platonic founding principles of the

American Republic—are engaged in a round-the-clock inter- Tragedy is not caused by mis-leadership. Tragedy may be
contributed to by a lack of adequate leadership; but the root ofvention, to change the direction of American policy: away

from the war party drive for a “Clash of Civilizations” en- tragedy is always popular opinion, established conventions,
generally assumed beliefs. And that’s why civilizations col-gulfing the entire Eurasian region in endless bloodshed and

chaos, and toward LaRouche’s agenda of national and global lapse.”
Addressing the kind of intervention required to alter theeconomic reconstruction, based on the successful model of

Franklin D. Roosevelt’s pre-war and wartime government- course of history and avert a new dark age, LaRouche told the
audience: “Now, that means that two things have to happen,directed mobilization.

The impact of the LaRouche Youth Movement has been two related things. First of all, somebody on the scene has to
understand that public opinion must be changed radically.felt in a number of state capitals, as well as in the nation’s

capital, for months. Shorly after the Feb. 1-2 weekend gather- That is, at leastsome of the definitions, postulates, axioms,
which control the system, which control popular opinion,ings, 65 LaRouche youth activists conducted a day-long lob-

bying intervention on Capitol Hill, distributing thousands of must be destroyed. Otherwise, the society, civilization, will
crash.copies of a LaRouche in 2004 campaign pamphlet that con-

tains the text of LaRouche’s historic Jan. 28, 2003 State of “Once the idea exists, in the minds of some, the question
is, how are we going to implement that idea, to cause society,the Union address.

As LaRouche promised the youth, he is committed to at the brink of doom, to save itself, by, first of all, changing
the generally accepted truisms of prevailing popular opinion,providing meaning and direction to a young generation aban-

doned by their Baby-Boomer parents, a “no-future” genera- in government, in legislatures, in political parties, among the
people in general.”tion that, without his leadership, faces a world defined by

economic collapse, cultural decay, and historical ignorance LaRouche spoke with brutal frankness about the kind of
social hell the young generation has been faced with: “Yourand/or amnesia.
generation, [those] who are still alive and viable, are con-
fronted by the fact that your parents’ generation gave you aLaRouche’s Call to Action

LaRouche began his Feb. 1 opening remarks: “Now,no-future world. There’s no way you can make a deal with
this culture, which prevails today. No way. Because you can’twe’re in a crisis, in a tragedy—you might call it the global
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Lyndon LaRouche addresses a
cadre school of the LaRouche
Youth Movement on Feb. 1 in
Pennyslvania. More than 200
young organizers and potential
supporters, most from the
United States but joined by
some Europeans and
Australians, attended the East
and West Coast schools which
were both opened by his
presentation.

survive! This culture can not deliver you the means to survive. are going to do this, the Japanese are going to do this, the
Africans are going to do this, the South Americans—no,And you know from the broken home-background that your

parents’ generation created, in large degree, what kind of a they’ re not! Because I know these countries. In none of them
do they have the guts, to challenge the United States. Theypsychological hell it makes for your generation.

“How many mothers and fathers do you have, officially will all crawl, and whine, and whimper, and complain, and
make insults, and curses, but they will submit from inside theon the record, known and unknown? I mean, that’s the condi-

tion of this generation, your generation!” pig-sty, where they’ re waiting to be slaughtered.
“We in the United States, and the youth movement in theLaRouche got to the heart of the matter: “So, you know

that. What are you going to do about it? You know that you United States, have the special responsibility, since this is
the world power, in terms of political-military control of thedon’ t have a future unless you can change society. But you’ re

a generation which is in a controlling position in policymak- world as a whole, we have to change it from the inside, in
order to save the world as a whole. And the world will looking of society. So what you do, is you go out like missionaries,

and begin to organize the dead generation, your parents’ gen- to us for this. If we don’ t succeed—if I were to fail, if you
were to fail—write the United States off, and be preparederation, in society. And you see the impact you have when

you go into these various places, like the campuses—go into to accept several generations of a dark age for humanity as
a whole.places such as the state legislatures, or the Congress—you

see the effect you have. The presence of four, five, or six of “ If I continue to do my job, and you do yours, and
develop this youth movement as it must be developed, weyou, walking in, knowing what you’ re talking about, which is

more than most of these legislators can do, and others: You can change world history for the better right now. Because
there is no other thing that’s going to work, except this kindhave an effect on them. . . .

“Now, my job is to ensure that the youth movement has of change.”
LaRouche concluded: “That’s the principle of tragedy.the right leadership. Because, without a youth movement,

even though I may be the smartest man in America, particu- That’s also the principle of the sublime. And that’s what you
guys are about. You have to have a clear self-conception oflarly on these kinds of issues, I can do nothing by myself. It’s

a youth movement which can strike the preceding generation, who you are.”
Following LaRouche’s keynote and dialogue, both theand revive them, and touch their conscience, which will en-

able this revival of the United States to occur. And of civiliza- East Coast and West Coast gatherings conducted a day and a
half of intensive classes and discussions, demonstrating that,tion generally. Because we are a world power. We are the

world empire—don’ t kid yourself! The United States is a even in the present collapsing culture, a Classical educational
curriculum can be revived—as a “university on wheels” ofworld empire—don’ t kid yourself!

“Don’ t say, the Chinese are going to do this, the Koreans political organizers.
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Lewis Libby’s in-Lewis Libby Bestrides
the-shadows role as
power-broker out ofUnderworld of Empire Vice President
Cheney’s office, is
not really separableby Anton Chaitkin
from his other role,
lawyer for
internationalLewis Libby, chief of staff and national security aide to Vice
swindler Marc RichPresident Dick Cheney, is a leader of the Administration fac- over the past two

tion promoting war with Iraq and a global explosion of other decades.
conflicts. Despite his power and importance, it is understand-
able that Libby is shielded from the public view; that no bio-
graphical sketch has been published. Lewis Libby’s career
so blatantly represents the gangsterism driving events to a Rich, returned for a stint in the next Republican Administra-

tion, went back again to Garment and Rich, and once morecatastrophe, that as a leader of the war project, he must cling
to the shadows. back to the official war business under Cheney as Vice Presi-

dent. Through these decades, the Rich enterprise has paidHis life has alternated between two closely intertwined
tracks. For half of the years since 1980, sponsored by Paul millions of dollars for his services.

The power faction that has employed Libby, both in andWolfowitz (his Yale professor), Libby has pushed imperial
war schemes from within government posts. EIR has pre- out of government, is the subject of our inquiry.

Leonard Garment has gained slight fame as Presidentviously published details of Libby’s role with the “chicken-
hawks.” For the other half of these two decades, Libby has Richard Nixon’s attorney in the Watergate scandal, and even

less notoriety as the lawyer for Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard’sbeen an attorney for the “godfather” of Russia’s “Mafiya”
killers and mass looters, Marc Rich—work performed en- recruiter and controller, Col. Aviem Sella, and for gangster

Rich. Garment and his friend, Purple Gang mobster and Dope,tirely under Libby’s mentor and law partner, Leonard
Garment. Inc. billionaire Max Fisher, working together as a team, have

had increasing influence in the Republican Party since theWolfowitz is now Deputy Secretary of Defense. He and
Libby supply the “brains” for their war-mad superiors, Che- 1960s. A thoroughly sanitized version of their story is told in

two books, Garment’s autobiography (Crazy Rhythm,1997,ney and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. Marc Rich is
currently a target of several nations’ law enforcement agen- written in cooperation with his law partner Libby), and the

Max Fisher authorized biography (Quiet Diplomat,by Petercies’ crackdown on an immense Russian Mafiya money-laun-
dering scheme, despite the pardon for Rich that Libby and his Golden, 1992).

Richard Nixon, formerly U.S. Vice President, had beenclique orchestrated from President Clinton.
defeated for the Presidency by John Kennedy in 1960, and
defeated again two years later running for California gover-Leonard Garment, Nixon’s Reinventor

Following a 1983 indictment, Rich fled the United States, nor. Looking for a fresh start, Nixon moved to New York
in 1963 and joined the Wall Street law firm of Mudge, Rose.facing 325 years in prison; the official charges specified only

trading with the enemy (Iran) and tax evasion, leaving un- Leonard Garment, a rising partner at that firm, befriended
Nixon, introduced him politically and assured the humbledtouched Rich’s plundering of Africa, decimating of Russia,

and bloody organized-crime operations in New York. Libby politician that Destiny was calling. The Max Fisher biogra-
phy quotes Garment: “Wall Street was not Nixon’s naturaltold investigators for the House Government Reform Com-

mittee, on March 1, 2001: “In the Spring of 1985, Mr. Rich field of action. In politics, people are very direct. . . . How-
ever, on Wall Street, it’s a very complicated, convoluted. . . asked Mr. Leonard Garment, a Washington attorney, to

represent [him] in connection with an outstanding criminal language. And then you have country clubs and golf and
private clubs in town. That was not Richard Nixon’s cupindictment. At the time, Mr. Rich had already renounced his

U.S. citizenship and was living in Switzerland. . . . About this of tea.”
In 1967 Garment organized the cynical advertising fortime, Mr. Garment asked me to join his firm. Mr. Garment

assigned me to help assess [possible] legal defenses to the tax “The New Nixon” to win the Presidency in 1968. As Garment
comments in his autobiography, “Joe McGuinniss’s book Theand energy fraud charges to which the Rich companies had

already pled guilty.” Libby left his post under Wolfowitz in Selling of the President. . . bestowed fame, fortune and leg-
endary status on the Nixon advertising campaign and its per-the Reagan Administration, went to work for Garment and
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petrators, the members of our media [group].” Victory put Wolfowitz urged then-Defense Secretary Dick Cheney to
adopt a global pre-emptive warfare doctrine in response toGarment into a select White House circle.

Max Fisher put huge sums into the 1968 race, money the collapse of the Soviet Union. Cheney embraced it, but the
elder President Bush and his other advisors kept this insanityoriginating largely from organized crime. He reputedly had

carried cash for the Detroit Purple Gang across the Canadian somewhat contained. It emerged as a reigning doctrine after
the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.border in payments for drugs and booze, and was an owner in

the Gang-controlled oil industry. Garment and Fisher worked Along the way, Garment’s sponsor, Max Fisher, took con-
trol (in 1975) of the United Fruit Company, renamed Unitedtogether through the Nixon Administration. Introducing

Fisher in his autobiography, Garment speaks of “my organiz- Brands. This banana firm in effect ruled Central America,
sponsored coups and dictators, and was blamed by anti-druging . . . meetings for the American Jewish leaders with Nixon

and [National Security Advisor Henry] Kissinger. The princi- officials for running about 20% of the cocaine and marijuana
coming into the United States in the 1970s. Fisher and Unitedpal force behind these meetings was . . . Max Fisher, who had

amassed a large fortune in the oil business. . . . His exploits Fruit influence moved Israeli arms into Western Hemisphere
covert wars—a circuit that wound up in the crimes of Iran-in forging an alliance between Israel and a succession of Re-

publican presidents deserve—and have gotten—a whole Contra in the mid-1980s.
The year Fisher became United Brands chairman, Presi-book [i.e., the Fisher authorized biography].” Fisher and Gar-

ment’s power faction shifted a section of the American Jewish dent Gerald Ford granted his request to appoint Leonard
Garment to the UN Human Rights Commission. After work-community from liberalism into right-wing politics. Their

allies in Israel moved Israel to the right. This gangster/right- ing in New York with Ambassador to the UN Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, Garment and a team of “neo-conservatives” ranwing axis has become the nightmare Likud government in

Israel today. a Moynihan-for-Senate campaign, setting the mold for a
new breed of Democratic Party operatives for the gangster/When Nixon plunged into trouble for covering up the

Watergate bugging adventure, Garment became official Israeli right-wing axis. In the 1980s, this corrupt cross-party
apparatus was formalized: Michael Steinhardt—half-billion-Counsel to the President. Garment and Fisher got the embat-

tled Nixon to send massive arms shipments to Israel during aire son of a Meyer Lansky syndicate fence, Wall Street
speculator, and Marc Rich’s New York investment partner—the 1973 Mideast war that coincided with the Watergate crisis.
founded the “centrist” Democratic Leadership Council.
Steinhardt chaired the DLC until 1995, when he turned itCriminalizing Politics

Fisher and Garment operated together in pressuring Rus- over to Sen. Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.). In 1996, Stein-
hardt visited the exiled Rich in Switzerland, and began plan-sia on Jewish emigration. As one result, gangsters, many of

them not Jews, poured into Israel, into New York, out of ning the campaign to get Rich a pardon. He coordinated
with Mossad operative Avner Azulay, head of the Richand back into a disintegrating Soviet Union. Rich, a financial

contributor to this process and acknowledged agent of the Foundation in Israel.
Since Democrat Clinton was the target, Democrat JackIsraeli Mossad, became a kingpin of the wildest criminals

sprung from Russia. Quinn was retained by the Rich-Garment-Libby-Steinhardt
forces, and officially managed the pardon case. Quinn wasFor example, Rich, his New York partner Ronald Green-

wald, and Israeli Likud operative Shabtai Kalmanowitch cre- formerly Vice President Al Gore’s chief of staff, and was
known as a loyalist for the Gore/DLC side, following theirated a front company which ran Bophuthatswana in Africa,

bringing in money-laundering casinos and taking over the instructions even when he had nominally worked for Presi-
dent Clinton. Libby told the Congressional probers, “Some-country’s platinum mines. In 1985—the same year that fugi-

tive Rich hired Garment and Garment hired Libby—Rich, time in 1999, I first learned that Mr. Rich had . . . retained Mr.
Jack Quinn. . . . I participated in efforts to brief Mr. QuinnGreenwald, Kalmanowitch, and a team of Israelis tied to Ariel

Sharon made a coup d’état in Sierra Leone, West Africa. about the case and the subsequent efforts to prepare yet an-
other request to the southern district.”Most of the country’s diamonds were smuggled into the black

market through Russian Mafiya routes. Kalmanowitch was Beginning with the June 2002 “Operation Spiderweb”
crackdown on the Russian Mafiya, a law enforcement net haslater arrested in London, extradited to the United States,

skipped bail, and fled to Israel, where he was again arrested, gradually been closing once again on Rich—his partnership
with arms trader Grigori Loutchansky, launderer of Soviet,charged with spying for the KGB.

Garment represented Rich through various law firms. Russian, and Israeli dirty money; and other Rich companies
involved in laundering stolen Russian assets into Israel,Libby, Garment’s protégé, followed Garment into employ-

ment at Dickstein, Shapiro and Morin (in 1986-89); Mudge, among other crimes. It is now imperative that Lewis Libby,
the beneficiary and prime protector of this underworld em-Rose, the old Nixon firm (after 1992); and Dechert Price &

Rhoads (late 1990s). pire, be removed from the levers of power, before he helps
drag the world into a disaster.In 1989 Libby switched into the Pentagon, where he and
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more than ever that LaRouche’s leadership role in the United
States is crucial. Powell’s speech was a diplomatic debacle
that failed to win further votes in the UN Security Council for
a U.S.-led war on Iraq. But the story behind the Powell speech
is more complicated.

On Feb. 5, right after Powell spoke, LaRouche, in discus-Powell UN Debacle Shows
sions with close associates, accused the White House of send-
ing Powell to the UN as part of the Administration’s responseLaRouche’s Crucial Role
to LaRouche’s State of the Union address—a reaction in an-
ticipation of how the international community would respondby Michele Steinberg
to the example of real statesmanship demonstrated by
LaRouche in his webcast on the afternoon of Jan. 28. Some

In his internationally webcast Jan. 28 State of the Union Washington sources had explained that the unusually late date
(Jan. 28) of the Bush State of the Union speech was preciselyspeech, Lyndon LaRouche, candidate for the Democratic

Party Presidential nomination in 2004, bluntly stated that in reaction to LaRouche. These sources reported that the delay
was both because some in the White House wanted to hearthere is no reason for the United States to have to engage in

war against any country—especially Iraq, or North Korea. what LaRouche had to say first, and also didnot want
LaRouche to deliver an alternativeafter Bush spoke. TheThere is no threat that the United States cannot handle diplo-

matically with help from friends and allies, LaRouche said, Administration monitored LaRouche’s remarks closely,
sources reported.as the unchallenged political and military power on Earth—

America’s economic disintegration notwithstanding. Thus LaRouche characterized what did happen at the UN as
follows: Powell did the job he was assigned to do. But thosethere is no justification for a war on Iraq; and the same is true

for North Korea. who were expecting a commitment to war to come out of it
from the United States will be disappointed. Powell got stuckHowever, that international cooperation is not there. Be-

cause of this Iraq war drive, being used as an excuse to launch with the job, because he would not evoke a strong reaction.
Powell is seen internationally as someone who is sane. Withina new imperial war policy, said LaRouche, “the United States

is being held in contempt in most nations and among most the bounds of what Powell was ordered to do (with a very bad
script, one might add), he probably kept things at the borderspeople in the world,” a contempt that is “growing rapidly

under the past two years of this Administration.” The im- from the edge of war. The risk of war is admittedly increasing,
observed LaRouche, but it has nothing to do with what Powellmense sympathy for the United States, “over what happened

in New York and Washington, D.C. on Sept. 11, 2001 . . . is did. Powell was sent in to be embarrassed. If Defense Secre-
tary Donald Rumsfeld, or one of the other war party hawksnow dissipating.” LaRouche added, “And that is not good for

our national security.” had been sent in, there would be a veto in the UN Security
Council.Speaking as the shadow American leadership, vitally nec-

essary because of the weakness of President George W. Bush, How the American Presidential system works has to be
understood. There is a small group of utopian nut-cases thatLaRouche laid out his own mission—to help ensure that this

President successfully gets through the next two years. The are now desperate for this war, a war that neo-conservative
Israeli agents like Richard Perle and Michael Ledeen makenation needs a leadership thatcan avoid the Iraq war, just as

World War I and World War II could have been avoided with very clear is aimed at the entire Islamic world, and perhaps,
at France as well. But, the Presidency is trying to wrigglereal leadership.

“War is not inevitable!” said LaRouche. “A war in Iraq is around it—pretending to be seriously committed to war,
while aiming at not having a war.not inevitable. Unless cowards permit it to happen, and fools

in government, it will never happen. Because Iraq is not a
nation to be bombed. Iraq is not a theater of war. It is a detona-A Disastrous Diplomatic Failure

The diplomatic failure of the deployment of Powell totor of war; a war which would become a worldwide war. . . .
This must be stopped now. . . . Anyone who says you’ve got the UN on Feb. 5 was not Powell’s failure, said LaRouche.

Powell was assigned to present the Administration’s caseto go to this war, because of this reason—they don’t know
what they’re talking about; they’re fools. It must not happen.” and he did his duty—regardless of his own views. In fact,

as events unfolding on Feb. 7 show, LaRouche was more
than insightful about the Powell assignment! The informa-Why Powell Was Sent

The Bush Administration’s next action, dispatching Sec- tion on terrorism and Iraq, and on other matters of weapons
of mass destruction, from a British dossier are a hoax. Onretary of State Colin Powell to the UN Security Council on

Feb. 5 to deliver a bellicose speech about Iraq, only proved Feb. 7, the evidence began unravelling at a rapid rate. First,
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according to BBC, British intelligence circles, fed up with holding of evidence, or even government misconduct and
obstruction of justice, in a case brought under U.S. Constitu-Tony Blair’s amateurish and obsessive war talk, leaked infor-

mation that a “dossier” released by Blair and praised effu- tional or international law! Was the objective of the Bush
Administration to humiliate the UN inspectors by withhold-sively by Powell at the UN, is a joke—including information

plagiarized from a 1997 term paper prepared by a graduate ing information that they would be going to empty sites? Or
is the Feb. 5 “evidence,” more “smoke and mirrors,” than astudent. Then, the Wall Street Journal on Feb. 7 quoted

German Interior Minister Otto Schilly asserting that there “smoking gun?”
In addition, the al-Zarqawi/Baghdad story of a link to theis no evidence—after an 18-month investigation by German

intelligence services—that Abu Musab Zarqawi, a.k.a. “al- Foley assassination may turn out to be a “Gulf of Tonkin”
type lie, that is, an invented explanation for an incident thatZarqawi,” is a core member of al-Qaeda; nor is there evi-

dence that Baghdad is linked to al-Qaeda. Al-Zarqawi was is designed to provide justification for an unjustified war.
As LaRouche emphasizes, in truth seeking, whether innamed as the centerpiece of the alleged Iraq/al-Qaeda link

by both Powell and by President Bush in a Feb. 6 Rose economics, or war, or science, “ facts” are not “ facts” out of
context. In effect, even if the remaining allegations inGarden speech.

On certain other aspects of the speech, the statement of Powell’s performance are true, the presentation proves
LaRouche’s point from the Jan. 28 webcast—that the UnitedLt. Gen. Amir al-Saadi, the science advisor to Saddam Hus-

sein, was well taken. Al-Saadi said, according to the Washing- States, as the unchallenged superior military and economic
power in the world, is big enough, sophisticated enough, andton Post on Feb. 5, “What we heard today [from Powell] was

for the general public, and mainly the uninformed, in order to has enough clout in the world to resolve the crises of Iraq and
North Korea without going to war.influence their opinion and to commit the aggression on Iraq.”

It may turn out to be even worse—with Powell having been
set up to deliver faulty information. Allies Unconvinced

As of Feb. 6, the votes in favor of U.S. military force toPowell’s prepared 90-minute presentation could have
been called a prosecutor’s “show of force,” complete with take over Iraq, at the UN Security Council, were only 4 out of

15, and Powell’s performance had failed to gain more support.a slide show of satellite photos, audiotapes of wiretapped
conversations, mug shots of al-Qaeda assassins, and ani- Statements on Feb. 6 from France, Germany, Russia, China,

and the Arab League all show that, despite the media frenzymated cartoons of secret mobile weapons labs. The “ facts”
were then wrapped in neo-conservative, imperial rhetoric, of black propaganda, Powell’s presentation a day earlier had

not swayed any of the opponents of an Iraq war, especiallythreatening the United Nations with making itself “ irrele-
vant” (a phrase loved by those who do not want a coalition, the opposing nations on the Security Council. On Feb. 6,

Russian President Putin had a phone discussion with Frenchbut want the United States to act as an imperial power) if
the Security Council were to vote against taking military President Chirac, and the two men reiterated that they want the

weapons inspections to continue. France’s Foreign Ministeraction against Iraq. But the speech is already being
widely discredited. offered a proposal, in response to the Powell speech, that the

weapons inspection team be greatly expanded, to allow alsoIn addition to the al-Zarqawi matter, another area involv-
ing satellite photos is especially suspicious. Powell exhibited for monitors to be left behind at all inspected sites; and that

France begin surveillance flights over Iraq.satellite photos purporting to show that Iraq had moved mate-
riel before the inspectors arrived. As noted above, the allega- UN weapons inspectors Hans Blix and Mohamed El Bara-

dei were in London on Feb. 6, where they reiterated theirtion that al-Zarqawi is a top al-Qaeda leader backed by Iraq
is discredited by the German Interior Minister. Both Powell demand for more time to finish their jobs. On Feb. 7, they

were going to France and then on to Baghdad. Even Powelland Bush asserted that al-Zarqawi had master-minded the
Oct. 28, 2002 assassination of American diplomat Lawrence said that their Feb. 8-9 work in Iraq will be critical for deter-

mining whether or not there will be a war. On Feb. 6, IraqFoley, who worked for the State Department’s Agency for
International Development, in Amman, Jordan. allowed the first interview with an Iraqi weapons scientist to

take place without a government observer.On the satellite photos, Powell divulged in three examples
that “on Nov. 10, [2002]” and “ just two days before the in- War is not inevitable with leadership provided by

LaRouche, and an expanding number of allies committedspections resumed,” trucks and caravans were photographed
by U.S. satellite observation removing materials from de- to winning the peace with him. As he said on Jan. 28, “We

must save this nation with a President who does not haveclared weapons sites. “We saw this kind of house-cleaning at
close to 30 sites.” Yet this information was never provided to the qualifications in himself, a President should have for

a crisis of this sort. I do. Therefore, I shall assume mythe UN Security Council, of which the United States is a
permanent member. responsibilities to him, as well as to our institutions and

our people.”This is nothing short of what would be considered with-
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Editorial

One Doesn’t Mention Rope . . .

In a case of recognition of the dangers of the deepening terprise became insolvent or il-liquid, investors in its
debt and, potentially, its derivatives counterpartiesdepression, which is more than rare in Washington, a

Federal oversight agency on Feb. 4 asked Congress for could incur losses.”
OFHEO considers three “hypothetical” scenarios ofreceivership authority in case of a near-term failure,

because of derivatives losses, of one of the giant Federal deteriorating financial conditions. In the third scenario,
EnterpriseAsuffers large lossesandbecomes illiquid—mortgage companies, known as Fannie Mae and Fred-

die Mac. A failure could trigger a “systemic event” resulting in a “systemic event.” Investors “are uncertain
about whether it will default, about the size of any creditthreatening the collapse of the housing financial system

and a “major disruption” of global financial markets, losses they may incur, and about the future liquidity of
its debt.” As a result, there is widespread selling of thereported the agency, the Office of Federal Housing En-

terprise Oversight (OFHEO)—exactly the conclusion Enterprise’s debt as well as a large decline in the market
prices of its mortgage-backed securities (MBS).drawn in the June 21, 2002EIR by economic researcher

Richard Freeman. OFHEO is supposed to regulate these Under some circumstances, the sell-off becomes a
panic; the resulting bank problems “increase the risk oftwo government-sponsored enterprises creating the

secondary mortgage market—the last financial bubble contagious il-liquidity spreading through the banking
system, the markets for the obligations of other GSEs,still left standing as of now.

OFHEO sent a report to the Senate Banking Com- and the financial sector as a whole, adversely affecting
the U.S. and the global economy.” For example, foreignmittee and the House Financial Services Committee,

calling on Congress “to allow the agency to close and investors would sell dollar-denominated assets. Mort-
gage rates would skyrocket, GDP and employmentappoint a receiver to manage the affairs of an insolvent

Enterprise,” by amending the Federal Housing Enter- would plummet; pension funds would be hit hard. In
this case, OFHEO states, “the Federal government facesprises FinancialSafety and SoundnessAct of 1992. If an

Enterprise is not viable, the report states, then OFHEO difficult choices.” Without government action, “the po-
tential decline in aggregate economic activity may beshould have the authority to “place it into receivership

and wind down the business of the company.” very large.”
The potential for an Enterprise failure is muchMajor global securities firms and commercial

banks that serve as counterparties to the financial deriv- greater now than it was in 1992—when Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac outstanding debt was much lower, andatives contracts that the Enterprises use, OFHEO

warns, would face “serious [credit] exposures” and they were just beginning to use financial derivatives.
The mortgage corporations had $1.7 trillion in deriva-“solvency or liquidity problems,” were one of the En-

terprises to fail. More than 30% of commercial banks tives outstanding at the end of 2001, according to
OFHEO Director Armando Falcon, up from $72 billionwith assets above $1 billion, OFHEO estimates, hold

debt of Fannie or Freddie exceeding 10% of their at the end of 1993. Fannie Mae’s debt has increased
five-fold, and that of Freddie Mac by 20 times.equity—while one with more than $50 billion in assets

(unnamed but unmistakably J.P. Morgan Chase) held Most serious was the result of OFHEO director Fal-
con’s report. He was fired immediately on Feb. 5, andFannie Mae debt in excess of 25% of its equity.

“Changes in market conditions in securities or deriva- replaced by a total-deregulation advocate who is a
friend of former Sen. Phil Gramm and his wife Wendy.tives markets, could impose losses on, and increase

the risk of, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac and other If the Bush Administration cannot tolerate listening to
warnings of what is coming, that is more dangerousfinancial institutions that participate in those markets.”

The interdependencies are so large that, “if either En- than the collapse threat itself.
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